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410 Phantom Speaker Effect

Only Yamaha Cinema DSP creates phantom speakers

to _fully replicate a multi -speaker movie theater. So

CINEMA DSP _you'll Fear sounds everywhere in

the room. Even in places where

there aren't speakers. We also offer multi -room,

multi -source capabilities for increased flexibility

Ift:t\Only Cinema DSP c n take yo'h to the Serengeti with

One minute, you're eating popcorn at home. The next, you're being transported to the wilds of Africa. The swamps
of Montana seventy million years ago. Or even the moon. With Yamaha Cinema DSP, anything's possible. © That's
because only Cinema DSP can create the ultimate cinematic experience, right in your living room. We accomplish this
through a unique method of multiplying the effects of Digital Sound Field Processing and Dolby Pro Logic: © Digital
Sound Field Processing is Yamaha's exclusive technology that reproduces some of the finest performance spaces in the
world.  Yamaha audio scientists measured the actual acoustic properties of these performance venues. Then trans-
ferred that information to microchips that go into our A/V receivers. So you can access it in your home at the touch of a

button.  And our digitally processed Dolby Pro Logic allows us to place dialogue and sound effects around the room,
matching the action on the screen.  These two technologies enable us to accurately replicate the full ambiance of a
multi -speaker movie theater, in an ordinary listening room.  All of which means we're able to offer a growing line of
home theater components with Cinema DSP that outperform other comparatively priced products on the market.

C 1995 Yamaha Electronics Corporation, USA. Cinema DSP is a trademark of Yamaha Electronics Corporation, Dolby Pro Logic is a registered trademark of Dolby laboratoriesLicensing Corporation.



New 21-V2090

The RX-V2090. Easy -to -use features plus state-of-the-art technology. Like learning remote

control, on -screen display, 7 -channel amplification, DSP, Cinema DSP AC -3 compatibility.

out a passport, map or shots.

And that brings us to the RX-V2090 Home Theater A/V Receiver. One of this year's most New RX-V390
exciting new components. As you'd imagine, it comes with everything we've already men-
tioned.  But, it also offers advanced features you might not expect in a single unit. Like
multi -room, multi -source capabilities with two remotes for independent control of main
system A/V sources from another listening room.  The RX-V2090 has 7 -channel amplification with 100w mains and

center, and 35w front and rear effects. Pre -outs on all channels. 5 audio and 4 audio/video inputs with S -Video
terminals. Yamaha linear damping circuitry. Plus discrete 5.1 channel line inputs for AC -3. And 10 DSP programs
including 70mm movie theater.  Of course, not everyone has the need for a component this comprehensive. That's
why we offer a full line of six new AN receivers. So you can choose the one that's best for you. e Which means

now all you have to worry about is cleaning up after those elephants before your next trip. yA m AH A
e For the dealer nearest you, please call 1-800-4YAMAHA.

Yamaha Electinnics Corporation. LSA. P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park. CA 90621
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The Best Surround Speaker in the World.
POLK'S LS f/x HIGH PERFORMAN CE SURROUND SPEAKER

"I set out to create the best sounding and most versatile

surround speaker in the world. The critics seem to agree

that I have succeeded." Matthew Poik

"...a rich, warm speaker with bags of bass... a top
notch performer... [they] sound excellent and are
highly versatile." Own Home Cinema, Oreot Britoil 1995

"The initial effect with the Polks was simply stagger-
ing. The LS f/x's were the best surround experience I
have had in my home." Aledio Wilea Mw Zedand 1995

"It's the range of these speakers that thrills. They can
make the floor vibrate with their low bass and are
excellent for space -ships flying overhead or the growls
of moving tanks and cranes, just the stuff of which
impressive home cinema is made."

What 1--// ft Oreat Britain 1995

CIRCLE NO. 51 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Dealer Locator Number

1-800-992-2520

%I Ad code: 10001

"...a speaker of considerable sophistication....
[the LS f/x] can transform the surround channel from
a typically flat monochromatic noise to a detached,
spacious and coherent soundfield."

Hoorefeertainstent Oredt Britain, 1995

Audition the

LS f/x and other

outstanding

Polk home the-

ater speakers at

your local

authorized Polk

dealer or for

information,

call us at

(800) 377-POLK.

Polk's stylish IS f/x surround speakers mount easily on your wall

and are available in black or white to complement your decor.

The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
"Polk Audio"," The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance" are registered trademarks of Polk Investment Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated.
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Speakers in the spotlight:
counterclockwise from upper left,

Cambridge SoundWorks Surround.

KEF 100 center channel. Klipsch
KG 5.5 and Definitive Technology BP

.2(XX) lowers. Velodyne VA -1215X

subwoofer, Acoustic Research
SW30 subwoofer, Paradigm Mini-Mk3,

and Mission 731 bookshelf.
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THE

LITTLE

SPEAKOZ
THAT ARE

MAKING IT

They're on display

in the Design

Museum in

London. And

they've quickly

become one

of the decade's best selling small

loudspeakers.  Why are Solid speakers

so wildly successful? Simply because

they produce superb, high quality sound

that one would expect only from

speakers many

times their size

and price.  The
reason? They're

acoustically

engineered by

world-renowned B&W Loudspeakers.

The same people who created the

legendary B&W Matrix 801 - the speaker

used for nearly eighty percent of all

classical recordings. Start with a single

pair. Then build a

complete home

theater system

including a Power -

Bass subwoofer tc

capture the earth-

shaking realism of films like Jurassic Park.

Call 1.800.370.3742 for the name of the

Solid dealer nearest you. And find out how

to get big sound without spending big money.

They play big.

Rock Solid Sounds
of America
54 Concord Street
North Reading, MA
01864- 2 699
1.800.370.3742 T E L

1.508.664.4 I 09 FAX
CIRCLE NO. 53 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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MITSUBISHI DIAMOND VISION

in a 40" model.
INTRODUCING THE WORLD'S FIRST 40 -INCH PICTURE TUBE.

In 1980, Diamond Vision made
its stunning debut at America's
ballparks. Today, Diamond Vision
is the industry standard in bright,
well-defined large-scale video.

Now large-scale Diamond
Vision technology has found its
way into your home. Mitsubishi's
new 40 -inch TV is a one -of -a -kind

video tour de force, available
only from your Mitsubishi dealer.
No other company offers
consumers a bright, sharp
picture tube this big.

For the location of an
Authorized Mitsubishi dealer in
your area, call :
1-800-937-0000, ext. 515.

mt MITSUBISHI
THE BIG SCREEN COMPANY

CIRCLE NO. 52 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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On -screen displays
guide operations.
including a help
button that can
pinpoint a problem
and offer a solution
right on your screen.

dassil#
The Class H+ amp sends equal

power to all channels with
2 dB dynamic headroom.

f,,..

POWER

HOME TH < CONTROL RECEIVER SA-TX1010

DIRECT TUNING

SPEAKERS

INTRODUCING THE ULTIMATE IN

HOME THEATER SOUND - THE NEW

TECHNICS SA-TXIOIO HOME THX

RECEIVER. NOT ONLY DOES IT MEET

LUCASFILM'S STRINGENT STANDARDS

FOR REPRODUCING MOVIE SOUND-

TRACKS, IT ALSO MEETS OUR OWN.

IT OFFERS THE REALISM OF DOLBY*

PRO LOGIC SURROUND, EQUAL

33 OiANN1

FM TN%
BAND 010/11M0 MENA SURFKXMO 351SFr:0

DOLBY PRO LOGIC - - -

The remote controls other
Technics audio compo-
nents and most brand

name video components.

Sound Stage
Imaging delivers

realistic surround
effects even with
stereo sources.

 When using video tape. laser disc or broadcast which is encoded with Dolby Surround. Dolby and the double -D symbol are trademarks of DolbyLaboratories Licensing Corp

AL.

To speak to your nearest Technics

4111116.



Gill HOME THEATER RECEIVER.

0 9 0 MEMORY :LtLLAV

CENTER CNANNEL
MODE SELECT -

.

--CHAIM& LEVEL

-1110110%

TUNER

/ X

AMP CONTROLLER

Technks

RECEIVER

U %i'(/talcs you
I limit' T

in a SIllgle (busses

dealer, call toll -free:

POWER TO ALL CHANNELS, PROPER

STEREO IMAGING AND LOCALIZA-

TION, AND FULL DYNAMIC RANGE

CAPABILITY WITH LOW DISTORTION.

SO IF YOU WANT TO EXPERIENCE THE

ULTIMATE IN HOME THEATER SOUND,

TECHNICS HOME THX RECEIVER IS

THE RIGHT ONE TO BRING HOME.

`142Jaajrazr
The science of sound

Vi 111111111

144
),,II Olio'. alnel.:1)101'

LUCASFILM

1996 U.S. Olympic Team 0,
Proud Sponsor of the U



Imagine seeing sound. If you could,

choosing the best speakers would

be simple.

You'd see how conventional speak-

ers send their sound directly into the

room, straight out from each enclosure.

But with Bose Direct/Reflecting

speakers, the sound pattern

The 901. Direct/Reflecting - speaker

system. The most highly acclaimed speakers

ever. Other DirectlRellecting models share

this technology. and are available to fit

your needs and your budget.

looks more Ike that of a concert hall.

At a concert, most of what you hear

reflects off the walls, floor and ceiling

before it reaches your ears, giving live

music much of its character.

Direct/Reflecting speakers use the

walls of your room in a similar

way, providing

many of the lifelike,

spacious qualities

that make live

music so enjoyable.

And you can experience that sound

right in your home, everyday, just by

turning on your stereo.

So although you can't see sound, we

believe You'll clearly hear the difference

Direct/Reflecting speakers make. Call

for the names of Bose retailers near

you. And listen. Bose speakers will

speak for themselves.

Call 1-800-444-BOSE, Ext. 571.

DOSE
Better sound through research



LETTERS
More Home Improvements
Thanks for Daniel Kumin's informative
"Home Improvement" in July. I would like
to add a few no -cost or low-cost sugges-
tions for further improving an A/V system:

I. Keep your TV screen clean. Any
charged surface is a dust collector.

2. Check your cable -TV point of entry
and room wiring. How many splitters and
what size taps have the "caring technicians"
installed? If possible. use a separate splitter
to your main screen before the main house
feed. Are the splitters that were used top-
quality? Maybe a few dollars for better
ones would bring visible improvements.

3. Ask your cable company to measure
the signal level at the area feed and to cor-
rect it it necessary.

4. Do not run your audio and video ca-
bles parallel with your power cords. Also,
keep your speaker lines as short as possible
and never loop the excess.

5. Finally, just in case, get a good surge
protector, and document your equipment
with serial numbers and photos.

WARREN EPHRAIM
Fairfield. CT

None of the articles I have read recently
about setting up or upgrading home theater
systems. including the very good article by
Daniel Kumin in your July issue, mentions
adding a subwoofer to the center channel
and operating the Dolby Pro Logic circuit
in the Wide mode. To me, this is one of the
best improvements I've made to my sys-
tem. Also, nonsurround TV fare comes
mostly through the center channel in Dolby
Pro Logic. and I get the full range of sound.
commercials and all. I used an impedance -
matching transformer to wire my sub to my
receiver, which has only one set of center -
speaker outputs. MILL REINGOLD

Salmon. ID

AR Monitories
Julian Hirsch's June comparison of the
Acoustic Research AR 303 with the old
AR -3a brought hack memories. Shortly af-
ter I joined AR in 1965. Roy Allison and
Ed Villchur assigned me the task of design-
ing new drivers and crossovers for the AR -
3. The AR -3 had 2 -inch midrange and I3/s-
inch high -frequency phenolic drivers, not
11/2 and 3/4 inches as Mr. Hirsch stated.
Working the 11 -inch woofers out to I kHz
compromised the midrange because of the
woofer -dispersion performance.

It was determined that new midrange and
high -frequency drivers would he needed.
Accordingly. I designed a 11/2 -inch soft -
dome midrange and a -1/4-inch impregnated -
paper -dome tweeter. The new midrange
could be crossed over at 575 Hz. thus elimi-
nating the woofer -dispersion problem. The
new -1/4-inch tweeter had superior disper-
sion hut at some sacrifice in efficiency.

The new speaker was temporarily desig-
nated the AR -3x. It had a somewhat "laid-
back" quality some called the "New Eng-
land sound." In reality the effect was the
result of the tweeter's compromised effi-
ciency. Ultimately Roy Allison designed
the AR-LST, which used arrays of the new
drivers operating with automatic transform-
ers compensating for the disparate efficien-
cies. One might say that, like politics, loud-
speaker design is "the art of the possible."

CHARLES MCSHANE
Mt. Prospect, IL

Caption Contestants
wasI surprised when I wasn't selected as

the winner of the I Ith Annual Rodrigues
Cartoon Caption Contest (July).

My friends had warned me that my clas-
sic entry - "Woofer?! Hell, I hardly even
know her!" - might be a little risque for
STEREO REVIEW. But clearly my entry is
no more sexually suggestive than the win-
ning selection (which is, by the way, quite
clever and witty).

So. like the couple shown in the cartoon,
I am baffled. WYNN MARTIN

Houston, TX

No doubt your obsession with winning
stems .from your first name. Please consult
your therapist.

Unfortunately. I saw your Cartoon Caption
Contest too late to enter. Otherwise. my
caption would have certainly won:

"Hi, Good Neighbor! I'm Harman Kar-
don from the planet Cerwin-Vega in a

galaxy almost Infinity miles from here. We
sure do love the Pioneer life here in Aiwa."

STEPHEN J. LOSBEN
Meadowbrook. PA

No doubt your obsession with winning
stems from your surname. an anagram
"N.B.: Lose." Please consult your therapist.

CD Goofs
June -Bulk tin- described the "unforget-
table" experience of a mislabeled Nat King
Cole CD on Capitol. But Capitol is not the
only label to have produced a few surprises.
not by a long shot.

I began buying CD's in January 1985,
and among my early purchases that year
was the Dream Academy's debut album on
Warner Bros., featuring their popular hit,
Life in a Northern Town. Imagine my sur-
prise when the player registered twelve
tracks instead of the listed ten and organ
music greeted me. "This is not the Life in a
Northern Town I've been hearing on the ra-
dio." I thought. Epic had a similar goof
with the Heart album "Passionworks." The
booklet and case insert were correct. hut
the CD itself was Heart's "Greatest Hits"

STEREO REVIEW SEPTEMBER 1995 11

Hear
The Bose
Difference.
Then Make
Your Call.

Go ahead. Hear Bose

Direct/Reflecting' speakers.

It's fun. Takes just about 10

minutes. And in exchange

for your time, you'll get 10

minutes of FREE long distance

phone time on a Bose

( ,illing Card.

-Then, if you decide to

ke Direct/Reflecting'

speakers home, you can

get more free phone time ...

between 20 and 150 extra

minutes, depending on which

speakers you buy. But you must

soon. For the names of par -

'rig Bose retailers near

y
1-8

Limited-

August 20
ctober 1, 1

OSE Ext. 571.

OS



You're gonzo
about movies.

But you've held off
investing in home the-

ater until you can affOrd
the system of your dreams.

Now you can, thanks to the
new Rotel RB985.
This THX"-certified, 5 -channel

amp delivers 100 watts of pure,
unadulterated power to each of' five

speakers. That's more than enough to feel the
floor -shaking aftershocks of an on -screen earth-

quake. Or experience the crystal -shattering roar of
F-15 fighters flying overhead.

Plus, because it's a Rotel, the RB985 is filled
with features normally found only in more expensive amps.

Like toroidal transformers that capture all the dynamics and
nuances of your movie soundtrack. There is even a db-25 port to

make an easy connection with other home theater products.
We invite you to visit your Rotel dealer
and audition the Rotel RB985. It's proof
that you can get more bang for your
buck-even in real life.

ROTEL OF AMERICA

PERFORMANCE BEYOND YOUR WILDEST EXPECTATIONS.

album. At least the labeling on that CD was
consistent with the MUSIC. KENT RADEK

Bellevue, NE

Looking for Magic
I have just read Rebecca Day's July article
about Digital Music Express (DMX), in
which she refers to a product called the
Mondial Antenna Ground Isolation Circuit,
or Magic, which breaks ground loops asso-
ciated with the connection of coaxial cable
antennas (from cable -TV companies) and
audio/video systems. It sounds like just
what I need! Please tell me where I can ob-
tain this product and/or how to contact
Mondial Designs. BRENT A. DAVIS

Wichita, KS

You can reach Mondial at 20 Livingstone
Ave., Dobbs Ferry, NY 10522; phone 914-
693-8008. fax 914-693-7199.

The Fate of Lasordiscs
I recently purchased a laserdisc player, but
with the news over the past few months
about the coming digital videodisc (DVD),
I am justifiably concerned about my invest-
ment. In "Digital Surround Comes Home"
in May, Michael Riggs states that the DVD
format uses a red laser to read the discs, as
opposed to the longer -wavelength infrared
laser used in CD/laserdisc players. Is it con-
ceivable to upgrade a current laserdisc play-
er with a red laser so that it could read the
DVD-formatted discs, or will the laserdisc
format eventually be phased out completely?

RALPH CALABRIA
East Brunswick, NJ

Modifying an existing laserdisc player to
handle DVD's as well would be impracti-
cal. There are simply too many differences
between the formats, sarting with the fact
that the video on DVD will be in compressed
digital form, whereas he video on laser -
discs is frequency -modulated analog. It cer-
tainly would be possible to build a combi-
nation player that would handle DVD as
well as CD and laserdisc, however, and
such players might be produced in the fu-
ture. DVD will probably supplant laserdisc
eventually, though the process will no doubt
take a number of years, particularly with
regard to the production of the discs them-
selves, as there is already a large installed
base of laserdisc players.

Corrections
The July cover photo should have been
credited to Christopher Gould. In the Au-
gust test report on the Carver A -400X pow-
er amplifier, the measurement given for dy-
namic power into 8 ohms should have read
332 watts. We regret these errors.

We welcome your letters. Please address
correspondence to Editor, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
You should include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.

Rotel of America, 54 Concord Street, North Reading, MA 01864-2699 tel 1-800-370-3741 fax 508-664-4109
THX is a registered trademark of Lxcaafilm Ltd.

CIRCLE NO. 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD



GIVE YOUR KIDS

SOMETHING MORE

INTERESTING

TO LOOK AT

THAN THE BACK

OF YOUR HEAD.

Famil es are once again spending their

vacations lumbering down the majestic

highways of this amazing country by car. In

order to keep everyone entertained long after

you back out cf the driveway and t thwart those boredom cries of

"Are we there yet?", we suggest our car multimedia system. It

includes a 6" color LCD TV that can be

hooked up to any 12 volt VG? or video game

player. So even when you're

miles away from your cozy three Pc_

position recliner you can st II enjcy a ball game or your favorite

show. That is, If your kids will let you watch it. Visit your nearest

Clarion Dealer or call 1 -800 -G0 -CLARION for more information.

clarion
CAA AUDIO BEYOND

,iAk.vvekrefliNkork

INTRODUCING THE WORLD'S FIRST CAR MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM

'/995 Clarion Sales Corp , 661 West Redondo Beach Boulevard, Gardena, CA 90247. 1 -800 -GO -CLARION. Clarion Canada. Incorporated 2239 Winstcn Park Drive. Oakville. Ontario LOH 591 Canada. (905)829-4600



Subwoofer of the ear, '91, '92, '93 & '94, Audio Video International
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Velodyne is the king of subwoofers. In fact, we're
the only one that can honestly claim distortion of

less than one percent.
Every Velodyne product is testament to the genius

of president and founder David Hall, who virtually re-
invented the modern loudspeaker. His patented servo -
controlled woofers and innovative designs mean you'll

hear dearer sound - you'll feel it - all the way down to I8Hz.
You'll get more com enience, too, thanks to the

handy remote provided with the F -1500R. It puts all the
power of a Velodyne right at your fingertips.

Make the Velodyne F -1500R Powered Subwoofer
part of your home entertainment system, and feel the
bass. It'll make you proud you've chosen the very best.

Beyond Servo: Velodyne's patented anti -distortion circuit samples the woofer's response 3,500 times each second,
ensuring that only the audio signal is reproduced. \\ i t h Velodyne the music comes through, error -free.

Velodyne®

&

The Bottom Line In BasS" CIRCLE NO 61 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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NEW PRODUCTS

A PIONEER
Pioneer's Elite Series SP -990

digital processor performs

Dolby Pro Logic and six -channel

Dolby Surround AC -3 decoding.

In addition to an AC -3 input, the

unit provides coaxial and optical

digital inputs, eight analog

outputs (including dual center and

subwoofer outputs), 18 -bit

digital -to -analog (D/A)

conversion circuitry, and three

ambience modes for music

and non -surround -encoded

programs. Finish is gloss black

with rosewood side panels.

Price: $1,530. Pioneer Electronics,

Dept. SR, 2265 E. 220th St.,

Long Beach, CA 90810-1639.

A CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS
The Cambridge SoundWorks

Ensemble IV home theater

speaker system comprises five

4 -inch -square satellites,

each sporting a suede -textured

charcoal finish and housing a

3 -inch driver rated to play

down to 150 Hz, and a 61/2 x 8

x 12 -inch dual -chamber bass

module with a 53/4 -inch dual -

voice -coil woofer and a black

vinyl finish. A 100 -toot

spool of speaker wire and a

wire stripper/cutter are included.

The Ensemble IV is available

factory -direct for $380 (plus

shipping) with a thirty -day money -

back guarantee. Cambridge

Sound Works, Dept. SR, 311

Needham St., Newton, MA 02164-

9979; phone, 1-800-367-4434.

 Circle 121 on reader service ca'd

ENERGY 
The least expensive speaker in

Energy's four -model Connoisseur

Series, the C-2 (shown with the

SST -21 stand, $120 a pair)

combines a 1 -inch aluminum -

dome tweeter and a 61/2 -inch

woofer in a 173/4 -inch -tall vented

enclosure with biamp terminals.

Frequency response is given as

40 Hz to 25 kHz ±3 dB, sensitivity

as 88 dB, and maximum

power -handling capacity as

130 watts. Price: $500 a pair in

black -ash laminate (shown);

$600 in high -gloss black or

rosewood. Energy Loudspeakers

Dept. SR, 3641 McNicoll Ave.,

Scarborough, Ontario M1X 1G5.

 Circle 120 on reader service card

 SONY
One of three Digital Satellite

System (DSS) packages from

Sony, the entry-level SAS-BS1

includes an 18 -inch single -

output dish with a Signal Seeker

LED that simplifies positioning

the dish during installation.

The satellite receiver, which is

equipped with two sets of

AN outputs and a standard

antenna input, has a 32 -bit

microprocessor that supports a

"fast" multi -mode on -screen

channel-guide/menu system. The

SAS-BS1 satellite package also

includes a remote control.

Price: $749. Sony, Dept. SR,

1 Sony Dr., Park Ridge, NJ 07656.



 PARASOUND
The C/DC-1500, Parasound's first

CD changer, handles five discs

and employs a hybrid 1 -bit/

18 -bit digital -to -analog

converter. It has a shuffle -play

mode, a coaxial digital output,

gold-plated Tiffany -style RCA

jacks, and a remote control.

Price: $650. The user -installable

ARCAM 
Arcam's Xeta One AN integrated

amplifier offers Dolby Pro Logic

surround -sound decoding

and is rated to deliver 60 watts

each to the three front channels

and 20 watts each to the surround

channels. It has eight audio

inputs, four composite and two

S -VHS video inputs, five line -level

POLK AUDIO
Designed to occupy a minimum

of floor space, Polk's 363/4 -inch -

tall RT12 speaker has a footprint

of only 83/8 x 121/2 inches. The

magnetically shielded speaker

combines a 1 -inch dome tweeter

and two 61/2 -inch woofers in a

ported cabinet finished in either

black ash or oak woodgrain vinyl.

Low -frequency limit (at -3 dB)

is given as 42 Hz, sensitivity as

90 dB, and maximum power -

handling capacity as 250

watts. Price: $799 a pair. Polk

Audio, Dept. SR, 5601 Metro Dr.,

Baltimore, MD 21215.

Advanced Digital Adapter

Module (not shown), available

as a $225 option, adds a

glass -fiber optical output and a

balanced AES/EBU output

with an XLR connector.

Parasound, Dept. SR, 950 Battery

St., San Francisco, CA 94111.

 Circle 123 on reader service card

outputs (including one for a

subwoofer), a Cinema EQ

setting to tame overly bright film

soundtracks, and a Hall

mode for music. Price: $1,900.

Arcam, distributed by Audio

Influx, Dept. SR, P.O. Box 381,

Highland Lakes, NJ 07422-0381.

 Circle 125 on reader service card
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ALPHASONIK A
One of the first car amplifiers

produced under a joint venture

with Zed Audio, Alphasonik's

HBX-2150 is rated to deliver

150 watts per channel into 4 ohms

and 250 watts into 2 ohms. In

bridged mono mode, it's rated

to kick out 500 watts into

PHASE TECHNOLOGY A
Phase Technology's Octave

1.0 powered subwoofer has a

15 -inch woofer, a 243 -watt

amplifier, and a two-way active

crossover (with 100- 80-, and 60 -

Hz cutoff points), all in a cabinet

measuring 18 x 21 x 20 inches

and finished in black laminate.

4 ohms. Highlights include

a defeatable 80 -Hz low-pass

filter and a direct mode that

bypasses the amplifier's op -amp

stage. Price: $599. Alphasonik,

Dept. SR, 701 Heinz Ave.,

Berkeley, CA 94710.

 Circle 122 on reader service card

It features auto -on and soft -

clipping circuits, line -level and

high-level inputs, a phase switch,

and a level control. Price: $949.

Phase Technology, Dept. SR,

6400 Youngerman Circle,

Jacksonville, FL 32244.

 Circle 124 on reader service card



We couldn't have
saidit better o elves.

- excerpts from Audio Magazine, by Anthony H. Cordesman

"...this is a product that
deserves attention. 1,

"You may be
surprised to find
out how good
your speakers are
when you first try
an amplifier of
this quality. yy

"It does everything
exceptionally well for
its price, and its upper
midrange and treble and
overall musicality are
hard to find in any ampli-
fier not costing at least
twice its price range. yy

"This is the kind of
product that shows
the best of the high
end can be made
truly affordable.,,

itThe imaging, soundstage,
dynamics and transparency of
the Adcom GFA-5800 had the
kind of realism and integration
I only expect to find in far more
expensive products. yy

"In short, the
Adcom GFA-5800
stands out even in a
world where almost
all amplifiers now
sound good. pp

"It is also a little difficult to
believe that this amplifier is in
the $1500 price range. py

"Just as Adcom once
changed the standards of the
power amplifier market with
the 555, it has introduced a
new product that may similarly
change the market again. yy

The Adcom GFA-5800 amplifier is quite possibly the best amplifier you may ever hear.
We know it sounds better than others selling for more than twice its price. Delivering 250
watts continuous per channel into 8 ohms between 20 Hz and 20 kHz, its circuit design and
component specifications are in a class by itself.

But you don't have to take our word for it. Send us your name and address and we will
send you a reprint of Audio's review as well as detailed literature. Or better yet, simply ask to
listen to the GFA-5800. Your ears will tell you
all you need to know. Send me Audio's review and detailed literature on the

Adcom GFA-5800.

Name

Address

City State Zip

Xi Mail to: Adcom. I I Elkins Road. East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A.

ADCOM®
details you can hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (908) 390.1130.
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Montreal. Quebec (514) 344-1226

CIRCLE NO. 1 ON READER SERVICE CARD



PliglACTS

 LEADSINGER
Instant karaoke: Electrosales'

Leadsinger wireless microphone

and MIDI sequencer - a.k.a. the

Band in Your Hand - broadcasts

your voice and an instrumental

accompaniment to any FM radio.

Just pop a Song Chip into the

mike. select a tune. and start

crooning. It even has echo and

CD Repair Kit

 SONANCE
Sonance's MRC100 source

switcher uses hierarchic signal

sensing to route selected audio

and video sources automatically

to a whole -house music system or

a home theater. It has three audio

and three AN inputs. Whichever

audio source is active is routed to

the audio zone. When a VCR or

pitch controls. Song Chips

containing MIDI computer files of

thirty songs are available for

$49 each and come with books of

lyrics. Price: $199 to $249

(includes one Song Chip).

Electrosales Co., Dept. SR, 13 W.

28th St., New York, NY 10001.

 Circle 126 on reader service card

ALLSOP
Allsop's "one-step" CD Repair

Kit includes a 1 -ounce bottle

of a mildly abrasive water -based

solution that's said to remove

light scratches from the surface of

a CD, four cotton cloths, and a

DiscGrip base that holds the

disc while it's being polished.

Price: $11.99. Allsop. Dept. SR.

P.O. Box 23. Bellingham,

WA 98227-0023.

 Circle 128 on reader service card

other video source is activated,

its audio and video output is

routed to the home theater: if no

AN source is in use. the active

audio signal goes there too.

Price: $699. Sonance. Dept. SR.

961 Calle Negocio. San

Clemente, CA 92673-6202.

 Circle 129 on reader service card

A ALPHA -CORE
Goertz MI flat speaker cable

from Alpha -Core. only 0.04 inch

thick. consists of two solid

conductors individually wrapped

in a polyester dielectric and

covered with a clear Lexan

sheath. Four models are

available: 13 -gauge MI 1 copper

($4.76 a foot), 10 -gauge MI 2

copper ($8.85 a toot,. 12 -gauge

JBL 
The JBL SoundEffects Media 2

powered computer sinker

system comprises two 111/2 -inch -

tall, magnetically shielded

speakers with swive -joint bases

that enable them to be positioned

for optimum imaging. Built into

the base of one speaker is a

5 -watt -per -channel zmplifier.

active equalization and auto turn-

on/off circuitry, two mini -plug

stereo inputs. a bass -contour

control, and a line -level

subwooter output. The two-way

speakers have 3-incy woofers and

are rated down to 100 Hz. Price:

$160. JBL. Multimedia Division.

Dept. SR, 80 Crossways Park

West. Woodbury. NY 11797.

 Circle 130 on reader service card

MI AG 1 silver ($35.56 a foot),

and 9 -gauge MI AG 2 silver

($63.10 a toot). Spade. pin.

and banana -plug connectors are

sold separately in sets at four

(519.70 per set). Bulk discounts

are available. Alpha -Core,

Dept. SR, 915 Pembroke St..

Bridgeport, CT 06608.

 Circle 127 on reader service card
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"This Is The Best S199
You Can Spend OnYourserine

Sound Work? - our amplified speaker
system may well be the most exciting
product ever designed by Henry Kloss - and

the most affordable. Never
before has so much high
quality, wide -range,
natural, "big" sound come
from such a small, afford-
able system. It is ideal for
hundreds of applications.

Heng Kloss SoundWorks consists of
two satellite speakers (app. 3 1/2" x 3
1/2" x 3 1/2") and a compact,
subwoofer cabinet that encloses
a 4" woofer, a 3 -channel
amplifier, equalization and
crossover electronics, as well as a
control panel.

The Satellites.
The small satellites are magneti-

cally shielded so they can be used very
close to a TV or computer monitor. They
contain a remarkable 2" speaker driver with a
long-throw/wide-range design that reproduces

"Sound Works has the most natural
musical timbre."

The New York Times

high and mid frequencies down to 150 Hz,
without the need for a "midrange" driver.
SoundWorks comes with satellites finished black,
or in "computer -beige." They can be used as is.
hung on walls using their back -panel slot,
used with their mini -stands,
or they can be attached to a
computer monitor with our
velcro kit (supplied).

"...head and shoulders
above the others..."

MacUser magazine

The Subwoofer.
The subwoofer cabinet (a

little bigger than a shoe box:
5" x 8" x 9") reproduces only
non -directional bass so it can
be placed in out-of-the-way
places - behind your TV set,
under your desk, or in back
of furniture. It contains a 3 -channel amplifier
that's been precisely tailored to match the spea-
ker drivers. Its control panel includes a stereo
mini -jack input for connecting to a computer or

Ampllfied Subwoofersatellite speaker system

a portable CD player, a "set and forget" bass
level control, and connecting terminals for the
satellite speaker wires. It also has an input for a
12 volts - so you can plug
SoundWorks into the cigarette
lighter in your car or boat!

The Sound.
In terms of frequency range, tonal

balance, stereo imaging and overall
sound, SoundWorks compares very
favorably with component music

systems costing far more. It
just doesn't seem possible
that a system so small could
produce a sound so "big."
But it does.

The Applications.
Because of its small size and price,

and because of its magnetically
shielded satellites, SoundWorks is ideal
for use as a multimedia speaker with
any computer. It fits easily into smaller
rooms - like kitchens, dens. dorms and
bedrooms. Its 12 -volt capabilities make
it perfect for boats, campers and cars.
And with our optional carrybag, you
can travel with it.

The Price.
You can buy SoundWorks direct from

Cambridge SoundWorks, for only $19999. We
haven't heard a system for anywhere near its
price that we think sounds nearly as good.

..1 eal(v amazing...exceptionally good...
sounds temjfic." Audio magazine

We Eliminate The Risks.
With our 30 -day risk -free home audition,

you :an listen to SoundWorks the right way -
in ycur home, with your music. If you aren't
hapry, return it within 30

days for a
full refund.
We even
reim-burse
your original
UPS ground
shipping
charges in the
continental U.S. -pse.da

MBRIDGECASc111-7".1r19S.

To Order Factory -Direct
Or For A Free Catalog, Call:

1-800-FOR-HIFI
(1-800-367-4434)

Because SoundWorks is so compact, and because it
works on 110 or 12 -volts, it's perfectfor cars, RV's
and boats. With our optional carrybag ($499s), it
makes an ideal musical traveling companion. You
can even play the system while it's in the carrybag.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

311 Needham Street, Suite 1025, Newton, MA 02164
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

=1:200111-;
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30 Years Ago
Finn de siecle: William
Anderson, introducing in his
editorial the September
1965 tribute to Scandinavian
composers Jean Sibelius
(Finland) and Carl Nielsen
(Denmark), noted that
Nielsen's reputation was
increasing while Sibelius
seemed to be going out of
style. "I do not resent this,"
he added wistfully, "but it
makes me a trifle sad."

Circle -O -Phonic speaker, 1965

New products this month
included two new stereo
receivers from Bogen (one FM
only) with frequency -response
ratings of 20 Hz to 20 kHz
±1 dB, Norelco's AKG DX -I1
dynamic cardioid microphone
with a built-in reverb element,
and a new speaker system
from Circle -O -Phonic with
a revolving tweeter and a
high -compliance upward -firing

'illikil"111111L111 Harman Kardon's
VCD1000 VHS
HI-FI VCR, 1985

woofer. In test reports,
Julian Hirsch examined the
Oki 555 portable stereo tape
recorder (17 pounds without
speakers) and the Euphonics
CK-15-LS phono cartridge,
which had its own power
supply (it plugged into an
AC outlet on an amplifier).

Thus anticipating alternative
rock: Unimpressed by "Glenn
Miller Time, 1965," critic
Gene Lees suggested, "Maybe
when some of the bandleaders
who have made livings out of
playing tributes to Miller are
also dead, we can have albums
in tribute to tribute albums."

20 Years Ago
Except for listening to Rocky
Mountain High: In Noel
Coppage's September 1975
profile, country star John
Denver claimed, "There's no
such thing as wasting time."

New products noted this
issue included six eight -track
tape players from Motorola.
Associate technical editor
Ralph Hodges, reporting on
the Consumer Electronics
Show, got excited by several
introductions, including a
150 -watt -per -channel Class A
power amp by Stax, which he
called "astonishing." Julian
Hirsch tested the Sony
ST -4950 tuner ("a simply
beautiful product") and the

Philips 2096S two -speed,
single -play electronic record
player ("one of the most
attractive as well as functional
pieces of record -playing
equipment we have seen in
some time").

Motorola eight -track, 1975

In Best of the Month, Richard
Freed endorsed Leonard
Bemstein's Columbia
recording of Haydn's Mass
No. 12 with Frederica von
Stade ("hardly less glorious
than the music itself"), and
Noel Coppage took a liking to
the Earl Scruggs Revue's
"Anniversary Special Vol. 1,"
an all-star folkie jam. In other
reviews, William Livingstone
enjoyed a couple of new recital
albums by under -recorded diva
Renata Scotto, Steve Simels
delivered the first of his many
raves for a Richard Thompson
album (here the classic "I
Want to See the Bright Lights
Tonight"), and Paul Kresh
dismissed the original -cast
recording of the Broadway
musical Shenandoah as
"Death warmed over."

Monsters from the Id:
Reviewing Teresa Brewer's
"Unliberated Woman," a

David Bowie loung ng, 1985

troubled Peter Reilly compared
it to his recurring nightmare
of being "forced to take a
coast -to -coast trip on the
subway with Ethel Merman as
my only traveling companion."

10 Years Ago
Larry Klein led off this
speaker-themed issue with
"How to Buy Speakers,"
David Ranada discussed
"Music to Judge Speakers By,"
and Daniel Sweeney examined
the current state of the art
in "The Search for the
Perfect Speaker." In "CES
Showstoppers," Gordon Sell
and William Burton reported

on new products including the
wall -shaking Polk SDA Signa-
ture Reference speaker system
($2,590). And in test reports,
Julian Hirsch confronted
Harman Kardon's VCD1(X0)
VHS Hi-Fi VCR ("state of the
art") as well as the speaker
shown on the cover, Mission's
Model 707, a two-way book-
shelf system, concluding, "A
lot of things have been done
right in its creation, and the
proof is in the listening."

Return of the Lizard King:
Reviewing David Bowie's
"Serious Moonlight" video,
Louis Meredith opined that the
star "looks suspiciously like
Lily Tomlin doing lounge
singer Tommy Velour."

- Steve Simels
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Introducing EnsembleIV
The Most Affordable Sub/Sat Speaker

System Ever By Henry Kloss.
Ensemble IV is an ultra -compact, very

affordable subwoofer/satellite speaker system
designed by Audio Hall of
Fame member Henry Kloss
(founder of AR, KLH and
Advent). It maintains the
precise octave -to -octave
tonal balance of our original
Ensemble system, which

Hemy Voss Audio magazine said, "may
be the best value in the world."
It doesn't have quite the
deep bass extension as the
original Ensemble, and it
won't play as loudly. But in
terms of performance for the
dollar, we believe it has no
serious rival.

The Classic Ensemble
Sound.

We believe the single most important
factor in designing a musically accurate
speaker is tonal balance. A properly designed
speaker should not put any extra emphasis on
one octave versus another. Henry Kloss
spends an extraordinary amount of time
"voicing" his speaker designs for precise,
octave -to -octave tonal balance. The result is
that Ensemble IV has an overall sound very
similar to the more expensive members of the
Ensemble family. What it sacrifices is the
lowest half -octave of deep bass, and power
handling capability.

Ensemble IV Name Theater is identical to the basic

Ensemble IV system except that it has five satellite
speakers instead of two. It's perfect for use in surround
sound systems with Dolby Pro Logic ! Price S379°'

Great Sound, Anywhere.
Ensemble IV's satellite speakers are small

enough to fit in the palm of your hand (4" x
4" x 3 5/8"). And its subwoofer is about the

The Ensemble IV

Subwoofer/Satellite
Speaker system

size of a shoebox (6 1/2" x 8" x 12"). Since the
subwoofer can be put in out-of-the-way
places-behind drapes, under furniture-
Ensemble /I/ can fit into any room, no matter
how small. It's perfect for use in apartments,
dorms, offices, dens, kitchens and bathrooms.

The Satellites.
Each Ensemble IV satellite incorporates a

unique wide -range, long -throw three inch
driver capable of reproducing notes down to
150 Hz, without the use of a second driver.
Magnetically shielded, they won't distort your
TV or computer screen. Each satellite is
finished with a scratch -resistant, textured
charcoal surface, and comes with a premium
metal grille instead of the inexpensive fabric
used by many other speakers in Ensemble Ili's
price range. Because of their size, they'll fit
just about anywhere. Wall -mounting
hardware is included.

The Subwoofer.
The lowest bass notes are reproduced by

Ensemble IV's shoe box -sized subwoofer. It
uses a remarkable 5 3/4" bass driver with dual
voice coils. The driver is mounted in a true
acoustic suspension cabinet. It fires into a
second "tuned bandpass" cavity within the
cabinet which filters out unwanted higher
frequencies. The careful engineering of this

Lesign allows Ensemble IV to combine
ceep bass response with high efficiency.
Henry Kloss says, "Ensemble IV is the
smallest and most affordable system I can
design for use with any amplifier or
aeceiver and still provide deep, really
satisfying bass." Since low frequency
bass is non -directional, the subwoofer
can be hidden behind or under furniture.

Factory -Direct Savings.
Cambridge SoundWorks products are

available only direct from us, or
through cost-efficient Best Buy
stores nationwide. Because of our
efficient distribution, you get
unbeatable quality and performance
for your dollar. After you hear
Ensemble IV, we think you'll agree
that it sounds as good or better than
speakers selling for hundreds more.

We Eliminate The Risks.
Ensemble IV is backed

by our 30 -day
Total Satisfaction
Guarantee. Try it
in your home,
with your music.
If you don't like
it, return it for a
full refund. We
even refund your
original regular
ground UPS
shipping charges.

CAMBRIDiutsGE

To Order Factory -Direct
Or For A Free Catalog, Call:

1-800-FOR-HIFI
(1-800-367-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS 0

We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

311 Needham Street. Suite IO2S, Newton. MA 02164
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525.4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617.332-5936

1.5 Cambridge S,undltork::

2111:41441.
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PERIPHERALS

PRODUCTS AND TRENDS

THAT GO BEYOND

MAINSTREAM AUDIO/VIDEO

The Truth About Online Iliusic Services

Ihe information superhighway
will, according to all the hype,
change the way we work and
play. In truth, the information
highway isn't all that "super" to-
day; you can find far higher -

quality information at any well -
stocked public library. But if you have
both patience and determination, you
can get some interesting nuggets about
music and AN gear delivered to your
computer screen via online services.
And the best of today's online musical
offerings provide a glimpse of what
the future might bring.

What You Need
To tap into an online service, you'll

need a Windows -equipped or Mac-
intosh computer, a fast modem - at
least 9,600 bits per second (bps) but
preferably 28,800 bps - and a phone
line. To listen to music on a Windows
computer, you also need a sound card
and external speakers. You don't need
any peripherals to play mono sound on
a Mac, but you'll need external speak-
ers for stereo with most models.

Among the many online choices,
the World Wide Web portion of the
Internet offers the most visually ap-
pealing and interactive information.
On the Web you can access colorful
screens that resemble magazine pages
complete with text, graphics, and pic-
tures. You can click on highlighted
text or graphical icons to listen to mu-
sic, download a file into your comput-
er, or jump to another page some-
where else in the Web.

The way information is served up
by the three major commercial online
services is less appealing. America
Online is able to display one picture
with text, Prodigy can only manage
stick drawings with text, and Compu-
Serve is unable to show graphics and
text at the same time. You can't hear
sound or watch a video clip over the
commercial services unless you search

through a sort of file cabinet, select a
file, download it, and play the file us-
ing a separate piece of sound software.

The commercial online services are
organized somewhat like a newsstand.
where the main offerings are prepared
by a variety of established publishers.
or "information providers." By con-
trast, the Internet started out as a non-
commercial information network of
computers around the world; although
many major music publishers put in-
formation on the Internet, a far larger
portion of Internet offerings comes
from individuals and small groups.
The commercial services decide who
can publish in their domains, but any-
one can put information up on the In-
ternet. Thus, small publishers of alter-
native music have the same access to
the Web as big record labels.

As a result, the Internet offers far
more variety and energy than the com-
mercial online services. But since
there are no editors shaping Internet
material, someone with nothing to say
can publish just as easily as a skilled
writer or designer with insight and

BY CARY LU

style. The commercial services have
editors in their main areas.

The vast outpouring of Web pages
in recent months makes finding the
good stuff both difficult and tedious.
For example, more than 6,000 Web
pages deal with music in some way.
And flipping through pages online is
far slower than browsing through a
magazine or book. AOL and Compu-
Serve offer several hundred screens on
music and audio; Prodigy has only a
few dozen. Because of the wide inter-
est in the Internet and particularly the
Web, the three big commercial ser-
vices now offer access to Web pages
in addition to their own material.

What It Costs
As for pricing, AOL and Prodigy

charge $2.95 an hour, CompuServe
$4.80 an hour. For Web access you
can also connect via an independent
Internet provider, typically for $1 to
$2 an hour. In addition, you have to
pay for the phone call. In most cities
you can call a local number, so if you
have flat -rate service you don't pay

Choose Jazz from the
Internet Underground
Music Archive, select the
group Bricker & Harris,
and you get a photo, a
description of their
work, and the option
to sample a track.

Bricker _Pao, & Harris, Rict, ".119,9 Comtivt-
Igaz,FaY_Latlaike
Vaskington, D C., USA
Due UplotAed 1994-08-24
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The Critics Love Ensemble® Speakers.
'Ou'll Love Our Factory -Direct Prices.

"Ensemble II performs
so far beyond its price and
size that it can be
compared only with much
larger speakers at
substantially higher
prices." Stereo Review

Audio magazine once said our Ensemble
speaker system may be "the best value in the
world." And Stereo Review said, "It's hard to
imagine going wrong with Ensemble." Dozens of
critics and thousands of customers have
applauded our Ensemble,

Ensemble II and Ensemble III
speaker systems. Designed by
Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KLH
and Advent), they became best
sellers by offering quality
construction and accurate, wide -
range music reproduction - at
Factory -Direct prices.

Ensemble
Our current Ensemble is an

improved version of our original dual-
subwoofer/satellite speaker system. It
maintains the dual subwoofer design, which
allows for maximum room placement flexibility.
Placement of bass and high -frequency speakers
in a room (and how those speakers interact with
the room) has more influence on the sound
quality of a music system than just about
anything. Ensemble's ultra -slim subwoofers give

Ensemble

in theflex

any

real

system we
know of, and are most likely to provide the perfor-

roome.

Having two, compact subwoofers lets you move
them around, experiment, and find that place-
ment that gives you exactly the sound you want.
This is one of the reasons Esquire described

Ensemble II

Ensemble by saying "you
get 30 days to return the
speakers or keep them,
but you'll keep them."

New Woofer And Tonal
Balance Controls.

Ensemble maintains the tonal
balance, frequency range and quality of
construction of the original. There are two basic
changes.

1. Ensemble now uses a new 8" woofer with a
very long "throw" for more linear cone excursion
and more accurate bass. An integral heat sink
provides improved power handling.

2. Ensemble's satellite speakers use the same
speaker drivers and crossover as the original, but
with new midrange and high frequency controls.

The midrange control lets you choose the
same output in the key
800-1600 Hz octave as
in the original, or you
can emphasize it by 2
dB. Ensemble satellites

have relatively less
output in this
range to avoid
the "boxy"
sound of many
speakers. This
results in an
"open" sound
on large-scale

symphonic works. For
small -scaled music, the higher

output position proves a "warmer" sound.
A three -position high frequency control can

subtly increase the system's "airiness." or
reduce any tendency towards "edginess."

We believe our Ensemble system competes
head-on with sneakers selling for hundreds more.
Available with black -laminate subwoofers for
$629", or with vinyl -clad subwoofers for $54999.

Ensemble II
Ensemble II is an improved version of our

best-selling system. It's more affordable than
Ensemble because it uses one cabinet for both
subwoofer speakers. Ensemble II maintains the
tonal balance, frequency range, power handling
and construction quality of the original. But its
satellite speakers use the same new tonal
balance controis as Ensemble's.

Ensemble IIalso has a new flared subwoofer
port. The subwoofer cabinet encloses two 6 1/2"
long throw woofers mounted in a sealed
"acoustic suspension" chamber. They project
into a second chamber fitted with the flared port,
which provides smoother air flow, eliminating
extraneous noise on strong bass notes.

We think Ensemble II outperforms other
speakers in its category, including well-known
models for about twice the price. $439".

Ensemble III
Ensemble III is our most com-

, pact, most affordable subwoofer/
satellite speaker system. Its

satellite speakers are only 4 1/2" x 6
1/2" x 3" and its subwoofer is 8" x 8"x 15".
Compared to Ensemble II, Ensemble III

gives up a little in power handling, low bass
range, and efficiency.
Unlike the "cube"
satellite speakers
you'll find in most
similarly priced
systems. Ensemble

satellites are
two-way speakers.
Ensemble ill's
61/2" woofer
Ises two
voice cols in
a cabinet
with a flared
port for
smooth
air flow. Ensemble III

With most
recordings Ensemble 111 will sound virtually
identical to Ensemble 11. It simply won't play as
loud. Its construction quality is normally found
only in much more expensive speakers. Price,
including, Hook -Up Guide and Dolby Surround
Guide, is only $329".

We Eliminate The Risks.
All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are

backed by our 30 -day Total
CAMBRsops EDGESatisfaction Guarantee. Try giv9!1;:s,

them in your home, with
your 111:1SiC. If you don't like

them, return them for a full
refund. We even refund your
original regular ground UPS
shipping charges.

To Order Factory -Direct
Or For A Free Catalog, Call:

1-800-FOR-HIFI
1-800-367-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

311 Needham Street, Suite 102S, Newton, MA 02164
1-800-367-4434 Fax: 617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

C 1995.Cambridge SoundWorks t Ensemble is a registered trademark of
Cambridge SoundWorks. Inc KIM is a trademark of KLH. Inc AR and Advent

are trademarks of International lensen Inc Cambridge SoundWorks is not
affiliated with KLH. Advent or AR
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Audio Catalo
At Cambridge SoundWorks we make speakuix
and music systems designed by Henry Kloss
(founder of AR, KLH & Advent). We sell
them-and components from companies like
Sony, Pioneer, Philips, Carver and others-
factory -direct, with no expensive middlemen.
For example, a Dolby Pro Logic Surround
Sound system with Model Six speakers, rear
speakers, a Sony Pro Logic receiver and remote
is only $747. Call today and find out why
Audio magazine said we may have "the best
value in the world."
 Call toll -free for factory -direct savings.
 Save hundreds on components and systems

from Cambridge SoundWorks, Sony, Pioneer,
Philips, Carver and more.

 Audio experts will answer your questions
before and after you buy, 8AM-Midnight
(ET), 365 days a year -even holidays.

 30 -Day Total Satisfaction Guarantee on all
products.

 7 -Year Parts & Labor Speaker Warranty.

"This is the
best $19999 you
can spend on
yourself and
your computer."

Bill Machrone
PC Magazine

vow amp
1-800-FOR-HIFI
We Know How To Make Loudspeakers!

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

dham ,,c. '.ctvton MA 02164
Tel: I-800 30II 4431 Fax. DG -332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525.4434 Outside U.S. or Canada 617-332-5936
0199.5 Cambndge SoundWorks.

extra. But if you live away from an ur-
ban area, the phone charges can be
higher than the connection costs. The
commercial services and the Internet
providers will furnish software when
you subscribe. For a good introduc-
tion to the complexities of the Inter-
net, I recommend The Internet Starter
Kit by Adam Engst (Hayden Books),
which comes in both Windows and
Macintosh editions and includes a disk
of Internet -connection software.

What You Get
Here . a sampling of online music

offerings ("www" refers to the Web):
Alternative music gets exposure on

the Web through the Internet Under-
ground Music Archive (www.iuma.
com). More than 500 acts have a page
with a picture, descriptive text, and at
least one music selection. Typically,
music is in the form of either a 30 -sec-
ond excerpt or a full song. To listen,
you simply click on an icon and wait.
A 30 -second excerpt of compressed 8 -
bit monaural audio takes 2 to 4 min-
utes to copy to your computer's hard
drive and will produce hissy but us-
able sound, a few notches below the
quality of AM radio. Often you can
choose stereo or 16 -bit sound for full
CD quality (provided your computer
can process 16 -bit stereo), but be pre-
pared to wait 15 minutes to half an
hour, or longer, before you hear any-
thing. The transfer time for any ser-
vice depends on the overall data traffic
and gateways, the quality of your local
phone line, and your modem speed
and computer configuration.

What makes alternative music on
the Internet so appealing is that you
choose what you want to listen to rath-
er than being limited to what a big rec-
ord company or record store thinks
you want to hear, and you can check
out new recordings before you buy. If
a group has a CD or cassette available,
you can order it and even find out how
to book the band for your club. Of
course, not all the music deserves a
wide hearing, but the next act is only a
click away. Big record companies, in
their Web pages and on the commer-
cial online services, usually offer pho-
tos, tour schedules, and music sam-
ples, often from forthcoming albums.

Forums, whether offered by a ser-
vice or an Internet "newsgroup," may
incorporate music discussions in the
form of messages posted on an elec-
tronic bulletin board. Forums range
from broad topics (rock-and-roll or
jazz) to specific composers (Stephen

Sondheim). Popular forums may grow
by several hundred messages a day,
others by only a few a week. Most fo-
rums are not moderated; that is, no
one edits the messages or checks them
for accuracy. Such raw information
runs the gamut from the absorbing to
the silly. Strongly worded arguments
and insults ("flaming") are common,
in part because the various participants
never see each other. With rare excep-
tions, forums contain only text without
graphics or sound.

Several magazines have set up on-
line sites. STEREO REVIEW, for exam-
ple, is on AOL (keyword: stereo),
with highlights from recent issues, re-
views, and a forum. Dozens of small-
scale electronic music publications
("e-zines") have also popped up on the
Internet and the commercial services.
Addicted to Noise (www.addict.com/
ATN) is billed as the Internet's first
rock-and-roll magazine, offering ce-
lebrity interviews, a daily "Music
News of the World" column, and a CD
ordering service.

RealAudio is an ambitious project
that turns the Internet into an audio
feed -a private radio station (www.
realaudio.com). You can select from
many audio programs. Missed a report
from yesterday's All Things Consid-
ered? Click on the NPR (National
Public Radio) button, browse the top-
ics covered in the past week, click,
and listen. Again, the 8 -bit sound is
poorer than that of AM radio but is
nevertheless adequate for speech; the
standard modems available today sim-
ply cannot deliver real-time music
with listenable quality.

Where It's Going
Better -quality audio feeds and faster

online response times require faster
telecommunications on many different
levels. On the last leg, from your com-
puter to the phone network, ISDN (In-
tegrated Services Digital Network)
phone lines support 64- or 128 -kilobit -
per -second connections, two to four
times faster than the fastest modems.
Although an ISDN line can't support a
high -quality audio feed, it can support
a modest -quality real-time video feed.

In the future, when fiber-optic ca-
bles are universal, a 1.5 -megabit -per -
second phone line will be able to
deliver CD -quality audio and pretty
decent real-time video. You'll be able
to select and mix music to your own
tastes - provided, of course, that the
problems of copyright law and fair
compensation can be solved.

CIRCLE NO. 6 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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In The Mid 70s \ATe Created
Home Theater. Now Uve Created

A New Way To Buy It.
The people who work at Cambridge

SoundWorks - including our cofounder Henry
Kloss (who also founded AR, KLH and Advent) -
have been involved with the concept of home
theater from the beginning. In 1969 (years
before VCRs and cable TV), Henry Kloss
founded Advent,
the company that
introduced the
first home theater
audio/video
systems -
complete with big -
screen TVs and
digital surround sound. We
have had an ongoing relationship with the
people at Dolby Laboratories, creators of Dolby
Surround Sound, since Henry Kloss introduced
thefirst consumer products with Dolby noise
reduction over 20 years ago. And now at
Cambridge SoundWorks we believe we have set
a new price -to -performance standard for home
theater components.

Because we sell carefully matched and tested
home theater speaker systems Factory -Direct,
you can save hundreds of dollars. We believe the
products on these pages represent the
country's best values in high performance
home theater components. Audio critics,
and thousands of satisfied customers,
agree. Stereo Review said, "Cambridge
SoundWorks manufactures loudspeakers
that provide exceptional sound quality at
affordable prices." Audio suggested that we
may have "the best value in the world."

Center Channel Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks manufactures

three speakers for use as center channel
speakers in Dolby Pro Logic home theater
systems. All three are magnetically shielded
so they can be placed near a TV or computer
monitor. Model Ten -A is a small, affordable two-
way speaker. $7999. Center Channel is

essentially identical
to a Cambridge
SoundWorks

Ensemble satellite
(but with magnetic shielding). $149".

Center Channel Plus uses an ultra -low, ultra -
wide design that is ideal for placement above
(or, with optional support stand, below) a TV
monitor. $219".

Surround Speakers
Cambridge SoundWorks makes two "dipole

radiator" surround sound speakers. Dolby La-
boratories recommends dipole radiator speakers

for use as surround speakers. The
Surround has a very high

power handling ca-
pacity and is often
selected for "high
end" surround
sound systems.
Audio, describing a
system that
included The
Surround said,

"In many ways the surround sensation was
every bit as good as far more expensive in-
stallations." $39999 pr The smaller The
Surround II is arguably the country's best
value in a dipole radiator speaker. $24999 pr.

Powered Subwoofers
The original Powered Subwoofer by

Cambridge SoundWorks consists of a heavy-
duty 12" woofer housed in
sion cabinet with a 140 -watt amplifier and a

built-in electronic crossover. Stereo Review said
it provides "deep powerful bass...31.5 Hz bass
output was obtainable at a room -shaking
level...they open the way to having a 'killer'

system for an affordable price." $69999.
Our Slave Subwoofer uses the

same woofer driver and
cabinet, but does not
include the amplifier or
crossover. It can only be
used in conjunction with
the Powered Subwoofer.
$299". The new
Powered Subwoofer II
uses a 120 -watt

amplifier with an 8" woofer. $399".

Home Theater Speaker Systems
We have assembled a number of home

theater speaker systems that consist of center

channel, surround
and main stereo
speakers. The combina-
tion we show here is our
best seller. It includes our
critically acclaimed Ensemble subwoofer satellite
speaker system (with dual subwoofers), our
Center Channel Plus and a pair of our best
surround speakers, The Surround. You could
spend hundreds more than its $1,16799 price
without improving performance.

For information on other home theater
speaker systems
- or on any of the
products we

4111E)
make and sell -call 1-800-FOR-HIFI for your free
color catalog. Thanks.

We Eliminate The Risks.
All Cambridge SoundWorks speakers are
backed by our 30 -day
Total Satisfaction CAMBRIE6E
Guarantee. Try them
in your home, with
your music. If you
don't like them, return
them for a full refund.
We even refund your
original regular ground
UPS shipping charges.

To Order Factory -Direct
Or For A Free Catalog, Call:

1-800-FOR-HIFI
(1-800-367-4434)

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

We Know How
To Make Loudspeakers!

311 Needham Street, Suite 102S, Newton, MA 02164
1-800-367-4434 Fax:617-332-9229

Canada: 1-800-525-4434
Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936

0 1395 Cambridge SoundWorks ®Ensemble is a registered trademark of
Cambridge SoundWorks. Inc KLH is a trademark of KLH. Inc AR and Advent are
trademarks of International lensen Inc Cambndge SoundWorks is not affiliated

with KLH, Advent °AR
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Center -Channel Hookup
°My center speaker can be bitched or hi -

amplified, and my power amplifier is a
six -channel model that can he bridged to

operate in three -channel, four -channel, or
five -channel mode. My three front speakers
are identical. So in hooking up the center
speaker, is it sonically desirable to bridge
the amplifier and connect the speaker
straight? Or should I bridge the amp and
hiwire the speaker? Or biamplify but not
bridge? JOHN A. STANLEY

Mill Valley, CA

AAs a general rule, you should treat all
three front channels the same, especially
if the speakers are identical, as they are

in your case. You don't have enough chan-
nels of power either to bridge or to biampli-
fy all three (unless you're willing to add yet
another amplifier for the surround channels,
in which case you could do either), so I sug-

BY IAN G. MASTERS

gest skipping all of the options you mention
and simply connecting each speaker to one
amplifier channel. The sixth channel could
be used to power a passive subwoofer if you
find that the system needs a little extra
oomph. As for biwiring, some swear by it
and some pooh-pooh its effects - try it out
and see whether ou hear an improvement.

Noisy Equalizer
uM) graphn equalLer contains a spec-

trum analyzer and is connected between
the pre -out and main -in jacks of my inte-

grated amplifier. As soon as the equalizer is
turned on. even without a signal, a notice-
able hiss appears in the speakers. Also, the
analyzer's display varies with the volume
/ set for the amplifier. When I connected
the equalizer through a tape -monitor loop.
the hiss occurred only at very high volume
levels, and the analyzer's display was not

tied to volume. Why the differences, and
which configuration is correct?

TYLER HENNINGS
Macomb, IL

AIn an integrated amplifier, all the control
functions, including overall level, are
done at the preamp stage - that is, prior

to the pre -out jacks. The power amplifier
takes whatever is fed to its main -in jacks
and applies its full gain to it. Thus the small
amount of hiss produced by your equalizer
is being fully amplified, whereas if it were
connected earlier in the chain it would usu-
ally first be attenuated somewhat by the vol-
ume control. Similarly, since the pre -out
jacks are after the preamp-level control, the
spectrum -analyzer display on your equalizer
will show overall level changes.

The line levels used throughout most sys-
tems would produce uncomfortably high
sound levels if given the full gain of the am-



plifier, so the job of the preamp-level con-
trol is to cut back the level to a reasonable
point. If your equalizer is in the chain before
the level control, as it is when connected to
a tape -monitor loop, the attenuation also re-
duces its internal noise, and the analyzer's
reading is independent of the level setting or
any changes in it. This is usually the best
way to set things up; most equalizers let you
compensate for the loss of a tape -monitor
loop by incorporating an extra one.

Radio Rationale
oI don't understand how a radio signal of
a single frequency can carry a separate
frequency range. If a particular radio

station has a fixed frequency, such as 102.1
MHz or 1030 kHz, how can it also contain
the varying frequencies of a piece of music?

PAUL LIPSCOMB
Lansing, MI

AIt's by a process called modulation. An
AM transmitter is fed an electrical sig-
nal that alternates at a fixed, very high

frequency such as 1,030 kHz. Because of
the nature of high -frequency electricity, the
signal radiates outward from the transmitter
tower until it reaches your antenna, in
which it induces a tiny current of the same
frequency. A tuned circuit in your radio de-
tects the presence of this signal and pro-
duces a voltage of a certain value, depend-
ing on how strong the signal is. Imagine
someone at the radio station gradually turn-
ing the level of the broadcast signal up and
down by means of a manual level control;
the voltage of the induced signal in your ra-
dio would rise and fall in step with the
broadcast signal. If, instead of someone
turning a knob, the varying level of an au-
dio signal were used to control the carrier's
level, that audio signal would appear in
your radio and could be amplified.

The system works because the carrier fre-
quency is many times greater than the high-
est frequency in the audio signal (the lowest
AM carrier is 540 kHz, and the highest AM
audio frequency is 10 kHz, so there are at
least fifty cycles of the carrier for every cy-
cle of the audio). Alternatively, the ampli-
tude - the overall level of the carrier -
can remain fixed while its frequency is var-
ied around a nominal center frequency,
which is how FM radio works. This fre-
quency -modulation technique results in gen-
erally lower noise.

Choosing a Cartridge

0

fin rebuilding my system nail aunt to re-
ptace certain parts of it, specifically the
phono cartridge on my manual turntable.

I have more than 2,000 albums and about
100 CD's, so I listen to vinyl recordings
about 95 percent of the time. With that in

THE IMOMENT DE

You can feel it in you' system the morrEn- you turn yojr De -ion Hone Theater on. The experience of lifelike soundscapes
reproduced by Denon's Surround Sound thrzugh discrete Dolby AC -3 End Pro Logic, Lucasfilm's TFIX and Denon'3 DDSC
circuttry. This is what sets. Delon's Home Teter components Epart from the rest.

Denon Advaried Home Theater. The d -fCrence between watching and being there
. Denc; Electronic s'a division -of Dentin Corporation (USA), 22: New Roar., P stsppry, NJ 07054 (201)575-781C
ad:74W; Lopx ita e..a.,-3 spodk. 702.4.1. 01.0elar Caws,. ....N. C.TPC, in -MX . ;Igor. st
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mind, how should I go about deciding which
cartridge to buy? PETER D'ARPA

New Rochelle, NY

ATraditionally, choosing a phono cartridge
has been about as personal as choosing
speakers, and there are lots of opinions

and controversies out there. Generally, how-
ever, the sonic differences between good
cartridges have narrowed, and top models
from the main brands are all reliable and of-
fer excellent sound. Listen to a few and pick
one whose sound you like.

But as vinyl recedes into audio's history,
we can expect the amount of equipment
available to play it to continue shrinking,
and that suggests some strategies you
should use to make sure you can play your
LP's indefinitely. The first is not to scrimp;
this may be the last cartridge you'll ever
buy (or be able to), so it's worth the money
to make sure it'll last. Also, it may be un-
wise to opt for a moving -coil (MC) model,
regardless of what the fans of that design
may say. Not only are MC cartridges usual-
ly more expensive than their moving -mag-
net equivalents, but they almost never have
a replaceable stylus. Since the stylus is the
part that's most likely to wear out, it makes
sense to insure you can replace it in the fu-
ture (and equal sense to buy at least one re-
placement now, while you can). It may also
be that you don't need a new cartridge at all,
just a new stylus.

Wafts, Decibels, and Levels
°How much of an increase in amplifier
power does it take to make a sound twice
as loud? How many decibels represent a

doubling of loudness? And if I have a 100 -
watt amplifier and want to play music at
twice the volume, what size amplifier will I
need? TODD R. URMANIC

Elyria, OH

AIf you double the output power of an am-
plifier, that's a gain of 3 dB, which is
about what's necessary to achieve a

clearly audible increase in volume. To
achieve a subjective doubling of the vol-
ume, you need an increase of about 10 dB,
which means about ten times the power out-
put. As for what size amplifier you need to
double the volume, that's impossible to say.
You may be able to achieve that level with
the amp you have, depending on where you
typically set the volume control.

Amplifiers only rarely hit their rated out-
put. Depending on the sensitivity of your
speakers, the nature of the music, and a
number of other factors, it may well be that
your 100 -watt amplifier is actually putting
out only 1 or 2 watts most of the time. In
that case you could get twice the subjective
level just by turning up the volume control.

DAT for Da Road
Q!'m planning to buy a DAT deck for re-
cording my friends' CD's and for live re-
cording. I think the extra cost will be

worth it to get perfect copies and for DAT's
CD -like track access. But most of my listen -
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ing will he in my car, and I haven't been able
to find any car DAT decks. Are there any?

PETER MCGRANE
Binghamton, NY

AFirst, be aware that what you are plan-
ning is illegal. The law says you can
make a digital copy of your own CD's

for use in your car, but not of your friends'
CD's. Technically, however, you should
have no difficulty connecting a portable
DAT deck to any car stereo system that has
line inputs (car DAT decks were available
from a few car stereo manufacturers and at
least one major car maker several years ago,
but to the best of my knowledge they've all
since disappeared from the market).

A portable DAT machine could be used
for all three functions you mention: copying
discs, making recordings in the field, and
listening in the car. Except for the most crit-
ical purposes, however, I think DAT might
be overkill. A MiniDisc recorder will let you
do the same things with greater editing flex-
ibility and much faster track access (DAT's
track access, by the way, is five or six times
slower than CD's). I doubt that you'd be
able to hear much, if any degradation of the
sound compared with the original - espe-
cially in a car.

Sibilant Center
°When I play my hi-fi VCR through my
surround decoder, "s" sounds come
across with an annoying high-pitched

hiss. This doesn't happen when !'m listening
to stereo broadcasts. Is there something I
can do to eliminate the problem?

STEVE FORTUNATO
Lyndhurst, OH

AIt's hard to know exactly what's going on
here without more details on your sys-
tem, but it sounds like it could be a char-

acteristic of your center speaker, which may
produce some high -frequency resonances or
coloration. The effect may be noticeable be-
cause the center speaker's output isn't bal-
anced with that of the main speakers, and it
may be more apparent on tapes because hi-fi
videocassettes often have more high -fre-
quency energy than broadcast programs.

A few surround -sound decoders and Pro
Logic receivers incorporate center -channel
equalization to deal with such problems. If
your decoder has such controls, experiment
with them. Or it may simply be a matter of
backing off a bit on the treble control for the
whole system; that will affect all the chan-
nels, but the removal of the sibilance from
the center might well outweigh any dulling
of the main channels. I have also occasion-
ally dealt with similar problems by tilting
the speaker up or down so that the main lis-
tening position is slightly off -axis, but that
depends entirely on the dispersion charac-
teristics of your center speaker.

If you have a question about audio,
send it to Q&A, Stereo Review,
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019.
Sorry, only questions chosen
for publication can be answered.

Definitive Technology®
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"Discover the
Greatest Value

in High -End
Loudspeakers."

Hear the total sonic superiority of Definitive's
remarkably affordable BP6, 8, 10 & 20 and

experience the miracle of bipolar technology'

nexcelled performance and
U value have made Definitive the
leader in high -end loudspeakers.

"Truly Outstanding"
- Stereo Review

It's no wonder experts agree that
Definitive's revolutionary bipolar
towers (starting at just $299 each) are
sonically superior to any conventional
speaker, regardless of cost.

These exquisitely styled American -
made, advanced technology bipolar
(front and rear radiating) systems
combine lush spacious sound -staging,
lifelike depth -of -field, razor-sharp
resolution and pinpoint 3-D imaging
with powerful subwoofer quality bass
(to below 20 Hz), high efficiency and
ultra -wide dynamic range.

The dramatic result is superb
music and movie reproduction so real
that it has been called "an incredible
sonic miracle." And it is!

The breathtaking performance of our award -winning bipolar
speakers makes your music and movies really come alive.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Definitive Home Theater
Combine BP6s, 8s, lOs or 20s with

our C/L/R 1000, Cl or Cl jr. center,
BP1 or BP2 bipolar surrounds and
optional PowerField subwoofer for
spectacular sounding "you are there"
music and home theater.

Award after Award Confirms
Definitive's Sonic Superiority
 Stereo Review "Showstoppers" and
"Expert's Dream System"

 Video Magazine Product -of -the -Year
 Audio Video Speaker -of -the -Year
 CES Design & Engineering Awards
 Sound & Vision Critic's Choice
 Inner Ear Report Editor's Choice
You owe it to yourself to hear these
remarkable speakers today.

Definitive Technology®
11105 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore, MD 21117
See our dealer list on facing page (410) 363-7148



A Call to Arms!
tiack in the Seventies, when the world
was a better place and Richard
Nixon was President, audiophiles
and videophiles were two very dif-
ferent groups of people. We audio-
philes lovingly washed and caressed

our beloved LP records, sat equidistant
between a pair of loudspeakers, and
closed our eyes in moments of supreme
ecstasy. Videophiles, a rather suspect lot
In my book, sat directly in front of their
glowing picture tubes, erected huge satel-
lite dishes in their backyards (usually in
violation of local ordinances), and always
kept their eyes open. We audiophiles had
Nothing to look at except the liner notes
and were damn proud of it. But with the
advent of home theater came reconcilia-
tion between the two groups, and our
numbers dwindled. Some foolish people
thought they could have it both ways.

Old habits die hard, and more than a
little jealousy lingers. A lot of videophiles
Tv' ere peeved when the CD came along.
?If audiophiles can step into the digital
Age, why can't we?" they whined. Now
those damn videophiles are smiling be -
Cause video technology is on the cusp of

1

adical improvement. Consumer digital
ideotape is ready for launch, and, more
ignificant, the digital videodisc (DVD) is

tantalizingly close. Two big alliances of
corporate juggernauts have proposed sys-
tems that will allow full-length movies to
to digitally coded on a single 5 -inch disc.
Videophiles, who often wear sweaters
and ties, are particularly smug because
the object of their greatest jealousy, the
ompact disc, will serve as the basis for
eir new toy.
The Sony/Philips Multimedia CD

iMMCD), for example, provides an
levenfold increase in capacity over a

iegular CD, from 680 megabytes (MB) to
i.4 gigabytes (GB); that translates into
70 minutes of audio/video playing time.
model of cool optical storage technolo-

gy, the disc has two data layers on one
side; the reading laser focuses on one lay-
er at a time, providing continuous play -
pack by reading outward on one layer,
then inward on the other. Using the
MPEG-2 data -reduction audio/video cod-
ing algorithm, the system spins the disc at
Variable speeds, adjusting data rates ac -
Cording to need. At a reference speed of 4

SIGNALS
BY KEN C. POHLMANN

meters per second, the output data rate is
11.2 million bits per second (bps); in
comparison, the CD rate of 1.41 million
bps seems sluggish. Picture quality is said
to equal or surpass that produced by the
best analog laserdisc, and audio will be
coded in two -channel stereo, 5.1 -channel
surround sound, or both.

The SD-DVD (Super Density Digital
Video Disc) Alliance, to which Toshiba,
Time Warner, Matsushita, RCA, and a
number of other hardware and software
manufacturers belong, has proposed sev-
eral DVD variations, including a dual -
layer disc with an even greater data ca-
pacity of 9 GB and two double -sided
discs that hold 5 GB and 9 GB per side.

Understandably, we audiophiles, even
those of us who have admittedly dabbled
in home theater, are not happy about this
development. DVD will give videophiles
clear technological superiority over us. In
a year or two, they will have a disc that
delivers more than 4 hours of surround
sound, not to mention a digital picture,

audiophiles demand

a shot at the digital

videodisc - but one

without video. We want

the Ultimate CD.

while we are stuck with the CD's measly
hour or so of ordinary stereo. We don't
think that's fair.

In fact, it isn't fair at all. Across the
land, we audiophiles are rising up and
throwing aside our jewel boxes. We de-
mand a piece of the action! We want a
shot at the digital videodisc - but one
without video. We want all of those
7,400,000,000 bytes of storage capacity
for audio, and audio alone. We want the
Ultimate Compact Disc, the UCD.

For starters, we don't think a 44.1 -kHz
sampling rate is good enough. Although
only a minuscule amount of musical in-
formation lies above a half -sampling fre-
quency of 22.05 kHz, and an even more
minuscule number of us can hear above
that frequency, we demand a doubled
sampling frequency of 88.2 kHz.

Furthermore, we don't like 16 -bit
quantization, and, if the truth be told, we
never really did. Admittedly, 16 -bit quan-
tization is impressive, particularly if you
express it in understandable terms: If
sheets of typing paper were stacked to a
height of 22 feet, a single sheet of paper
would represent one quantization level in
a 16 -bit system. That's great, but in a 24 -
bit system, the stack would tower 5,592
feet in height - over a mile high. If a
single page was removed, the least signif-
icant bit would change from 1 to 0. Put
another way, if the width of the North
American continent was measured with
24 -bit accuracy, the measurement would
be accurate to within 9 inches. We believe
that we need that kind of resolution to
code audio signals. Besides, many digital
video recorders use 8 -bit coding for each
of the three color signals, and if they get
24 bits, we should get 24 bits too.

So there it is. With a sampling frequen-
cy of 88.2 kHz and quantization of 24
bits, more than 4 hours of stereo could
be stored on one UCD. But we're not
through making demands. We are audio-
philes, after all, and we're certainly not
going to admit that we like video or even
home theater, but we do kind of like the
idea of 5.1 audio channels. Therefore, we
want the option of storing 5.1 audio on
the UCD; we figure that with 24 -bit main
channels and data -reduced ambience chan-
nels, you could fit 3 hours onto a disc.

Listen here, you manufacturers: While
you're at it, we'd like the UCD to be
erasable, too. What? You say it can't be
done? Please. We know full well that
Sony already sells a professional magne-
to -optical disc recorder that records 80
minutes of 20 -bit, 44.1 -kHz digital audio
data on a 51/4 -inch disc storing 1.3 GB.
When 24 -bit converters become avail-
able, the recorder can be configured for
24 -bit recording with 65 minutes of re-
cording time. Sure, it sells for $40,000,
but with greater volume, we think you
could bring it down to $500.

We promise that development of the
Ultimate Compact Disc will make us hap-
py, and that audiophiles everywhere will
not riot in the streets when you introduce
the digital videodisc for videophiles. Of
course, if you try to introduce some kind
of 3-D television or something, you'll be
hearing from us. We're already working
on our demands describing the Super Ul-
timate Compact Disc. The one that will
sound as good as our old LP's.
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Definitive's
PowerField 1500

Wins the
Subwoofer of

the Year Award
Our extraordinary new PowerField \ 1500 features
a 250 -watt RMS amp, fully adjustable electronic

crossover and massive 15 -inch driver for only $995

"Showstoppers" - Stereo Review
Definitive's PowerField 1500 has

triumphed, winning Subwoofer of
the Year in the Audio Video Grand
Prix. We set out to build the world's
finest sounding subwoofers, and we
have done it. Experts agree that we
have achieved the perfect synergy
of powerful, earth -shaking bass for
home theater and a refined and
expressive musicality.

All three Definitive powered sub -
woofers feature our PowerField
Technology, monocoque cabinets,
high -power high -current amplifiers,
fully adjustable electronic cross-
overs and massive 15" or 18" drivers.
The result is the absolute ultimate in
subwoofer performance, awesome
bass which thunders down below
15 Hz, yet retains complete musical
accuracy for your total enjoyment.

Perfect Bass for Your System
To ensure optimum performance

in your home, the PowerFields have
high and low level inputs and outputs,
adjustable high pass, low pass and
volume controls (plus phase controls
for the PF 1500 and 1800) to guarantee
perfect blending with any system and
superior bass response in any room.

Super Subwoofers from $699
Three extraordinary Definitive

powered subwoofers are now avail-
able: the PowerField 15 (185 -watts
RMS, 15 -inch at $699), PowerField
1500 (250 -watts RMS, 15 -inch at $995)
and PowerField 1800 (500 -watts RMS,
18 -inch at $1599). Hear them today!

Definitive Technology®
Our Audio Video Grand Prix and CES Design & Engineering 11105 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore, MD 21117

Award winners deliver ultimate bass performance to you. See our dealer on ',age 30 (410) 363-7148

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD



How Illuch

Fidelity Is Enough?
.i. hat question reminds me of the story

about Abraham Lincoln, who re-
sponded to comments about the
length of his legs by pointing out
that they were just long enough to
reach the ground. Presumably any-

one's music system should be good
enough to satisfy his personal taste in
sound. After all, home music reproduc-
tion at its best is a long way from perfect.
For me, the original sound is the refer-
ence to which any reproduced sound ulti-
mately must be compared. A perfect re-
production, by my standards, would be
one that could not be distinguished from
the live performance.

Paradoxically, although I cannot con-
ceive of orchestral music being repro-
duced in one's home so faithfully as to be
indistinguishable from the original per-
formance, I can imagine a situation in
which a reproduction might be "better"
than the original. A high -quality record-
ing in which musical gaffes, extraneous
sounds (coughing and so forth), or other
audible problems have been removed by
editing or some form of digital surgery
that leaves the program intact might well
be viewed as an improvement on literal
accuracy, although I imagine some purists
would protest any modification of the
original. In general, however, we are pret-
ty much limited to hearing the sounds that
have been captured by the recording mi-
crophones, as they have been recorded
and edited, and as they have been further
modified in the playback process.

As most of you know, the result of
playing almost any recorded program in
your home, while it can be highly satisfy-
ing and enjoyable, is very different from
anything that might have been heard dur-
ing the original performance. When was
the last time you closed your eyes while
listening to a high -quality music record-
ing through any audio system and could
not tell whether it was live or recorded? It
is probably with the spoken word and
chamber music that we can come closest
to achieving truly "perfect" reproduction
in the home (assuming reasonably good
playback equipment and source record-
ings), simply because their normal acous-

TENNICAl TARBY JULIAN HIRSCH

tic environment and dynamic range are
closest to those that are typically encoun-
tered at home.

In spite of these limitations, there is a
never-ending parade of audio components
that are claimed (or at least implied) to
bring the concert -hall experience into
your home. All of which brings us to the
question, how close to perfection can
your home music system be? How "per-
fect" should it be?

In all human activities, there is a finite
limit to the achievable approach to per-
fection. In the case of audio, mechanical
disc recording and playback (and analog
tape recording, not markedly superior to
disc in its sound quality) thrived for al-
most a century before being made obso-
lete by digital recording technology,
which has been with us for a couple of
decades now. Most of the current empha-
sis in music recording and reproduction
technology for the consumer market
seems to be in the direction of home the -

Ihave long espoused

the idea that the

loudspeaker is more

important than all

other parts of a music

system combined.

ater and multichannel sound. Without
slighting the impressive achievements
that have been made in those areas, I
wonder if any corresponding gains have
been achieved in the basic reproduction
of music in the home.

I have long espoused the idea (heretical
in the eyes of some) that the loudspeaker
is more important than all other parts of a
music system combined, since it alone
produces the actual sound that we hear.
But it is also inherently imperfect and in-
ferior to digital software and hardware in
its accuracy and precision.

Its very imperfection, in my view, is
one of the loudspeaker's greatest appeals.
Because of the unavoidable interaction
between a speaker and the surrounding

room and furnishings, and the speaker's
inherent audio characteristics, there can
be as much individuality (and variability)
in the design and installation of a speaker
system as in the creation of a work of art
or a skilled chef's prized dish.

In STEREO REVIEW'S 1995 Stereo Buy-
er's Guide, the space devoted to speaker
listings is approximately equal to that for
all Jther components combined. Although
I did not attempt an actual count, it is
clear that the marketplace figures reflect
both the diversity of the loudspeaker in-
dustry and the prime importance of the
loudspeaker to the hi-fi world. With few,
if any, of the other audio system compo-
nents do we find the range of size, price,
and performance that exists among loud-
speakers (from less than $100 up to
$100,000, from small and light enough to
hold in your hand to weighing a couple of
hundred pounds and barely able to fit into
a typical room). Despite what you might
read or be told, the sonic differences be-
tween amplifiers and most other primarily
electronic components are usually rela-
tively slight (if neither is driven beyond
its linear range, a $100 amplifier does not
necessarily sound much different from a
$10,000 amplifier). On the other hand, in
side -by -side comparisons between speak-
ers, it is almost axiomatic that no two
models will sound exactly alike. The dis-
tinctions range from very subtle tonal or
imaging characteristics to glaringly dif-
ferent colorations.

My advice is to avoid a serious mis-
match between your amplifier and your
speakers. I am not referring to impedance
characteristics, which except in unusual
cases have a relatively minor effect on
sound, but rather to an overall quality or
price imbalance, such as an amplifier that
costs several times as much as your
speakers. The reverse imbalance -
speakers that cost several times what you
spent for the amplifier - is not such a
bad idea, provided the amplifier (or re-
ceiver) is powerful enough to get the
most out of the speakers. A large speaker
does not necessarily require more power
than a smaller one, but it is more likely to
profit from having it available when
needed.

So to answer the question I posed ini-
tially, your system should be designed to
satisfy your listening tastes and to fit
within your budget. In apportioning the
system budget, favor the speakers. You'll
appreciate the results.
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Ifielcome to the real world.
Increasingly people are turning to a place NHT has

always called home, the real world. Where perfcrmance

is paramount - and so are aesthetics, function and value.

Where our design philosophy addresses the challenges

of your daily life, not those of an audio laboratory.

That's why increasingly people are turning to NHT.
From the legendary SuperZero, with performance totally

out of proportion for .ts size, to the breakthrough Model 3.3,

the ultimate speaker. If great audio is your whole world,

explore NHT's corner of it.

USE YOUR HERD.
Now Hear This 535 Getty Court. Bldg. A. Benicia, CA 94510

For the NHT dealer nearest your (U. S.) call 1-800-NHT-9993 (Canada) Artech Electronics Ltd

CIRCLE NO. 55 ON READER SERVICE CARD

514) 631-6448
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Yamaha RX-V590
Audio/Video Receiver
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

yamaha's RX-V590 sits close
to the middle of the compa-
ny's A/V receiver lineup. Its
power ratings, 75 watts each

for the three front channels and 25
watts for the two surround channels,
are typical of models in the RX-
V590's price range. What's unusual
are the receiver's multiple digital sig-
nal -processing (DSP) functions for
ambience enhancement of both sound-
tracks and music recordings.

Called Cinema DSP, the circuitry is
a descendent of Yamaha's highly re-
garded concert -hall -simulating digital
ambience enhancement. The system
emits from the front and surround
speakers numerous digitally derived
"echoes" or, more accurately, "reflec-
tions" that are different in each speak-
er and vary in spacing and intensity
depending on what kind of perfor-
mance space is being simulated. Eight
processing modes are provided, in-
cluding standard, unmodified Dolby
Pro Logic with just the usual single
delay applied to the surround channel.
Dolby Pro Logic Enhanced is said to

simulate "the multi -surround speaker
systems of a 35mm film theater." Con-
cert Video is meant for music videos
as well as operas. The remaining
modes are Mono Movie, Stadium,
Disco, Rock Concert, and Concert
Hall. As usual, such labeling should
be used only as a guide to the size of
the performance space being simulat-
ed. It's to your advantage to experi-
ment with matching the processing
mode to your music.

Both the front panel and the remote
carry controls for adjusting the relative
levels of the center and surround
speakers -a critical alignment neces-
sary for the most realistic spatial en-
hancement as well as for the proper re -

DIMENSIONS: 171/2 inches wide, 53/4 inches
high, 151/4 inches deep

WEIGHT: 22 pounds

PRICE: $549

MANUFACTURER: Yamaha Electronics
Corp., Dept. SR, 6660 Orangethorpe Ave.,
Buena Park, CA 90620

production of soundtracks - and for
turning on the built-in level -adjust-
ment test signal. You can also adjust
the surround -output delay time, which
sets the period between the emission
of the main front -speaker sound and
the first emission of the digitally
processed sound from the main front
and surround speakers; no synthetic
reflections are added to the center
channel in any of the modes.

Other front -panel facilities include
buttons controlling the forty -preset
AM/FM tuner; switching for two sets
of main speakers; a quarter -inch head-
phone output; bass, treble, and balance
controls; and an A/V input for tempo-
rary hookup of camcorders or video
games. Signal sources selected by a
bank of eight buttons to the right of
the display area include four that are
audio -only (tape monitor, tuner, CD,
phono) and four that are audio/video
(video aux, VCR 1 and 2, and LD/
TV). All video connections carry com-
posite -video signals; there are no S -
video facilities. The remote control is
a universal programmable model that
includes the only access to the receiv-
er's sleep timer, which can be set in
half-hour increments up to 2 hours.
There is no mute control anywhere, but
that function can be performed simply
by switching to an unused input.

Hookup posed no special problems,
the back panel being well laid out and
equipped. The main speaker outputs
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Green Day, Dookie
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Moments Vol.1
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(Geffen) 06271
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(Warner Bros r 0579:
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Seal (1994)
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03039 Nand Griffith: Flyer
Elton John: Goodbye UMW (E/e4") 05982

Brick Road (PolYdor) 03076 Minnow:

" larz ss;' ""1111111:111Amot .3 %," Live Throwing Copper
(RaduricIA, MCA) 03085 *

GREATEST
HITS .

Best 01 Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing

00713

Fleetwood Mac. Greatest
Hits Witmer Bros 00796

Creedence Clearwater
Revival: Chronicle:
20 Greatest Hits
(Fantasy) 01520

Jimi Hendrix: The Ultimate
Experience (MCA) 01527

Eric Clapton:
The Cream 01 Clapton
(Polydca) 08241

The Best 01 The
Doobie Brothers
(Warner Bros.) 43738

Elvis Presley:
The Number One Hits
(RCA) 72190

The John Lennon
Collection (Capitol) 73627

Elton John: Greatest Hits
(PolYricri 03077

Supertramp: Classics (14
Greatest Hits) Aitl.M 04891

The Very Best Of Cream

E°Y° 08574

Paul Simon. Negotiations
And Love Songs 1971-86
(Warner Bros 20461

Eagles, Greatest Hits
1971-1975 ,Asy.), 23481

The Best Of The Beach
Boys Cac)Ini 23946

FAZdeiryeoritTdh7AV!a7r))! %32

The Steve Miller Band,
Greatest Hits 1974-1978
Copt) ) 33199

Moody Blues: Legend Of
A Band (Greatest Hits)
Thres,r, 34284

The Polk*: Every Smith
You Tab-The Singles
(A&M) 73924

Steely Dan: Gold
(MCA, 74339

The Who
Who s Better, Who's Best

00790

Rod Stewart: The Mercury
Anthology .14ercury) 01161

David Bowie:
The Singles 1969-1993

01659 o

Rush: Chronicles
(Mercury) 24059 o

Chuck Berry: The Great 26
(Chess) 64137

The Best Of The Doors
(Elektra) 70407 )),.

The Buddy Holly Collection
(MCA) 84047

ne Temple Pilots: Core
tlantic: 00981

hro Tull, Thick As A Brick
hrysalis: 01023

Tina Turner, Simply The
Best (Capitol) 01195

Pavarotti And Friends
(London) 01451

The Spinners,
A One Of A Kind Love
Affair- The Anthology
(Atlantic) 74043 *

The Best Of Wilson Pickett
(Atlantic: 63938

Salt -N -Papa: Very Necessary
(London) 01595

Gershwin Plays Gershwin:
The Plano Rolls
(Elektrallonesuchl 01675

91100P D0997 D099:
D099740/14
(Interscopel 01692

Black Sabbath: Master 01
Reality (Warner Bros 01863

Ace Of Base: The Sign
(Arista) 02354

TOM Petty .6 The
Heartbreakers: Greatest
Hits (MCAL 02390

Counting Crows:
August And Everything After
(DCC) 02409

Yannl: Live At The Acropolis
)Private Music) 02477

Soundgarden:
Superunknown
(A8M) 02515

tarUn' With The Big Bands
(Arista) 05989

Alabama: Grease NW Vale
(RCA) 05998

Eric Nylon: From The Cradle
(Repree) 06025

Krona. Ountat Night Prayers
(Nonesuch) 06064

The Notorious BIG.:
Bawdy To Die
(Bad BoyrAnsta) 06160

R.E.M.: Monster
(Warner Brost 06164

Clay Walker: tf I Could Make
A Living (Giant) 06165

Jeff Foxworthy:
You Might Be A Redneck B_
(Warner Bros.) 06173

Bon Jovi: Cross Road
(Mercury) 0618,

Pavarotti:
The Early Years, Vol.
(RCA Victor Gold Seal) 06200

Brandy (Atlantic) 06266

Jason's Lyric/Sdtrk.
iMercu.) 06268

Megadeth: Youthanasia
)0,): ,roll 06272

Barbra Streisand:
Hello Dolly Philips) 06314

Arthur Fiedler and The
Boston Pops Orchestra:
Salute to Disney )DG) 06329

Vanessa Williams.
The Sweetest Days
(Mercury) 06335

TLC: CrarySexyCool
(LaFace/Ansta) 06352

Mary J. Bilge: My Life
(MCA) 06362

The Unplugged
U Vol.1 (Warner Bros.) 06393

Too Short Cocktails
(Jive/ Dangerous Music)

The Very Best Of
Otis Redding Bnrno) 08756 r
Beethoven. Symphonies
Nos. 5 8 6 -Pastorale (DG

Kara)an Goidll 03127

The Crow/Sdtrk.
(Atlantic) 09173

The Joy Of Bernstein
IDG: 03212

The Who: Tommy
(MCA) 03223

Jon Secada:
Heart, Soul .5 A Voice
tSBK: 03323

Tracy Byrd: No Ordinary Man
(MCA) 03339

Vince Gill:
When Love Finds You
(MCA) 03350

Carpenters: The Singles
1969-1973 (A8M) 04393

The Best Of Aretha Franklin
Atlantic: 20076

John Mellencamp: Dance
Naked )Mercury) 04906

BLACKstreet
nIorscrs r, 04922

Cecilia Barton Mozart
Portraits ) 04923

Dazed And Confusedrodtrk.
-i),ir.t Winner Bros 04944

Soundgarden:
Badmolortinger
(ABM) 05637

The Tractors (Arista) 05721

Van ClIbum In Moscow
(RCA Victor Red Seal) 05748

063851

A43 Dias fif
RBY412/fie
EISERVICEN

FOR THE PRICE OF

Hoolie 8 The Blowfish:
Cracked Rear View
lAtIsnlic: 05872

N rvana, Unplugged In
New York DGC 06284

Madonna: Bedtime Stories
(Mavenck/Sire) 06356

ZZ Top: One Foot in the
Blues (Warner Bros 06401

Alicia de Larrocha: Mompou,

AVictor) 06469
Songs and Dances

(

Bryan Adams:
Live) Lim! Live! (MM) 06497

Feel McCoy: Another Night
(Ans al 06500

Boys On The SicieSdtrk
(Ans, 06893

arch

Garth Br
ILrbrh

The Best Of Sting
1964-1994: Fields 01 Gold
(ABM( 06357

Neal McCoy: You Gotta
Love That! Atlantic) 06904

Shama Twain:
The Woman In Ile
(Mercury Nashville) 06935

Bashes (Geffen) 08073

Trisha Yeanvood) Thinkin'
About You (MCA) 08043

Belly. King
(Reprise/Sire) 08122

Soul For Reap. Candy Ram
(UptcwrxMCA 08126

Collective Soul
(Abaiticl 08133

*tilde1.,.....r KinglSdirk.

Irl lit Rai

Sheryl Crow:
Tuesday Night Music Club
(ABM) 03061

ks /the hits

Pulp Fiction/Sdtrk.
(MCA; 063%1
The Best Of New Order
(OwestVfamer Bros.) 06153

Matthew Sweet 100% Fun
(Zoo Entertainment) 06166

Memel Gaye: 15 Grielsel 141&
(Motown) 53534

Skid goer Subhuman Race
)Atlartic) 06252

Linda Ronstedt Feels Like
Home (Elektra) 08255

Channel Live: Station
Identification Capitol) 08283

E-40. In A Mayor Way
,Joe, 08455 1
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The Chieftains: The Long
Black Veil (RCA Victor) 06408

Music Inspired By The Lion
King: Rhythm 01 The Pride
Lands (Walt Disney) 08.318

Adina Howard:
Do You Wenna Ride
(EastWest) 08354

Or Dirty Bastard: Return To
The 36 Chambers: The Dirty
Version (Elektral 08447

Kut Klose: Surrender
(KekVElektral 08456

Robert Cray: Some Rainy
Morning (Mercury: 08566

PantherNdtrk.
(MercuryL 08568*

The Big ChilffSdtrk.
iMotown) 33970

Blessid Union 01 Souls:
Home (EMI) 08604

Classic Disney, 60 Years Of
Musical Magic Vol I

,Wall Disneri 08692

NO POSTAGE
NECESSARY

IF MAILED
IN THE

UNITED STATES



Dave Matthews Band:
Under The Table And
Dreaming .1i A 05998

Stevie Wonder:
Conversation Peace
(Motown) 08069

David Bowie: ZIggy
Starduet (RykedSci 10803

yx II Men:
harmony

owns 10930

kson Browne
ining On Empty

11056

r Gabriel: Shaking
Tree -16 Golden
Its (Geffeh) 11089

Strait: Lead On
Nashville) 15841

Brown:
Time Greatest Hits

01342

the Get A Grip
20814

Charles: The Best 01
Atlantic Years

05755

Isley Brothers:
Complete UA Sessions

25077

key Robinson 8 The
cies: 18 Greatest Hits
toot:. 33878

Clapton: Unplugged
Vyarner Bros i _23690

Barry White:
All -Time Greatest Hits
!Mercury) 05866

Fleetwood Mac: Rumours
(Warner Bros) 24025

Bombe Boys:
III Communication
(Capitol) 24717 I

The Bed Of The Commode's
(Motown) 06875 ,

Stone Temple Pilots: Purple
lAtlant, 24738

Gin Blossoms:
New Miserable Experience
I ABM 24884

Traffic: The Low Spark Of
High Heeled Boys
(Island: 25169

Elton John: Made In England
(Pocket PRI, 08583

Luciano Pavarotti:
Pavarotti In Central Park

06096

Supertramp.
Breakfast In America
(AWL_ 25246

The Temptations:
17 Greatest Hits

1, 53410

Diana Ross 8
The Supreme, Anthology

02055

Steve Winwood: Chronicles
(Island) 34501

Alan Jackson: Who I Am
(Arista) 34793

Carreras, Domingo 8
Pavarotti: The 3 Tenors In
Concert (London) 35078

The Rodgers 8
Hammerstein Collection
(MLA 40015

Motley Crue.
Decade Of Decadence

40298

Enya. Shepherd Moons
53190

alla1111A
Melissa Etheridge'
Yes I Am
(Islandt 35501

Encomium:
A Tribute To Led Zeppelin
(Atlantic) 06135

U2: The Joshua Tree
(Island) 53501

Bob Marley: Legend
(Island) 53521

John Michael
Montgomery
(Atlantic) 06251

Whitney
Houston: The
Bodyguard/
Sdtrk

54213

Harry
Belafonte:

All -Time
Greatest Hits

(RCA) 54508

En Vogue Funky Divas
(East it_st 61717

il (Capitol) 63340'
th: Countdown To

Extinction

E-40 In A Malor Way
08455 I

Come Together America
Salutes The Beatles

08310

22 Top. Greatest Hits
83411

Best Of The Grateful Dead.
Skeleton; From The Closet

83892

Ned Diamond'
12 ;realest Hits

84050

Nirvana. 'n Utero
90124*

Garth Brunk, In Pieces
93710

Allman Ekothers Band:
The Fillrrrdre Concerts

01159

Van Hales Live.

Right Here. Right Now
0116510

Rana The Last Waltz
01636 o

and' Judy At
i_aineye Will i:dpitoii 01782 o

Windhaiii Hilt The First Ten
Years .. rf,arrr, H.d. 02628 o

Puccini. La Boheme
05615 o

Woodstock 94
Aof.' 06315 $o

FantasiaJEidtrk
(Wahl: 17060 o

Saturday /light Fever/Sdtrk.
drr 34687

The Donn e Summer
Anthology iCasadarcai 43507

Madonna: The Immaculate
Collection fSire) 54164

Pnnce: The Hits 1
(W&Paisley Park) 02228

lens Horne: Stormy
Weather: The Legendary
Law (1941 1958) :RCA) 01784

The Neville Brothers: Live
On Planet Earth ,A81A)03065

Huey Lewis 8 The News:
Four Chords & Several
Years Ago ,Fii-i/fra 03274

Collective Soul: Hints.
Allegations & Things Left
Unsaid At Arrt 03309

The Infamous Mobb Deep
'Loud RPM'', is. 08606 1

Neil Young 8 Crazy Morse:
Sleeps With Angels
ReptIse 05880

Gerald Levert: Groove On
'Fast 05986

Buddy Guy: Slippm. In
(Sdvertone) 06171

Black Sheep: Non Fiction
(Mercury) 06273 I

The Essential Charlie Parker
00902

Incognito' Positivity
(Verve P,.recast 02989

Norman Brown: Atter The
Storm MoJazzi 03282

Louis Armstrong. All Time
Greatest Hits MCA 03399 Pat Metheny Group

We Live Here IGO., 06938

Spyro Gyre.
Love Ili Other Obsessions
(GRP) 08224

Yellowlackets: Collection
08225

Bella Fleck. Tales From The
Acoustic Planet

Aaron Neville The
Tattooed Heart Jii,M 16655

Extreme. Waiting For The
Punchlme AMA' 06869

ABBA: Gold -Greatest Hits
(Poiydori 20679

The Mantovani Orchestra.
Golden Hits .Bact,,doe 24806

The Best Of Muddy Waters
t Chen. 33502

Ella Fitzgerald:
The Best 01 The Songbooks:
The Ballads .Ldirvu 05713

Joshua Redman: Mood
Swing N. rr- er Ft, 05845

The Rippingtons. Sahara
tGRPI 06008

NAL Share My World
(EA') 06141

The Manhattan Transfer
Tonlit 06175

Acoustic Alchemy. Against
The Grain fGHP, 06270

The Best of David Sanborn
/Revise, 06274

Jeff Lorber: West Side
Stories ve-L, 06330

GRP All -Star Big Band. All
Blues 'GRP. 06846

Christian McBride:
Gettin. Toll (Verve) °see,
George Duke: Illusions
(Warner Bros.) 06926

Tom Scott: Night Creatures
1/1/if'. 06928

08348

Larry Coryell
I II Be Over You I, 08835

The Best Of Miles Davis -
The Capitol/ Blue Note Years
Llii,/ 11000

John Coltrane: Giant Steps
Atlantic 34589

Fourplay:
Between The Sheets
tNa_men Bros I 36074

Kenny 0: Breathless
(Anstal 54317

The George Benson
Collection
Warner 01858

7 2 10
Start with Buy only 1 at the

7 FREE regular Club price
CDs now. within a year.

Then get 2
more CDs of your

choice. FREE!

Enjoy 10
CDs for the
price of 1

WITH NOTHING MORE TO BUY, EVER!
The Cars: Greatest Hits
(Elektra) 53702

Patsy Cline
12 Greatest Hits
(MCA) 53849

Andrew Lloyd Webber -
The Premiere Collection
$vi/ 53868

Bette Midler: Experience
The Divine -Greatest Hits
(Allard, 64291

Van Mornson Moondance
(Warne, 0,S 64585

Frank Sinatra: Sinatra
Reprise: The Very Good
Tears (Reprise 80304

Jimmy Bufsett. Fruitcakes
m A 03336

Dumb & Duenber/Sdtrk
(RCA) 04842

TM Beet ON Woodstock
(Atlantic) 04908

Testa: Bust A Nut
(Geffen) 05877

START SAVING! MAIL THIS POSTAGE -PAID CARD TODAY.

O Please at cept my membersnlp m tne BMG Music Service and send my 7 FREE CDs as indicated Under the terms of this
otter. I agree to buy fuel 1 CD at the regular Club price ($14.98 to $16.9e) within a year Iwill then receive 2 more choices
FREE, That's 10 for the price of I with nothing more to buy, eve(i I understand that a shipping and handling charge
will be billed for each selection

O RUSH ME THESE 7 CDs NOW r
(indicate by number)

A 2 -CD set (n) counts as 2 selections

I am always tree to Choose from any category. but I am most interested in the music category checked here
(check gge only):

El LIGHT SOUNDS 2. E COUNTRY 3 E HARD ROCK 4 CI SOFT ROCK & POP
Barry Marrow Alan Jadoon Aercemith Sheryl Crow
Frank Snatra Reba McEntee Van Helen SON

0

5 Cl CLASSICALIrI 6 C] JAZZ 7 E METAL 8 Cl A&B/DANCE 9 CI ALTERNATIVE
Luciano Pavarolb Pat Metheny Megade8r Boyz II Men TbeCiwesnes
James Gahicay Joshua Redman Testament Mary J Bbge Green Day

CI Mr.
CI Mrs
El Ms (PLEASE PRINT) First Name Initial Lest Name

Address Apt

City State Zip

Phone (
Signature Area Code

ill Members who choose CLASSICAL as their listening interest will be serviced by the MG Classical Music Service We reserve the
right to request additional information reject any application or cancel any membership Limited to new members Local taxes it any.
will be added Offer available in continental USA and under special arrangement in Alaska and Hawaii Otter not available in Puerto
Rico. APO or FPO Offer and product selection may vary in Canada

AM AM.eGs
aa
MN, %MI%

SERVICE=

From Cay one.
every time you buy
a CD at tie regular
Club price, you're

entitled to ouy another
of equal or lesser

value at half price.

Canadaw method mail reply
BMG Music Service
Box 7010
Mississauga ON L A 4J3

EJDFR
5
01

HERE'S HOW YOUR CLUB WORKS:
Start with Our 7.1-2 Formula to introduce you to the
Club. and to your savings!
CHOOSE THE MUSIC YOU LOVE.

Pick 7 FREE CDs right now from the many great
choices in this ad.

 Buy just 1 CD at the regular Club price (currently
$14.98 to $16.98) within a year.

 Then choose 2 more FREE CDs That's 10 for the
price of 1 (plus shipping and handling for each
selection) with nothing more to buy. ever!

LISTEN WITH NO RISK.
You may take 10 days to listen to your introductory
selections and look over the accompanying terms of
Club membership.

If you're not completely satisfied. simply return
your selections at our expense -with no further
obligation.

SHOP FROM THE COMFORT OF HOME. Discover how
convenient it is to shop with BMG Music Service.
 You'll get our exclusive Club Catalog about every

three weeks (19 shopping opportunities a year).
filled with hundreds of choices in a variety of music
categories, plus music news, artist interviews and
recommendations from our experts.

 So easy! Every issue offers a Featured Selection in
your preferred music category If you want the
Featured Selection, don't do a thing- you'll receive
it automatically.

 Your choice! It you want other hits from the
Catalog - or none at all - lust return the Notification
Card provided by the specified date. You')) have at
least 10 days to decide.

 No pressure! If you should have fewer than 10
days to reply and receive an unwanted Featured
Selection, simply return it at our expense.

SAVE AGAIN AND AGAIN.
From day one, for every selection you buy at the
regular Club price, you may choose another of equal
or lesser value at 50% oft But that's not all.
 The longer you remain a BMG Music Service

member, the more you save - up to 50%, 60%.
even 70% - with our special sales and discounts.

We're sure you'll enjoy your exclusive Club benefits.
But [1 you ever want to cancel. just write and tell us.
Its your choice anytime -after you buy your one
regular -Club -price selection Why wait? Join BMG
Music Service now and start saving.
If the reply card is missing, please write to:
BMG Music Service
P.O. Box 91300
Indianapolis. IN 46291-0300 HI .1.#1Lail.
I Parental Advisory-CoMarriS

explicit lyrics and'or artwork
2 -CD set (counts as 2 selections)

Dog and horn are traderldreS of General Electne
Coffman) USA 7ne BUG fog° is a trademark
ur BMG Music :)trier tradernarkS used in the
advedrsement are the proved, of varrous trademark
owners BMG MUSK Service
6550 E. MO St_ Indianapolis Ile 462191134
0199581AG Oined

MUSIC
SERVICE=



TEST REPORTS
are binding posts that take dual or sin-
gle banana plugs or stripped wires,
while the center and surround speaker
outputs are spring connectors. Con-
nections for external sources are all
phono connectors deployed horizon-
tally across the bottom of the rear pan-
el, with the video connections of A/V
sources conveniently located directly
above the corresponding audio jacks.
Other rear -panel facilities include an
F -connector FM antenna terminal,
spring -connector AM antenna termi-
nals, two switched AC convenience
outlets, and a full set of line -level sur-
round -decoder outputs, one of which
is designated for subwoofer hookup.

Overall, the RX-V590's lab -test per-
formance was considerably better than
average, aided in no small measure by
the ample output power, which re-
mained strong even into 4 -ohm loads.
The FM tuner also produced uniform-
ly good numbers. The only disappoint-
ing figures were AM frequency re-
sponse, which was, as usual, dismal,
and front left- and right -channel fre-
quency response, which exhibited de-
viations at the extremes of the audio
range caused by slight offsets in the
tone -control circuits, something we're
seeing more of nowadays than we
would like to (or used to).

Although not affected by the tone
controls, the center channel showed
slightly more rolloff than the other
front channels, whereas the surround
channel's response fell more slowly
above 7 kHz than usual. All the other
Dolby Pro Logic figures represent
very good performance, especially
channel separation, which was better
than we usually see from Pro Logic
decoders that use analog circuits rather
than the digital ones in the RX-V590.
Impulse testing revealed that all the
reflections for the non -Pro Logic DSP
modes occur within, at most, a 400 -
millisecond "window" after the origi-
nal sound; there is no sound recircula-
tion or added reverberation.

With a single big exception, the re-
ceiver was easy to operate. I liked the
separate -button access to each of the
surround -sound modes, enabling rapid
changes between them. I also liked the
on/off button for the surround process-
ing, again because it enabled swift
comparison between processed and un-
processed sound. The remote is nicely
laid out and especially well labeled
for receiver -only operation; those who
take advantage of its code -learning ca-
pabilities may get lost in the too -regu-
lar layout of the additional controls.

Now for the exception, which ap-
plies to all the surround modes except
plain Dolby Pro Logic. The RX-V590
is the first Yamaha DSP product we
have encountered to leave out what I
consider an indispensable feature: the
ability to reduce or remove the DSP-
generated reflections from the front
speakers. Although the added reflec-
tions may produce an effective show-
room demonstration - if only by
making the receiver sound obviously
different from its competition - in
our tests the digital echoes, depending
on the mode selected, produced

changes in the frontal sound quality
ranging from a slight hollowness to a
dialogue -obscuring spaciness in Dolby
Pro Logic Enhanced.

In previous Yamaha DSP products
I've reviewed, there has always been a
way to reduce or eliminate those ef-
fects, either by turning the frontal re-
flections down or even off (with a
"front -effect" level control) or, better,
by feeding them to separate front am-
bience speakers placed apart from the
main front left and right speakers so
that the "reflections" and the main
front -channel sound come from differ-
ent directions. With the RX-V590, you
are stuck with Yamaha's factory set-
tings for the front -effect level, which I
feel are too high. This is particularly
disappointing because previous Yama-
ha components with DSP-based ambi-
ence enhancement (which the compa-
ny pioneered) have consistently sound-
ed more realistic than those of most of
its competitors and have usually been
easier to adjust for optimum perfor-
mance as well.

On the other hand, how you respond
to the sound of the processing will at

No
Subikpofers
0,4A7 ed!

Introducing the new AP -.7

bookshelf speaker and the matching

AP-.7CC center channel speaker

from Digital Phase. Thanks to the
patented Alcorn:a-Reed technology,

this small, spouse friendly speaker

system is capable of producing

pounding bass down to 2011z without

the need for a subwoofer, in fact it

provides you with 5 subwoofers
without purchasing the first one.

The price is nice too. Digital

Phase speakers are sold factory direct

only which saves cos money! With

each 5 piece system hand matched
you simply can't buy a better system.

Special Introductory Price:

Retail: S2600.01
Direct: $1498.'m

1

For a free color brochure or for
more information call....

1-800-554-7325
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FREE
Stereo

Catalog
 Convenient shopping - over 100

full -color pages covering hundreds
of the latest stereos for your home
and car, plus video and telephones

 Quality you can count on - Sony,
Kenwood, Pioneer, JVC, Carver,
Polk, Advent, Infinity, Bose, NHT,
Panasonic, Mitsubishi, and more

 The information you need -
including product descriptions,
consumer tips, specifications, and
our exclusive comparison charts

 Call for your free copy! You'll be
glad you did

Call Now!
1-800-955-9009
S an. to NIKItught ( Eastern ante I. 7 da) s

or mail this coupon

Name

Address Apt a

Cu

Si.

CRUTCHFIELD

TEST REPORTS
least to some degree be a matter of
taste, which means it is possible that
you will find the RX-V590's ambi-
ence -enhancement modes more ap-
pealing and useful than I did. And few
other receivers even try, much less
succeed, to offer anything as sophisti-
cated in this vein as the RX-V590, so
you won't necessarily find competing
models superior in the ways they han-
dle modes other than Dolby Pro Log-
ic. As for unenhanced Dolby Pro Log-
ic, you can take heart in the fact that
the RX-V590's implementation of that

most critical processing mode per-
formed exceptionally well, decoding
Dolby Surround soundtracks cleanly
and accurately. And the RX-V590 has
ample power reserves for all but the
most insensitive speakers or the
largest of listening rooms. The RX-
V590 is likewise a worthy contender,
for its price class, in terms of features
and ease of operation. If the additional
processing modes are very important
to you, then, as usual with that sort
of thing, listen before you buy and
choose accordingly.

MEASU R
AMPLIFIER SECTION
Except as noted, all data are for two -channel
stereo operation

OUTPUT AT CLIPPING iat I kHz)
trout lett and right (8 ohms) 100 watts
front left and right (4 ohms) 150 watts
center (8 ohms) 120 watts
surround (8 ohms) 29 watts

CLIPPING HEADROOM (re rated output)
8 ohms 1 25 dB

DYNAMIC POWER (8 ohms) 120 watts

DYNAMIC HEADROOM (re rated output)
8 ohms 2 0 dB

DISTORTION AT RATED POWER
(75 watts, I kHz) 0 009%

SENSITIVITY (for 1 -watt output into 8 ohms)
CD 18 mV
phono 0 3 in
NOISE (re I watt, A-wtd)
CD -83.6 dB
phono -80 dB

PHONO-INPUT OVERLOAD
(1 -kHz equivalent levels)
20 Hz 120 mV
I kHz 116.5 mV
20 kHz 112 mV

PHONO-INPUT IMPEDANCE
50 000 ohms in parallel with 175 pF

RIAA PHONO-EQUALIZATION ERROR
20 Hz to 20 kHz ±0.2 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (tone controls
centered) . 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0.4, -0.8 dB

TONE -CONTROL RANGE
100 Hz ±8 dB
10 kHz ±8 dB

TUNER SECTION
All data are for FM only except frequency
response

SENSITIVITY (50 -dB quieting)
mono 15 dBf
stereo 37 dBf

NOISE (at 65 dBf)
mono -79.2 dB
stereo -72.3 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N at 65 dBf)
mono
stereo

0 16%
047%

EMENTS
CAPTURE RATIO at 65 dBf) 1 2 dB

AM REJECTION 70 dB

SELECTIVITY

alternate -channel 92 dB
adjacent -channel 7 8 dB

PILOT -CARRIER LEAKAGE
I9 -kHz -79 dB
38-khz -76 dB

HUM (120 Hz) -82 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION
100 Hz 36 dB
1 kHz 45 dB
10 kHz 42.5 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
FM 20 Hz to 15 kHz +1.4, -0.35 dB
AM 28 to 2.3 kHz +1.5, -6 dB

DOLBY PRO LOGIC
PERFORMANCE

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
(tone controls centered)
left, right 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -0.74 dB
center 20 Hz to 20 kHz +0, -1.04 dB
surround 51 Hz to 8 kHz +0, -3 dB

NOISE (re I -watt output. A-wtd)
left, right -74.7 dB
center -79.7 dB
surround -71.5 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N, I kHz, 1 -watt output)
left, right 0.043%
center 0 049%
surround 0 14%

SURROUND DECODER INPUT -OVERLOAD
MARGINS (at I kHz)
left, right (re 2 -volt input) 138 dB
center (re 1.414 -volt input) 4 0 dB
surround (re 1.414 -volt input) 125 dB

SURROUND -CHANNEL NOISE -REDUCTION
CALIBRATION ERROR
re Dolhv level (247.5 mV) 0 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION (100 Hz to 7 kHz)
left output, right driven >43 dB
left output, center driven >43 dB
left output, surround driven >33 dB
center output, left driven >51 dB
center output, surround driven >52 dB
surround output, left driven >55 dB
surround output, center driven >50 dB

Crutchneld Park. Dept. SR. thal lttc, (Ile, \ A 22906i

CIRCLE NO. 12 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Introducing The Bose° 301® Sonata Limited Edition Speakers.

The speaker chosen by millions for
its performance, now in a special
anniversary limited edition.

Introducing the 301. Sonata Limited

Edition speakers, based upon the best-

selling bookshelf speakers from Bose.

Their performance will move you.

And so will the way they look.

Like the opening notes of a prelude,

the rich cabinet sets the tone for what

you're about to hear. You can see these

are no ordinary bookshelf speakers.

They harmonize with your most
prized possessions. And enhance

the room just by the way they look.

But not even their appearance com-

pares with the impact of their sound.

Listen to your favorite song and hear

how they transform a room. You may

find it hard to believe you're listening

to bookshelf speakers.

Bose Direct/Reflecting" speaker

technology sends notes singing around

the room. We think you'll find the

mixture of both reflected and direct
sound uncannily lifelike. But nothing is

more convincing than experiencing the

301 Sonata speakers yourself.

With these speakers, you'll also

receive a commemorative certificate of

ownership and a special free compact

disc. Call for the dealers near you - and

begin dancing.

1-800-444-BOSE Ext. 570.

_17419WE
Better sound through research®



TEST REPORTS

JBL J820 VI
Loudspeaker System
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK

jBL says that its new J Series
of loudspeakers has been de-
signed to provide exceptionally
accurate, uncolored, and bal-

anced sound at affordable prices. The
line consists of five "bookshelf"
speakers and two larger "tower" mod-
els, plus a center -channel speaker
specifically for home theater applica-
tions (the others are equally usable in
conventional music systems or home
theater).

The J820M falls in the middle of the
line in size and price. It is a two-way
system suitable for shelf or stand in-
stallation. Its 8 -inch woofer, which has
a polymer -fiber cone, operates in a
vented enclosure. The crossover, at 3.5
kHz, is to a 14 -millimeter (approxi-
mately 1/2 -inch) titanium -dome tweet-
er. The rated system response, at the
-6 -dB points, is 50 Hz to 20 kHz. Sen-
sitivity of the nominally 8 -ohm system
is specified as 90 dB, and it is recom-
mended for use with amplifiers rated
between 10 and 125 watts output.

The speaker's port opening is on its
front panel, simplifying its installation

LABORATORIES

against a wall if desired. For listening
and most measurements, however, we
placed the speakers on 25 -inch stands
several feet from the room walls. The
terminals, on the rear panel, are spring
clips that accept stripped wire ends.
Unlike most such connectors, they are
3/4 inch apart and would also accept
dual banana -plug connectors (though
not as easily as connectors designed
for that purpose).

Beginning with this speaker, we
have slightly modified the room -re-
sponse measurement technique we
have used for many years. Previously.
a frequency -sweeping signal generator
and a synchronized chart recorder

DIMENSIONS: 10 inches wide, 191/4 inches
high, 10 inches deep

WEIGHT: 18 pounds

FINISH: Black woodgrain

PRICE: $300 a pair

MANUFACTURER: JBL, Dept. SR, 80
Crossways Park W., Woodbury, NY 11797

plotted the speaker's frequency re-
sponse on graph paper. The purpose of
this measurement was to establish the
effective frequency response of a pair
of speakers in a fixed "real -room" en-
vironment, under physical and acous-
tic conditions that are maintained as
nearly identical as possible for all
speakers tested. That process remains
fundamentally unchanged, except that
we now use our Audio Precision Sys-
tem One to generate the test signals
and digitally process the output re-
turned by the Bruel & Kjaer 4133
measurement microphone. By measur-
ing the speakers' room response under
identical conditions in the same envi-
ronment with both types of instrumen-
tation, we have established that the re-
sults from the new procedure are very
similar to those obtained with the old,
with the advantage that the new proce-
dure is considerably faster and more
convenient to perform.

The room -response curve for the
JBL J820M speakers (the average of
the left and right speakers' outputs,
smoothed and corrected for the known
high -frequency absorption characteris-
tics of the room) was basically very
similar for the two measurement meth-
ods. It was very flat, with relatively
little response variation over most of
the audio range (our averaging and
smoothing process minimizes the ef-
fects of the unavoidable room stand-
ing -wave patterns). Since the smooth-
ing function provided by the Audio
Precision system is not identical to
that of our former instrumentation,
there were numerous minor differ-
ences between the results of the two
tests, but their graphical characteristics
were strikingly similar.

Essentially, the response curve had
two relatively flat plateaus, each cov-
ering about half the spectrum. Be-
tween approximately 100 Hz and I

kHz the smoothed output varied over a
±1 -dB range. There was a distinct 4 -
dB drop between 1 and 1.5 kHz and a
strikingly flat response (less than 1 dB
overall variation) from 1.5 to 10 kHz.
Applying the high -frequency room
correction (which we have been using
on all speaker measurements for about
twenty-five years) extended the flat
high -frequency response to 20 kHz. It
was interesting (and gratifying) to find
that our former measurement method
produced the same basic curve shape
as our new procedure, though with
slightly more variation and departure
from uniformity.

A close-miked woofer -response
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Deep sea divers spend time in
hyperbaric chambers to decompress.

(What do you do?)

A few hours with a Pioneer®Advanced Home

Theater system will bring you back to normal. At

the heart of our system you'll find ourVSX-604S

Dolby®Pro Logic®A/V Receiver. It opens up the

stunning world of surround sound, delivering a full

110 watts to all channels (Front, rear and center).

And with the Intelligent System Controlyou can

even operate all your non -Pioneer components

with just the touch of a button. Hit the VCR button

and on goes your TV, VCR and receiver, each

0
1-

adjusted to their proper input and surround

modes. To find out about our complete range of'

home theater equipment and for a dealer near

you, give us a call at 1 -800 -PIONEER. And

while another way to unwind may come along

someday, don't hold your breath.

ADVANCED HOME THEATER

PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment

01995 Pionerr Elear,..... :Sill In,. Long Bend, C.4.
Dolby and Pro Logi. are regiotered tradonark, of Dolby Labonthnie. hiernoing Corporation.

b tbrater etibinetry by ECI.ECTICS\;,rtb C:4 915-1.T.



Plug In...

To The Toshiba Home

Theater Seminar.
Pro:sculled In 1.( nuticl ion \\'ills\ nc.

If You Want The Ho
'Theater Experien

You Need Some Home
Theater Experience.

Toshiba is hitting the road with one
the most exciting educational programs
ever. Toshiba Home Theater Seminars will
guide you through every aspect of select-
ing, purchasing and setting up a Home
Theater System. Free gifts and refresh-
ments will be offered to all participants,
plus the chance to win exciting p

"Home Theater 101"-
(9:00 -10:00AM)

If you're new to home theater and
need a better understanding of the key
concepts, please join us at for this 1-
hour introductory session. Then stay for
th

"Buying and Expanding Your
Home Theater Setup
(10:30AM-1:00 PM)

The ultimate home theater seminar.
Industry experts will take you through
the essentials of audio and video technol-
oggyy with special emphasis on making the
right choices in selecting and using today's
sophisticated home theater componen

Course Tuition Of $15 Covers One Or Both Seminars.

All Seminars Take Place on Saturday Morning

Date Location Retailer
September 16 Detroit ABC Appliance
September 30 Seattle Incredible Universe
October 14 Hartford Bemie's
October 21 Denver The Big Picture
October 28 Nationwide Various
November 4 Houston Videoland
November 11 Omaha Nebraska Furniture Mart

October 28: Special Nationwide Seminar Via
Satellite Uplink To Over 200 Store Locations.
Call 1-800-709-4400 For Details.

Call 1-800-709-4400
For Exact Seminar Location And

Registration Information.

Seminars Will Resume In Janua .

Call 1-800-709-4400 or Check
Stereo Review For 1996 Schedule.

TEST REPORTS
measurement indicated maximum out-
put at 135 Hz, falling by 6 dB at 80
Hz. The port radiation dominated at
frequencies below about 90 Hz. Such
a measurement is inherently less am-
biguous than the room measurements,
since it is essentially free of room in-
teraction. Unfortunately, it is not al-
ways easy to splice such a bass curve
to a room curve in a meaningful man-
ner. Nevertheless, there was no doubt
that the J820M easily met its response
specification of 50 Hz to 20 kHz at
the -6 -dB points. The actual lower
limit is hard to determine precisely be-
cause of room -boundary effects, but
listening tests indicated that it was
somewhere between 40 and 50 Hz.
Overall, the J820M's composite mea-
sured response was admirably smooth
and extended for a speaker of its size.

Quasi-anechoic MLS response mea-
surements confirmed the impressive
flatness of the speaker's output. The
axial 2 -meter response was flat within
±3 dB from 300 Hz to 13 kHz, with a
tweeter -resonance peak of 8 dB at 15
kHz. This measurement also showed a
pronounced notch at 3.8 kHz, appar-
ently due to the crossover (the notch
did not appear in room measurements
and was not audible).

The J820M's measured sensitivity
with a 2.83 -volt input was 93 dB
sound -pressure level (SPL), somewhat
higher than rated. At a constant input
of 2 volts, equivalent to a 90 -dB SPL
output, distortion was between 0.7 and

1 percent from 100 Hz to 2 kHz. It
rose at lower frequencies, reaching 3.7
percent at the rated low -frequency
limit of 50 Hz. Below that point the

output dropped off fairly steeply, al-
though the distortion did not exceed
10 percent down to 20 Hz.

Those results suggested that at rea-
sonable average levels, driving the
J820M moderately hard at low -bass
frequencies would not cause the sound
to muddy up with distortion, and that
was confirmed in listening tests. The
audible bass output decreases as the
frequency drops below 50 or 60 Hz
but remains reasonably clean in the
process.

Taken as a whole, the JBL T820M
is a very good small speaker. We lis-
tened to it at length before making any
measurements and were immediately
impressed by its smoothness and bal-
ance across the audible spectrum. As
it happened, the only other speakers
available for comparison were consid-
erably larger and more expensive than
the JBL's, and correspondingly good
in their performance. A comparison
between them and the J820M's was
inevitable, and it produced surprising
results.

In its balanced, uncolored sound,
the J820M easily held its own in the
comparison. The larger speakers had a
clear advantage in the low bass, but
the J820M had a more extended high -
frequency response and greater per-
ceived airiness. Teamed with a sub -
woofer, it could be a worthy competi-
tor to the larger system.

Bottom line, the JBL J820M is an
extraordinarily fine -sounding speaker
at a bargain -basement price. It de-
serves a careful audition if you are in
the market for a compact, inexpensive,
and thoroughly satisfying speaker. o

...LADIES AND GENTLEMEN. Thu
NEXT EVcNT--Joini Wts1Dat/iST
THRoWit46 THE 65 POUND, 250

\ WATT VACVIA TUBE AMPLIFIEW...
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TEST REPORTS

Pioneer CLD-D704
CD/Laserdisc Combi-Player
DAVID RANADA  TECHNICAL EDITOR

Acouple of important laser -
disc mileposts have been
passed in the nearly two
years since we last tested a

Pioneer CD/laserdisc combi-player,
the CLD-97 (December 1993), only
very recently superseded by the CLD-
99 at the top of the company's premi-
um Elite line. The first was the intro-
duction of the Dolby Surround AC -3
encoding system for discrete "5.1 -
channel" digital surround sound into
the laserdisc medium, where it re-
places, on selected recent laserdiscs,
the right channel of the analog FM -au-
dio soundtrack. The second was the
introduction of laserdisc players capa-
ble of supplying the encoded AC -3
signal for outboard decoding, of which
the CLD-D704 - the new top of Pio-
neer's regular line, replacing the CLD-
D703 - is one of the first.

As in other current AC -3 -compati-
ble laserdisc players, the CLD-D704's
AC -3 output, a phono connector on
the back panel, doesn't feed out AC -3
data in standard digital format. In-
stead, it passes a "radio frequency"
(RF) signal, raw from the laser pickup,
that carries the AC -3 signal in modu-
lated form. It is intended to be con-

nected to an AC -3 RF input on a suit-
able surround decoder, either separate
or built into an A/V amplifier or re-
ceiver (such decoders are becoming
available even as you read this). A de-
modulator in the decoder will extract
the actual AC -3 digital signal, which
will then be decoded into the six
speaker channels (three front, two sur-
round, one subwoofer). To play stan-
dard digital or analog laserdisc sound-
tracks you will also have to make the
usual connections from the CLD-
D704's line -level stereo audio outputs.
Another option for the digital sound-
track is to connect one of the player's
digital audio outputs to an external
digital -to -analog (D/A) converter -
both coaxial and optical connectors
are provided. These outputs carry data
only from standard laserdisc digital

DIMENSIONS: 16% inches wide, 51/2 inches
high, 171/4 inches deep

WEIGHT: 18 1/2 pounds

PRICE: $1,235

MANUFACTURER: Pioneer Electronics
(USA), Inc., Dept. SR, P.O. Box 1540, Long
Beach, CA 90801-1540

soundtracks, not AC -3 soundtracks,
and from CD's.

AC -3 capability, though it is the
player's most important new feature,
isn't the whole story, however. The
CLD-D704 boasts other advanced fea-
tures, some of such importance that in
themselves they render obsolete even
so distinguished a player as the CLD-
97. One such innovation is a switch -
able video noise -reduction system
whose effects on the luminance (black -
and -white) and chrominance (color)
portions of a video signal are indepen-
dently adjustable. A Film Mode but-
ton, only on the front panel, switches
off what was one of the CLD-97's sil-
liest features: display of a still frame,
seemingly selected at random from the
current side, as the player switches to
the other side. Film Mode also turns
off the on -screen displays, however,
which are useful for rapid cueing. It
would be nice to have separate switch-
es for these two features.

The CLD-D704 has a front -panel
headphone output and enables remote
control of volume for the headphone
and rear -panel line outputs when play-
ing CD's or standard digital laserdisc
soundtracks. It also provides automat-
ic side -changing for laserdiscs, a frame
memory that makes the full panoply of
laserdisc tricks (freeze, slow-motion,
and so forth) available with CLV as
well as CAV laserdiscs, and a pair each
of composite- and S -video outputs.

We were surprised to find, as it is
mentioned neither in the manual nor in
the product literature we've seen, that
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PARADIGM BIPOLARS CAN
BE EXPERIENCED AT THESE
FINE DEALERS:

AL: BIRMINGHAM LIKIS AUDIO HUNTSVILLE

BEDONGFIELD AA/ MOBILE CUSTOM AUDIO
MONTGOMERY COHENS  AR: FATETTEvILLE STEREO

ONE  FORT SMITH STEREO ONE  AL MESA HI Fi
SALES  TUSCON WILSON AUDIO  CA, AUBURN
WOODEN SHIP STEREO  BAKERSFIELD URNERS 
BERKELEY MUSIC LOVERS  CHICO SOUNDS BY DAVE 
COSTA MESA ATLANTIC STEREO  EUREKA SOUND
ADVICE FRESNO FUTUREHOME HOLLISTER

FoRT1NOS  LOS ANGELES AHEAD STEREO  L A AN 
MENLO PARK SOUND PERFECTION  REDOING COTES

 REDONDO BEACH SYSTEMS DESIGN  RIVERSIDE
SPEAKERCRAET  SACRAMENTO PARADYME  SAN
DIEGO SOUND COMPANY SAN FRANCISCO

PERFORMANCE AUDIO  SAN JOSE CENTURY STEREO.
SAN LUIS OBISPO AUDIO ECSTASY  SAN MARCOS
SOUND COMPANY  SANTA BARBARA MISSION AUDIO.

SANTA CRUZ WATER STREET STEREO SANTA

MONICA SHELLEY S  SANTA ROSA CALIFORNIA AV 
HOMETECH  SAUSALITO PACIFIC RIM  STOCKTON
GLuSKINS  VALLEJO STEREO SHOWCASE  VISALIA
LEES STEREO  WALNUT CREEK SOUND DISTINCTION 

WOODLAND HILLS SHELLY'S CO: COLORADO

SPRINGS SOUND SHOP  DENVER SOUND HOUNDS 
FORT COLLINS OVATION MUSIC  GRAND JUNCTION

SOUND CO  CT: NEW HAVEN TAKE 5  NEWINGTON
AUDIO STORE NORWICH SOUND ONE DE,

WILMINGTON HI Fl HOUSE  FL BRADENTON AUDIO
WORKSHOP CLEARWATER RISING SOUNDS

PENSACOLA SOUTHERN HI Fl  WEST PALM BEACH
AUDIO ADVISORS GA, ALBANY CUSTOM INC
ATHENS CUSTOM INC  AUGUSTA CUSTOM INC
BOGART CUSTOM INC  OUNWOODY AUDIO FOREST 

AUDIO SOLUTIONS  HI: HONOLULU CLASSIC AN IA:

BETTENDORF REFERENCE kV DES MOINES
AUCHOLABS  1DAGROVE BRENNER S IOWA CITY

HAWNETE  SOUR CITY PFLANZ IL: CHAMPAIGN
CHAMPAGNE AUDIO. CHRYSTAL LAKE SOUND FORUM 

CLARENDON HILLS SOUNDS DELUXE FAIRVIEW

HEIGHTS HI f1 FO FUN  HOFFMAN ESTATES SIMPLY

STEREO ROCKFORD ABSOLUTE AUDIO

SPRINGFIELD TEAM ELEC  ST CHARLES ST CHARLES

AN  VILLA PARK SIMPLY STEREO. IN, BLOOMINGTON
CAMPUS AUDIO  CARMEL SOUND PRO  FT WAYNE

LEHMAN S  WABASH WORLD SCAN  ES WICHITA
CUSTOM SOUND  LA BATON ROUGE ART COLLETS 
LAFAYETTE THAT'S ENTERTAINMENT  NEW ORLEANS

WILSON AUDIO MA: ARLINGTON STEREO SHOP 

CAMBRIDGE 0 AUDIO  NORTHAMPTON TRIPOD AUDIO

 SUDBURY ELECTRIC GRAMOPHONE  WORCESTER

OCOINS IN: BEMIDJI OVERBEEN ELECTRONICS 
DETROIT PECAR 5  FLINT STEREO CENTER  GRAND

HAVEN BERING AN GRAND RAPIDS STEREO

SHOWCASE IRON MOUNTAIN SOUNDNORTH

KALAMAZOO STEREO SHOWCASE  PETOSKEY PUFFS

TROY PECARS  MN: ALEXANDRIA SOUND SHOP 
MINNEAPOLIS STEREOLAND ROCHESTER

AMALGAMATED AN 110: COLUMBIA 0 & M SOUND  ST

LOUIS HI Fi FO.FUM MS: STARKVILLE IDEAL

ACOUSTICS  VT: BILLINGS U S TECH  MISSOULA
STEREO PLUS  NC, DURHAM NEARS AN  WINSTON
SALEM PLATINUM AUDIO ND: FARGO TODAY

ELECTRONICS  MANKATO TEAM ELECTRONICS  NE:

GRAND ISLAND VIDEO KINGDOM  OGALLALA VIDEO
KINGDOM  OMAHA STEREO WEST  NH NASHuA
ENSEMBLE NJ: CHERRY HILL Al Fi SALES E

BRUNSWICK ATLANTIC STEREO MIDDLETOWN

STEREO DYNAMICS PARAMUS RABSONS AN 
POMPTON PLAINS SOUND CITY  SOMERVILLE SOUND

EXCHANGE  NM: ALBUOUEROUE ABSOLUTE AUDIO 

LAS CRUCES DESERT SOUND  NV: RENO WILD WEST 

NY: ALBANY ALTAIR AUDIO  COMMACK SOUND
APPROACH ELMIRA CHEMUNG ELECTRONICS 
HAMBURG SOUTHTOWN AN  JOHNSON CITY OLUMS 

LAKE GROVE AUDIO DEN  MT KISCO AUDIO OUTLET 
NEW YORK AUDIO SALON  AN CENTER PARK

AVENUE  PARK PLACE  SOUND CITY  PLEASANTVILLE

AUDIO EXCELLENCE ROCHESTER ROWE AN 
SYRACUSE GORDON BROTHERS WATERTOWN

HAPPY EAR  WEST BABYLON AUDIO VISIONS  OH:
AKRON OHIO SOUND  CINCINNATI OHIO VALLEY 
DAYTON AUDIO ETC  OUBLIN AUDIO ENCOUNTERS 
TOLEDO JAMIESONS STEREO  OR: BARTLESvILLE
SOUND STATION  MIDWEST CITY AUDIO MIDWEST 
STILLWATER AUDIO SN  OR: EUGENE ADVANCED
AUDIO  PORTLAND FRED'S /AV  ROOM SERVICE 
SALEM ADVANCED AUDIO  HEAR NO EVIL PA:

BROOMALL HIGH FIDELITY  CAMP HILL HI Fl HOUSE 

CHAMBERSBURG LINCOLN LECTRONICS  EPHRATA

STEREO BARN  GREENSBURG STEREO SHOP
HARRISBURG HI FI HOUSE  JENKINTOWN STEREO
OUTLET JOHNSTOWN CONNECTING POINT

LANCASTER GNT STEREO  MCMuRRAT GOOSEBUMPS
MONTGOMERYVILLE WORLD WIDE STEREO

PITTSBURGH AUDIO GALLERY  WORLD WIDE  STATE
COLLEGE PAULA TONY S  WHITEHALL PALMER AUDIO

PROVIDENCE STEREO AN CENTER SC:

COLUMBIA SOUND ADVICE  GREENVILLE AMERICAN
AUDIO  HILTON HEAD ISLAND AN ARCHITECTS  MT
PLEASANT PEACHTREE SD: BROONINGS ZEPHYR

AuDIO.TN:  JOHNSON CITY MR TOADS  KINGSPORT
AMERICAN VIDEO  KNOXVILLE STATEMENT kV 
MEMPHIS MODERN AN  TX, AMARILLO AUDIO VISIONS

 AUSTIN AUDIO BY DESIGN  BRYAN SOUND WAVES 
CORPUS CHRISTI ABSOLUTE AN  DALLAS HILLCREST

Hi Fi  HOUSTON ALL STAR  GROOVE AN  LUBBOCK
SOUND WAVE  MIDLAND MIDLAND SOUND  SAN
ANTONIO AUDIO CONCEPTS SAN MARCOS

DISCOVERY AUDIO  SHERMAN WORLD WIDE  TYLER

SAO CENTER  UT: PROVO AUTO SPECIALTIES  VA:
OANTON MUSICSCOPE VT: WILLISTON CREATIVE
SOUND  WA BELLEVUE DEFINITIVE AUDIO. EVERETT
AUDIO WAVES  KENNEWICK OUICK SILVER  PULLMAN

OPTIMUM SOUND  SEATTLE DEFINITIVE AUDIO

SPOKANE SA, INTERIORS  WE APPLETON SUESS
ELECTRONICS  GREEN BAY HI Fi HEAVEN  MADISON

UNIVERSITY AUDIO  MILWAUKEE AUDIO EMPORIUM 

RACINE AL S STEREO SHEBOYGAN ABSOLUTE

SIN  WV: MORGANTOWN SOUND INVESTMENTS  WY,
CHEYENNE NOW HEAR THIS  LARAMIE KENS MUSIC

AND THE WANNER IS.

Product of
the Year Awards
in the past year

Critic's Choice
Awards in the
past year

Awards
since 1990

Paradigm is the
number one choice
for critical listeners!

"Superb!"
.tereo Rettelr on the Ltport BP

"Stunning!"
The Inner Ear Report on the Ev it BP

"Awesome!"
 Audio Ideas Guide on the Echpse'RP

paradigm's spectacular bipolar speakers are an
engineering and sonic marvel! With years of

design expertise and our highly advanced R&D facility,
Paradigm engineers and acousticians set out to build
the world's finest bipolar speakers, regardless of cost!

ENGINEERED FOR BETTER SOUND

Iwr more infrrmation on PAR1DIGM RIIVVAVI Al well as other fine Paradigm speakers

Int your nearest Al '1110R691, PlItADMM DI it TV or write:

At'010.51NA.v. MPO BUG 2410. Niagara Falls, ,VY 14302 (905)632-0180
lu Gmada: PARADI,, if. 101 Nankin Rd. I.V;sodbrage ON 141 31'5 19051 850-2889
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TEST REPORTS
the CLD-D704 also includes Pioneer's
Legato Link digital -audio processing
(which we had thought to be exclusive
to the Elite line). This system was
claimed, in literature for the CLD-97,
to reconstitute "'lost' frequencies
[above 20 kHz] that are eliminated
with existing CD player models" -a
performance feature of dubious value
given that those frequencies are ultra-
sonic. We found, through spectrum
analysis of the new player's outputs
when playing high -frequency (above
10 kHz) CD test tones, that the CLD-
D704 did produce substantial ultrason-
ic output. But, as we also found with
the CLD-97, the additional output was
quite unnatural in that it was not har-
monically related to the original sig-
nals: The most prominent components
actually moved down in frequency as
their fundamentals moved up, and
their frequencies were not even close
to being integral multiples of the fun-
damentals. Fortunately, "ultrasonic"
almost by definition means inaudible,
and the extraneous high frequencies
the CLD-D704 generated didn't hurt
its overall sound quality, though they
did tend to produce alarming harmon-
ic -distortion readings with high -fre-
quency test tones.

The CLD-D704's digital audio per-
formance was, in fact, very high, as
evidenced by both listening tests and
lab measurements. Aside from the dis-
tortion figure, which was heavily in-
fluenced by Legato Link, all the test
results were good to excellent. The
low-level linearity was especially
good, with a 1 -dB -deviation point

MEASUREMENTS
DIGITAL AUDIO
All figures are for both CD and laserdisc
playback except as noted

MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL 2 24 volts

DOLBY CALIBRATION ERROR
Ire 2.0 \ oils) +1 dB

FREQUENCY RESPONSE (20 Hz to 20 kHz)
dc -emphasis off +0, -2.15 dB
de -emphasis on +0, -2.88 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION
125 Hr 127 dB
I kHz 132 dB
16 kHz 115 dB

CHANNEL IMBALANCE (I kHz).... -0.13 dB

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO (A-wtd)
dc -emphasis off 126.1 dB
de -emphasis on 127.3 dB

SIGNAL -TO -DITHER RATIO ( A-wtd).. 95.5 dB

DYNAMIC RANGE (EIAJ) 95.1 dB

DISTORTION (111D+N at 0 dB, 20 Hz to 20
kHz) <8.5% (see text)

LINEARITY ERROR
1 -dB -error point -116 dB

DEFECT TRACKING (CD only, Pierre Verany
#2 test disc I I 000 pm

IMPACT RESISTANCE (CD, top and sides) .. A

CUEING ACCURACY (CD) A

SLEWING TIME (CD) 3 seconds

ATM AUDIO
All figures are for laserdisc only; all data
taken with REF-EA1 test disc

MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVEL
left/right 0 42/0.45 volt

FREQUENCY RESPONSE
20 II/ to 20 kHz +2.1, -3.4 dB

CHANNEL SEPARATION (at I kHz) .. 68.3 dB

CHANNEL IMBALANCE 0 72 dB

SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO A-wtd) .. 74.8 dB

DISTORTION (THD+N at 1 kHz) 0 26%

VIDEO

All data taken with REF -EA I test disc

VIDEO OUTPUT -LEVEL ERROR <I % high

HORIZONTAL LUMINANCE RESOLUTION
wedge test pattern 430 lines

HORIZONTAL LUMINANCE BANDWIDTH
-1 dB al 4 MHz

CHROMA ERRORS
gain ±<2.5%
phase ±<2.5°

CHROMA DIFFERENTIAL GAIN 12%

CHROMA DIFFERENTIAL PHASE 2°

SIDE -CHANGE TIME I I to 12 seconds

among the lowest we've measured and
an impressive improvement over the
already excellent performance turned
in by the CLD-97.

The signal-to-noise ratios as deter-
mined by playback of a standard zero -
signal track were, as often happens,
too good to be true, however, and do
not reflect the noise levels obtainable
with a music CD or a digital laserdisc
soundtrack. Fortunately, the more rep-
resentative signal -to -dither ratio was
also good. The 8.9 -dB reduction in
noise at 3.5 kHz when we played a
noise -shaped dither signal was also
encouraging, showing that the CLD-
D704 will actually deliver much of the
promise of so-called "20 -bit" CD's
mastered from 20 -bit recordings by
way of techniques like Sony's Super
Bit Mapping.

The player's deviation from flat fre-
quency response was due entirely to a
rolloff that started above 10 kHz,
reaching 1 dB down at 16 kHz, and
which therefore had a negligible effect
on sound quality. Measured analog
AFM audio performance was typical,
but with unusually low distortion -
which is to say that it was totally out-
classed by the player's digital audio
performance.

Although the CLD-D704 is not part
of Pioneer's high -end Elite line, it ful-
ly equaled the Elite CLD-97 in video
performance. In fact, when the video
noise reduction was engaged, the new
model produced a superior picture.
The processing yielded a very distinct
improvement, especially in color
noise, that was visible both in the
greater steadiness of the signal on test
instruments and, more important, in a
reduction of visible on -screen noise.
The changes were subtle, even with
the controls turned full up, and were
most easily seen with noisy program
material, such as movies mastered
from grainy films. Even Pioneer's
manual admits that the effect "may be
difficult to see depending on the discs
or scenes." The only noticeable side
effect of the process was a slightly
more visible scan -line structure on
horizontally moving vertical edges
(common in camera pans). There was
no blurring or smearing such as we
have seen with other video noise -re-
duction systems.

The noise reduction is turned on via
a set of three front -panel buttons that
select among standard settings, user -
adjustable settings, and no noise re-
duction; the remote control has a sin-
gle button that cycles through the
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three options. Adjustments are made
by turning the jog dial for chromi-
nance and the shuttle ring for lumi-
nance. Since the shuttle ring is also
used to adjust volume, the jog/shuttle
combo has two possible uses beyond
its original precision -cueing function.
The remote has a different set of
jog/shuttle function -switching buttons
from the front panel, however, so a
considerable amount of mental reori-
entation is necessary when moving be-
tween the two.

That bit of operational clumsiness is
exacerbated by other slight discrepan-
cies between the remote and the front

In addition to providing a

Dolby AC -3 output, the

Pioneer CLD-D704 features

a very effective video

noise -reduction system.

panel. You can't put the player into
pause from the front panel until a track
is actually cued up, because there is
no separate pause button on the front
panel. But from the remote you can
press play and then immediately press
a pause button (not easy to find), and
the player will catch up with you. You
can't operate the line -level volume
control from the front panel, and you
can't toggle the Film Mode from the
remote. Unlike the front panel, the re-
mote uses a single button for both stop
and eject. The remote's numerical
keypad operates differently depending
on what kind of cueing you are per-
forming, and its side -change buttons
are far too easy to hit accidentally. Fi-
nally, and most annoyingly, the remote
still has a useless and inconvenient
on/off button for the jog dial. Why
Pioneer insists on its inclusion when
other companies have managed to pro-
duce workable jog/shuttle controls
without such a button is beyond me.

It's unfortunate that such ergonomic
flaws continue to afflict Pioneer's la-
serdisc players when so many of them
would be relatively easy to eliminate.
The frustration is all the more acute in
the case of the CLD-D704, which of-
fers such high audio and, especially.
video quality, not to mention that very
desirable AC -3 output. Still, if it's la-
serdisc performance you want, you
can't beat the CLD-D704.
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$1,966*
gets you this

spectacular home theater

system from Paradigm...

the number one choice

for critical listeners!

"If there's a better bang for the buck for home theater owners than this
Paradigm speaker ensemble, we haven't found it yet. And, it offers

one -stop shopping when it comes to matching speakers."
- Edward J. foster. Home Theater Mazza:ine. June 1995

D aradigm's advanced R&D and use of superior materials yields the ultimate in home
theater sound. Listen to this sensational system todcy!
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PARA Rome Theater Specialists

When you're buying audio and video components,

it's important to understand that its not enough to

buy a good TV and VCR. Components must also be

chosen for how they sound together PARA is a

professional association of independent specialty

audio/video stores who are committed to the high-

est standards in retailing.

V PARA stores will take the time to ask about

what you already own and suggest home

theater components that will integrate into

your current system.

if PARA home entertainment professionals are

educated to explain the newest technologies in

clear, friendly language, helping you get the

best value for your money.

Let us help you choose the system that's just

right for you.

CALL 1-800 4-PARA 94 to find the PAM

dealer nearest you!

Professional
AudioVideo
Retailers
Association

TEST REPORTS

Sennheiser HD565 Ovation
Stereo Headphones
JULIAN HIRSCH  HIRSCH-HOUCK LABORATORIES

5 ennheiser manufactures a com-
prehensive line of headphones
and microphones, ranging
from inexpensive consumer

products to the finest professional
components. One of the company's
latest consumer stereo headphones is
the HD565 Ovation, a high -quality de-
sign that boasts a number of advanced
features.

There are two major classes of
headphones: those whose transducers
are in sealed earcups that exclude am-
bient sound from the wearer's ears,
and the open-air variety, whose trans-
ducer diaphragms radiate sound from
the backs of the earcups as well as into
the wearer's ears. Open-air phones are
usually lighter and more comfortable
to wear and are widely used for home
hi-fi listening.

Although the HD565 is of the open-
air type, it looks somewhat bulky, with
large earcups that fully enclose the
ears. Instead of the usual rubber or
plastic ear cushions, the HD565's
cushions are made of a velvet-like
cloth, and its spring -type headband is
padded with a foam strip.
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Unlike most other headphones we
have used, the HD565 is designed for
easy user replacement of all parts that
are likely to wear out or could be dam-
aged in normal use. These include the
3 -meter (about 10 -foot) connecting
cord and phone -plug assembly, which
is fitted with polarized connectors, and
the ear cushions, whose plastic rims
snap into the earcups.

The warranty booklet supplied with
the phones also contains informative
material (in five languages) on the
meaning of the various applicable
specifications and on the significance
of the phones' design features. The
specs are based on the German DIN
45500 standard, however, and are not
easily interpreted in terms familiar
here. The frequency response is given
as 16 Hz to 30 kHz, and the distortion

WEIGHT: 9 ounces

PRICE: $279

MANUFACTURER: Sennheiser Electronic
Corp., Dept. SR.
P.O. Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 06371
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as less than 0.15 percent, without fur-
ther elaboration.

The HD565 is an exceptionally
comfortable headset to wear. The ear-
pieces cover the ears without impart-
ing a sense of pressure. And despite
their massive appearance, they are light
in weight and essentially transparent
to sound. The slender connecting ca-
ble is light and unobtrusive.

We measured the HD565's frequen-
cy response on an ASA-standard head-
phone coupler. From a maximum out-
put at 100 Hz, the response sloped
downward smoothly to a minimum at
10 kHz and rose about 2 dB from 10
to 20 kHz. The overall response of ±4
dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz was excel -

The Sennheiser HD565

is designed for easy user

replacement of all parts

likely to wear out or be

damaged in normal use.

lent (we have yet to find a loudspeaker
that could match it).

Distortion at 1 kHz (measured by
spectrum analysis to exclude noise)
was in the neighborhood of 0.1 per-
cent (-57 to -62 dB) at inputs of 1 and
5 volts. It was almost all third -har-
monic, with the fourth and fifth har-
monics being in the vicinity of 0.01
percent. The impedance of each chan-
nel measured between 140 and 210
ohms over the audio frequency range.

Listening to the Sennheiser HD565
hPRAIIIInnee _c
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AMAZING NEW 3D SURROUND SOUND TECHNOLOGY.

NuReality is proud to introduce a

revolutionary development in audio

technology - the Vivid 3DTM series

of sound

enhancement

products.

Thanks to

patented SRS CID® technology,

Vivid 3D systems retrieve ambient

information lost by traditional stereo

processing to create 3D surround

sound from only 2 speakers.

EASY TO INSTALL.

Vivid 3D products are easy to install

with your existing audio system. You

can use Vivid

3D products

to enhance virtually

any audio

configuration-from
a portable CD player with only 2

speakers to a full 5 speaker surround

sound system. In addition, Vivid 3D

products are fully compatible with

surround sound

technologies,

such as Dolby

Pro Logic.®

al I .an do IS 1:1111.4 it and stop
wondering how it was dom.."

--Leonard Feldman,
,fir. 1.1t,

The award -winning

Vivid 3D Plus adds a new

level of audio excitement to

portable and component

stereo systems.

SURPRISINGLY AFFORDABLE.

NuReality offers a complete family of

Vivid 3D products with prices starting

under $100. To order or for more

information, call NuReality at:

-8o o -5o - 8o86

VISA

CIRCLE NO. 34 ON READER SERVICE CARD

N U R E A L I T Y
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DISCOVER A NEW

DIMENSION Of SOUND.

With a backlit LED

indicator, the 3D Space

display shows you the

current level of SRS

processing.

The SRS On/Off
control turns SRS

processing on and off.

Center brings up the

information in the center

of a recording, such as a

lead soloist or vocalist.

You can use the Vivid

3D Studio's built-in
amplifier, or bypass the

internal amplifier to use

your existing amplifier

system.

'41P
RL I AILVISION.

1994 Winner
sot Product

STEREO

'ORME

VIVID 3D Studio

The Input Source control

lets you select Mono when

using mono audio source

material, and Stereo for

stereo source material. In

Mono mode, the Vivid 3D

Sudio synthesizes a stereo

signal from a mono source,

and then adds SRS 3D

sound processing. In

Stereo mode, the Vivid 3D

Studio creates SRS 3D

sound from a stereo

source.

Spate adjusts the width of
a sound image.

\ ',id 3D products employ

award -winning SRS

technology licensed from

SRS Labs. This leading -

edge sound technology

has earned the following

patents:

U.S. Patent No. 4,748,669

U.S. Patent No. 4,841,572

*This specially recorded CD recreates the experience of 3D sound from any CD player. The demo CD is available
for a $5.95 shipping and handling charge which can be fully credited toward the purchase of a Vivid 3D system.
This offer applies only to Vivid 3D products purchased directly from NuReality. International orders do not
include freight charges, duty or VAT.

 Q., S, CI i'lL LI 1:4 ,111 .1 L., SRS ( )m.t)11,,h.p. from the April 1992 issue of Audio Magazine. The Vivid 3D sound enhancement system won the Retail Vision "Best Product" award in May 1994, andthe Innovations award from the Intern., otcr Electronics Show in June 1994. 0 1995 NuRcality. All rights reserved. SRS is a regidcred trademark of SRS Lab. All product names arc trademarks or registered
trademarks of their respective holders. SR3
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LOUDSPEAKER
How to go

about selecting

speakers you can

live with

Mission's 121/2 -inch -tall

Model 731 ($249 a pair, above and at

right on optional stand) features a

patented isolated -driver design that

is said to improve clarity.

possible. For one

No part of assembling a high-fidelity music system is as

important as choosing the loudspeakers. Everything you hear from an audio system

comes from the speakers, and normally they are the only components in a system

that directly affect the way it sounds (assuming that all the equipment is functioning

properly). 0 Does that mean that everything else in the system is unimportant?

Absolutely not - all of it is needed to produce sound, and if any component does not

perform adequately there will be some degree

of audible degradation. But practically speak-

ing, the quality of the sound you hear in a good

modem hi-fi system is determined by the pro-

gram source (nowadays typically a CD) and

the combination of loudspeaker and room char-

acteristics, which interact very strongly. The

acoustic treatment of the listening room and the

placement in the room of the furnishings and

speakers, as well as the listeners, can (and usu-

ally do) have a major effect on what you hear.

What we're concerned with here, however, are

the loudspeakers themselves. 0 I wish I
could tell each of you which loudspeaker

to buy (or not buy). Unfortunately, that is not

thing, there are hundreds of speaker manufacturers and literally

thousands of models to choose from, and the cast of players changes daily. I probably

have tested as many speakers as anyone (well over 600), and it is a fact that most

of them, while acquitting themselves well, have failed to achieve any sort of universal-

ly accepted classic status. Only a handful of exceptions come to mind, such as the

Klipschorn, AR -1, and Quad Electrostatic, each of which represented a milestone in

the speaker art. 0 But you are facing the problem of choosing from among

BY JULIAN HIRSCH
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One beauty of three-piece systems

like the Bose Acoustimass 5 Series II ($799)

is that you can put the bass module in

an inconspicuous location.

today's speakers, not the classics of
the past. Where do you start? This is a
good time to point out the often over-
looked fact that loudspeaker selection
is as personal and subjective a process
as choosing a car, clothing, or the food
you eat. Although there certainly are
objective criteria for the performance
of speakers intended for reproducing
music in the home, personal prefer-
ence plays an enormous role in mak-
ing the final purchase decision.

As a rule of thumb, I suggest that
your investment in speakers should be
at least 40 or 50 percent of the total
cost of your system. That is a flexible
figure, subject to considerable varia-
tion according to the complexity of the
system and its total cost, but it is a
pretty good estimate for a moderately
priced basic stereo setup. Just remem-
ber that no matter how fine the rest of
the components in your system, play-
ing them through $100 -a -pair speakers
will probably make the whole thing
sound like something you picked up at
a bargain sale. On the other hand, a
good $3,000 speaker will usually
sound first-rate even when driven by a
receiver selling for a small fraction of
that price. Those are extreme exam-
ples, of course, but they nonetheless
illustrate an almost universal verity.

Disregarding price for the moment,
let's look at your options. The end use
is an important factor. A system for a
bedroom or another secondary system
will probably be perfectly satisfactory
with a pair of inexpensive bookshelf
speakers. Almost any reputable recog-
nized brand will do the job.

But for a system intended for seri-
ous listening, your standards are likely
to be more rigorous in almost every
respect. Often such a system is in-
stalled in a family living room, where

Martin-Logan's 55 -inch -tall Aerius

($2.095 a pair with oak trim) has an 8 -inch

woofer and uses an electrostatic panel to

reproduce high frequencies.

it may be highly visible (as well as au-
dible). Speakers differ greatly in size,
weight, appearance, and placement re-
quirements, all of which should be
evaluated in making a choice.

One of the most common speaker
configurations is a simple rectangular
box, sometimes small enough and
light enough to be placed on a sturdy
shelf, but often best suited to floor or
stand placement. Especially in the low
price range (but by no means limited
to that), such speakers are usually two-
way systems (woofer and tweeter) in a
closed or vented box.

Despite their "bookshelf" format.
these speakers often sound their best
when placed on a stand a few feet
from a wall. That may be inconvenient
in small rooms, so take it into consid-
eration when shopping. Try to listen to
the speakers placed more or less the
way they will be in your home.

An increasingly popular speaker
configuration is the "three-piece" sys-
tem. As the name suggests, it consists
of two small "satellite" speakers and a
separate bass module (often optimisti-
cally referred to as a "subwoofer,"
though in fact it is serving the function
of the woofers in conventional speak-
ers and rarely delivers deeper bass). A
good three-piece system, though not
necessarily inexpensive, meets a gen-
uine need in many cases. The format

The C700i/r ($749 a pair) and C500i/r

($649 a pair) in -wall speakers from ADS

combine a ribbon tweeter with an 8 -inch

and a 61/2 -inch woofer, respectively.

lends itself to inconspicuous installa-
tion and can be almost invisible (I use
such a system in our TV room, where
it does an excellent job). The sound
quality of a three-piece speaker sys-
tem can be surprisingly good, though
not always the equal of some compa-
rably priced conventional systems.

Large floor -standing speakers, al-
though often of two-way design, are
more likely to be three-way systems,
with separate bass, midrange, and tre-
ble drivers. That does not, in itself,
make a speaker better than a two-way
design. In fact, some very expensive
(and high -quality) speakers are two-
way systems. But it may enable the
system to use a larger woofer than
would otherwise be practical, increas-
ing the total amount of acoustical en-
ergy the speaker can produce.

The most fundamental advantage of
a large speaker enclosure is its poten-
tial for an extended bass response. If
efficiency and woofer size are held
constant, increasing the enclosure vol-
ume will lower the frequency at which
the bass response begins to fall off. In-
creasing the size of the woofer cone,
on the other hand, will tend to raise
the low -frequency cutoff unless effi-
ciency is reduced or enclosure size in-
creased to compensate. By the same
token, reducing the size of the woofer
will diminish the enclosure volume re-
quired to achieve a given efficiency
and low -frequency cutoff, at the ex-
pense of a lower maximum output lev-
el at the bottom end. So if you're an
organ or synthesizer buff seeking ex-
tremely deep bass, don't assume that
you will get it just by buying a speaker
with a huge woofer. Depending on
other design characteristics, that may
actually work against you!

The number of drivers and their
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sizes are not, per se, indicators of
quality in a speaker. Some excellent
speakers, selling for several thousand
dollars, have only a 6 -inch cone driver
and a small tweeter, for example. All
else being equal (which it rarely is), a
larger radiating surface will put out a
greater quantity of bass, but there is,
or should be, more than that to good
sound.

A number of speakers now feature
bipolar configuration. That involves
having two identical sets of drivers,
normally facing front and rear, which
can produce a distinctive and pleasant-
ly spacious sound quality. These
speakers should be placed a few feet
in front of a wall to produce the in-
tended effect, so they may require a
larger room for best results. They are
available over a wide range of prices
from several manufacturers.

At this point, you may well ask
"How do I go about making an intelli-
gent selection from this confusing and
overwhelming set of possibilities?" A
good beginning would be to visit a
dealer with a well-equipped demon-
stration room and present him with
your problem. He should be able to
make suggestions from any suitable
brands that he carries. Have him
demonstrate them, using electronic
components that are comparable in
price range and power ratings to your
planned or present components. Take
along some recordings, preferably on
CD, with which you are thoroughly
familiar. The reason for carrying your

Shown on optional stands. Paradigm's

13 -inch Mini-Mk3 ($329 a pair) and 20 -inch

3seMk3 ($399 a pair) are rated down to

40 and 36 Hz. Finish is black oak vinyl.

Your investment in

speakers should be at

least 40 or 50 percent of

the total cost of your

audio system.

O
own recordings is to help you make
comparisons of speakers in the store.
Don't expect, however, that you can
make a good comparison between
speakers in the store and the ones you
have at home without having them in
the same place at the same time. You
may be able to get a rough idea, but
acoustic memory is surprisingly short.

If you find speakers whose sound
and price are to your liking, perhaps
you can take them home for a trial. Al-
ternatively, you may be able to buy
them with an option to return for cred-
it or refund. The ideal way to choose a
new speaker (if you already have a
functioning music system) is to com-
pare it side by side, in your own home,
with your older speakers, using your
own familiar program material. Re-
member, the room dimensions, fur-
nishings, and acoustic treatment have
a profound effect on the sound.

If any of your possible choices are
speakers that we have tested and re-
viewed in STEREO REVIEW, you can
also use the published reports as a
guide to making a selection. Almost
any one we bother to review will be
of at least average quality, and the list
includes speakers spanning a wide
range of size, price, and performance.
Even if the reviewed model is no
longer available, as a general rule
speaker manufacturers maintain their
own standards carefully and apply the

Designed for side- or rear -wall mounting in

a surround -sound setup. The Surround

($400 a pair) from Cambridge SoundWorks

features a dipole driver configuration.

same basic principles of quality and
performance across a product line.

Another obvious source of (some-
times) useful information and advice
on speakers is from friends and ac-
quaintances who happen to be audio
enthusiasts. For example, if a friend's
system sounds great to you, there is a
good chance (though no guarantee)
that it would do well in your home
too. If his speakers are reasonably
small and light, perhaps you could
borrow them for a couple of hours. A
less satisfactory alternative might be
to take your CD's to his house and
hear them on his equipment. Just bear
in mind that the speakers may sound
different in your own home.

A related question may arise in this
sort of evaluation with regard to the
contributions of the other components
in the system. Suppose, for example,
that your friend's amplifier is consid-
erably more expensive than the one in
your more plebeian system. If his sys-
tem is clearly better -sounding than
yours, where does the credit go? To
the speaker? To the amplifier? Possi-
bly to the room itself or some other as-
pect of the system?

Now, I am not saying that there can-
not be sonic differences between am-
plifiers (although they are much less
common than some would have you
believe); the choice of amplifier may
affect basic sound quality (that is, at
levels below overload) in some rare
instances. But the audible effects of
the speaker/room portion of the sys-

-he Klipsch KG 5.5 ($1.000 a pair)

teams the company's trademark horn tweeter

with :wo 10 -inch woofers in a 37'/2 -inch -tall

black wood -veneered cabinet.
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tem an. so many orders of magnitude
greater than those of any properly
functioning amplifier that it would he
foolish to look first to the amplifier as
the source of any differences in sound
quality.

If space is limited, your choice will
most likely have to he one of the many
available compact speakers. Although

we've all heard of the dyed-in-the-
wool audiophile who's stuffed a pai7
of lao4e speakers, plus numerous elec-
tronic components, into a 9 x 12 -foot
room, it hears repeating that the only
reason for a large enclosure is to hold
the drivers that propagate the lower
bass frequencies. If your musical
tastes run to lighter fare, a well -de-

signed. well -made small speaker may
meet all your needs.

Finally, keep in mind that nothing in
life is perfect. and some compromise
is always necessary. If your room is
odd -shaped. and the speakers have to
go in unorthodox places, don't he
afraid to experiment. You might he
pleasantly surprised with the results!

STEPPING UP TO SURROUND SOUND

0 ne of the things anyone putting
together a home theater system
has to come to grips with is the

need for quite a few speakers - at least
four and preferably five, plus, possibly, a
subwoofer. Not only is there the ques-
tion of how to fit them all in a room with-
out making it look like a hi-fi showroom,
but also of making sure that they all work
together well sonically. Here are some of
the things you need to think about when
selecting speakers for home theater.

PLACEMENT. Have a clear idea at
the outset of where speakers
must or can go. That will be
dictated in large part by TV
placement, since you will need
left and right front speakers
flanking it as symmetrically as
possible and, ideally, a center
speaker directly above or below
it. Choosing speakers that won't
fit that plan will cause problems.
Placement of the two surround
speakers is somewhat more
flexible, but they do need to be
to the sides or rear of the listen-
ing position. The best location is
often on the side walls some-
what above ear level, but that's
by no means the only option.
Just remember that you want
the surround speakers to disappear son-
ically as much as possible. They should
create a diffuse, enveloping sound field
and not stand out as distinct, localizable
sound sources. Usually that means you
don't want them aiming directly at the lis-
tening position.

MATCHING. Just as in two -channel
stereo, the best results will be achieved
if all the speakers in the system sound as
much alike as possible. One way to
achieve that is to use identical speakers
all around. That's not always practical,
however, and not necessarily desirable.
For example, you may need relatively
large front left and right speakers to get
adequate low -frequency extension and

bass output but a relatively small center
speaker to fit on top of the TV set. And
you probably will find it beneficial to have
surround speakers with relatively diffuse
radiation patterns, regardless of the front
speakers.

Fortunately, manufacturers are making
the choices easier by recognizing these
potentially conflicting requirements and
designing families of speakers to cope
with them. So if you don't go with identi-
cal speakers for all channels, narrow
your shopping list to models from corm

KEF's Reference Series Model 100 center speaker ($500)

panies that design speakers of different
sizes and configurations with the same
"voicing',' or tonal balance. The left anc
right front speakers should be the same.
just as in a conventional stereo system.
Similarly, the surrounds should be a pair
of identical speakers, not necessarily the
same as the main front pair but having a
similar tonal balance, especially through
the midrange and treble (extended low -
frequency response is not necessary for
the surrounds). Finally, the center speak-
er should match the tonal balance of the
front left and right speakers as closely as
possible down to at least 100 Hz. You
want the sound across the front three
speakers, especially, to be seamless.

And in most cases you will want the cen-
ter speaker to be magnetically "shield-
ed," to prevent color distortion when it is
placed near a direct -view TV set.

BASS. Movie soundtracks often con-
tain substantially more energy in the bot-
tom octave, between 20 and 40 Hz,
than is commonly found in music (most
music, in fact, doesn't go below about
50 Hz). That means that you may want
more extended bass response in a home
theater system than you would demand
in one intended solely for music repro-

duction, and you will almost cer-
tainly have to be more con-
cerned about low -frequency
power -handling capacity. If you
have front left and right speak-
ers with good low -frequency ca-
pability you can simply direct
the bass for all channels to
them. A more elegant and effec-
tive solution, however, is to add
a subwoofer to the system and
send all the deep bass to it in-

stead. Just be sure that you get
a true subwoofer, capable of flat
response down to at least 25 or
30 Hz. Not only will you get bet-
ter bass performance, but you
will also be free to use relatively
compact main, center, and sur-

round speakers.
music VS. MOVIES. People of-

ten assume that speakers that work well
for home theater will not be suitable for
music listening, or at least will not per-
form as well in that function as "normal"
speakers. Nothing could be further from
the truth. The final acid test for any
speakers you consider should be how
they sound playing high -quality music re-
cordings. If they don't sound good on
music, you can be sure that you could
do better for soundtracks as well. The
fundamental requirements - smooth, ex-
tended response, even dispersion over
the listening area, and low distortion -
are the same for both. - Michael Riggs
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Patented
Acoustimass- bass
module. Helps make
a 60 -ton runaway
train sound like,
well, a 60 -ton run-
away train. Hides
out of view.

Movie theater drama,
concert hall excite-
ment. Surround
sound from five
Virtually Invisible"

cube speakers for
left, center, right,

and rear channels.
Each about 6" high.

Home Theater Made Easy

[The Bose Lifestyle 12 home theater system]

So simple it
comes in one
box. Within

minutes you'll
be enjoying your

favorite movies and
music more than ever.

Lifestyle music center replaces
an entire rack of components.
Includes built-in CD player and
AM/FM tuner. Technology
inside, simplicity outside.

Remote with real
control. Automatically
sets to surround sound
for movies and TV, or
two -channel stereo for
music. Works right
through walls.

"You might call this product 'home theater in a box,' because everything is included and carefully thought

out.... The performance is awesome, and system operation is very intuitive." - Home Theater Technology

The challenge was clear. Develop the best sounding, easiest to use home theater system ever. The result

is the Lifestyle' 12 system. Smaller. More convenient. With the kind of dramatic, lifelike performance

you expect from the most respected name in sound. But hearing is believing, so call for dealers near you,

1-800-444-BOSE ext. 581.

.171515-E
©I99 Row :orporanon JN9C708
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(y) PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment

Hunted for bugs on the road.
Heard rock music.
Admired clear sound.
Got run over.

Heard harp music.
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PIONEER CD CHANGERS. How else do you pass the time when you're drivin2
down that varmint obstacle course known as the highway? Pioneer CD changers allow
you to play up to 12 CDs, and hear crystal-clear music for hours. And hooking one up
to your existing FM stereo is so easy, even pea -brained road critters could do it. Whe
knows, with a few more years of evolution, they might understand those signs that say

"Cross At Your Own Risk:' Call 1 -800 -PIONEER for a dealer near you.
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The inclusion of a center channel s easily -he most

intriguing aspect of modem home theater --3'stems
Like a topnodh NBA team - pe-baps a team witi
someone named Hakeem it the middle - 1 high-
performance entertainment system with strength at

the center position truly ezcels by del_vering exceller_t sounc
quality for multiple listeners and listening positions.

Classic two -channel stereo has a tightly defined sweet spot
typically limited to only one or two seats, because it relies on E.
"phantom" center image. decorate positionirg of soar& be-
tween the main speakers can be maintained only as lorg as the
listener remains centered between the left and right speakers
Since the most important information is usually smacK in the
middle of the stereo image, teat's a significant limitation.

The center channe. in a lime theater system supplies i-hard"
source for that information, keeping it locked in place ev-.32 when
the listener chooses a chair well off the center line. (It 1:so im-
proves the tonal balance of centered sounds lb,/ eliminmng the
lower -treble cancellation notch characteristic of phantom -center
stereo reproduction.) Once released frona the curse of sweat -spot
listening, it's hard to ge bacc.

A center -channel speaker carries a heavy performance burden,
however. It must cover a wide radiating area, encompassing all
seats in the room, and because it will car-
ry most of the dialogue and solo vocals it
must provide high sound quality. Further,
because it will be placed very' near the TV
screen, it must be magnetically shielded
to prevent video interference with direct -
view sets. And it helps if tie speaker is
small and attractive (especially for use
with the popular 27 -itch screens).

Fortunately, manufacturers have been
hard at work on the problem, as witness
the collection of center speakers assem-
bled for this review. All are resigned to fit
into a home theater over or under the TV
screen. They are all nagnetcally shiekled
to prevent color interference even when
placed directly on a television. They all

:5 deliver good sound quality. And most of
i them are small and good -looting.

by Tom
Nousaine

Nine (plus one) top
center -channel

speakers go for the
gold in home theater
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The performance goals of all good
speakers are pretty much the same. We
would like smooth response and high
output capability at all listening angles
over the bandwidth the speakers will
be required to reproduce. Since virtu-
ally all home theater systems provide
bass -management functions to divert
the power-hungry low bass (below
around 100 Hz) to the front left and
right speakers or a subwoofer, the cen-
ter speaker normally has to work only
from the upper bass or lower midrange
on up. It must, however, deliver the
goods evenly over a wide horizontal
angle to reach seats that may be 45 de-
grees off to the sides. That means the
best center speakers will produce
smooth response over a 90 -degree arc
in front of the screen - a Herculean
task for any speaker.

Test Procedure
To evaluate the speakers in this group
I installed each one atop a 51 -inch
rear -projection TV set in my home
theater system and drove it with a
250 -watt power amplifier. That placed
the center of the speaker baffle ap-
proximately 52 inches above the floor,
about 421/2 inches out from and cen-
tered on the short wall of a 12 x 221/4 -
foot listening room with an 8 -foot
ceiling. This placement met the instal -

ADS AVF 144

ENCLOSURE: matte -black aluminum
with perforated metal grille; sealed

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: two 4 -inch
copolymer woofers flanking a I -inch
copolymer -dome tweeter

SPECIFICATIONS: frequency
response, 70 Hz to 23 kHz ±3 dB;
sensitivity, 89 dB SPL; impedance,
8 ohms; crossover, 18 dB per
octave at 2.5 kHz; recommended
amplifier power, 10 to 100 watts

DIMENSIONS: 13 x 41/2 x 61/2 inches
without bracket, 14 x 51/4 x 61/2 inches
with bracket (W x H x D)

WEIGHT: 71/2 pounds

WARRANTY: 3 years

PRICE: 5449

MANUFACTURER: ADS, Dept. SR, One
Progress Way, Wilmington, MA 01887

lation specifications for all the speak-
ers tested.

I then made in -room frequency -re-
sponse measurements at a height of
37 inches, approximately matching a
seated listener's ear height, and 2 me-
ters from the speaker at angles match-
ing those of three primary listening
positions in my room: dead center, as
in the middle of the main listening
couch, approximately 30 degrees off -
center at the right end of the same
couch, and 45 degrees off to the right
in a wing chair. The last position serves
as a torture test to separate the merely
excellent speakers from the world -
class ones, but it is nonetheless a real
seating position. The measurements do
reflect the acoustical influences of my
living room and the TV screen, but
they are indicative of what you might
expect in a typical system. If a speaker
is placed against a wall, low -frequen-
cy response will be somewhat more
extended than what I measured.

Then I listened, hard, at each of the
three main positions. Using a set of
specially prepared voice and music
tracks, movie soundtracks, and pink
noise, I checked out each speaker's
ability to deliver flat, clean, detailed
sound from the midrange up, paying
special attention to male and female
voices and the speaker's ability to pro-
ject a sense of space or depth around
the performers.

Each speaker was evaluated individ-
ually and compared directly with an
anchor speaker, a high-performance
two-way bookshelf speaker with an 8 -
inch woofer, mounted on a stand
slightly to the left of the TV and aimed
to provide a high -quality sonic bench-
mark at each listening position. The
anchor is an excellent main or center -
channel speaker in its own right, but
its vertical orientation and height dis-
qualify it for center duty in most sur-
round -sound applications.

program material included
the campfire scene from In-
diana Jones and the Temple
of Doom; an anechoic re-

cording of a familiar male voice; four
popular -music tracks with familiar and
well -recorded female vocals (solo and
with backup singers) accompanied by
acoustic and electric instruments; a
jazz trio of acoustic piano, drums, and
bass; a big band; and full -bandwidth
pink noise. If a center speaker can re-
alistically reproduce acoustic instru-
ments and vocals it will excel for both
movies and music.

KEF MODEL 100

ENCLOSURE: gray; ported

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: 61/2 -inch
woofer with coincident -mounted I -inch
fluid -cooled dome tweeter

SPECIFICATIONS: bandwidth, 70
Hz to 20 kHz; sensitivity, 90 dB SPL;
impedance, 6 ohms; crossover,
3 kHz; maximum output, 111 dB SPL;
recommended amplifier power,
25 to 175 watts into 4 ohms

DIMENSIONS: 181/2 x 61/2 x 65/8 inches
(W x H x D)

WEIGHT: 111/2 pounds

WARRANTY: 5 years

PRICE: ",,1111

MANUFACTURER: KEF, Dept. SR, 89
Doug Brown Way, Holliston, MA 01746

Finally, playing a popular recording
with electric bass, I slowly increased
the input to each speaker to a level
that would cause audible distress from
the anchor speaker's woofer. Although
I wouldn't normally expect a center
speaker to handle full -range bass, this
test told me whether the speaker would
be able to handle overload levels grace-
fully (noiselessly), whether a user
could consider using it in Dolby Pro
Logic's full -range Wide center -chan-
nel mode, and whether it was suited
for systems with minispeaker mains.

The Contestants
Dedicated center -channel speakers
mostly come in one basic style - flat
and wide to fit on top of a TV screen.
The driver complement is typically a
pair of horizontally arrayed woofers
(4, 51/4, or 61/2 inch) flanking a tweeter
(or sometimes two). The usual prob-
lem with such a driver layout is a ten-
dency for response anomalies to be-
come evident as the listener moves off
the forward axis, anomalies brought
on by dispersion limitations or inter-
ference between the outputs of the two
woofers. As a result, the speaker may
sound great from the couch but not so
good from seats off to the sides. The
extent to which such anomalies are
avoided or overcome is a good index
of the designer's skill.
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In fact, past comparisons I've con-
ducted with such speakers have almost
always revealed steadily deteriorating,
if not downright awful, sound at ex-
treme off -center seats. I was, there-
fore, pleasantly surprised to find that
all of the seven speakers with horizon-
tally arrayed drivers evaluated here
maintained consistent sound quality
over a ±30 -degree arc, providing the
same sound to all of the couch seats,
and even the compromises evident at
the more extreme positions were man-

aged in a way that minimized their
sonic impact. This shows that manu-
facturers have been improving their
designs over the past couple of years.

Another way to address the need for
wide horizontal dispersion is through
coincident or coaxial driver mounting.
In a two-way coincident driver the
tweeter is mounted at the center of the
woofer cone where the dust cap would
normally be located. Theoretically,
launching all the sound from a single
(coincident) point in space avoids the

interference effects that typically oc-
cur with multiple spaced drivers, yield-
ing uniform radiation in all directions.
Two of the speakers in this group,
from KEF and Vandersteen, use coin-
cident drivers with excellent results.

ADS AVF 144
The ADS Audio Video Focus 144 is
an unusually compact acoustic -sus-
pension center speaker with horizon-

MARTIN-LOGAN, ELECTROSTATICALLY SPEAKING
you're a company that specializes

in electrostatic loudspeakers -

traditionally large. vertical panels -

what do you do about home theater?

In particular, what do you do for a

center -channel speaker? How do you

match the performance characteristics of your

other speakers in a package that will

integrate gracefully with a TV screen? One

answer (the only one we know of. in fact) is

the Martin -Logan Logos. which combines a

pair of horizontally deployed electrostatic

panels with a cone woofer and a dome

tweeter. The result is an exotic. complex,

and expensive loudspeaker with radically

distinctive styling - a center speaker geared

for those who refuse to walk with the crowd!

You know the Logos is something special

the instant you lay eyes on it. First. it is huge

by center -speaker standards - 62 pounds,

401/2 inches wide. 113/4 inches high, and

91,7 inches deep. Second, it is a three-way

speaker employing a 61/2 -inch cone woofer

(similar to the one used in the company's

Stylos speaker), two 17 x 9' 4 -inch curved

electrostatic midrange panels, and a 1 2 -inch

titanium -dome tweeter. Finally, there's the

price tag: $1.750. Not outrageous by the stan-

dards of its breed, but well above the prices

customary for conventional center -channel

speakers.

Inner works include a curved -fascia

support structure that holds the twin

elctrostatic panels. which are mounted on

either side of its face. The tweeter is

centrally mounted between the electrostatic

midrange panels, while the woofer resides in

a sealed cabinet formed behind the curved

face as an integral part of the enclosure.

The enclosure itself tits into a heavy steel

mounting bracket with a machine bolt and

bushing at each end. The Logos is adjusted

vertically to aim directly at the listening

position and then secured in that orientation

by tightening the machine bolts with a

supplied Allen wrench. The bracket is

designed so tat the Logos can be placed

on a TV set or shelf or. if you prefer. mounted

on the floor or a wall. Be careful, however,

about securing a 62 -pound speaker to drywall

on 16 -inch studs with a bracket that has

mounting holes 19 inches apart.

The Logos comes packaged with spikes.

rubber feet. and screw -in drywall adaptors for

wall mounting. You also need a nearby AC

outlet, since the electrostatic panels require

a polarizing voltage.

The Logos exhibited a fairly constant

radiation pattern established primarily by

the two electrostatic panels, which operate

between 300 Hz and 3.5 kHz. That neans

roughly a ±5 5- to ±6 -dB envelope from

92 Hz to 16 kHz at all operating angles.

Response dropped off at 3 dB per octave

below 500 Kr, and an interference pattern

around the 3.5 -kHz crossover at couch -end

angles was joined by another at 1.5 kHz

at the 45 -degree wing -seat angle.

The Logos sounded rather hollow

directly on -axis. Voices were intelligible but

colored. percussion jangly. and the spatial

presentation pinched and narrow. Moving to

the sides, off -axis. ameliorated the

colorations. however: Voices becane fairly

neutral, and the speaker opened up spatially,

though the enter image tended to shift with

the listener. That worked okay for the couch

seats, just causing the main sound image to

center up directly in front of the listener

instead of perfectly middle -screen. Heard

from the wing seats. though, a center

soloist moved with the listener toward the

near -s de main speaker. making the

soundstage lopsided.

The Logos had excellent sensitivity for

an elckostatically based speaker. clocking in

at 89 dB SPL. The woofer cone bottomed

loudly when fed high-level electric bass.

however. Use Pro Logic's Narrow mode with

these babies. Low -frequency resonance for

the sealed -box woofer was at 56 Hz. and the

system reached its minimum impedance of

2.8 oh-ns at 2.9 kHz, just at the upper end

of the .lectrostatic panels' operating range.

Like an exotic car. the Martin -Logan Logos

is a product suited pretty much exclusively

to enttusiasts - people who will appreciate

it for what it is and be prepared to accept or

work around its quirks and eccentricities in

order to enjoy its strengths. Anyone with

electrostatic main speakers already probably

fits in -hat category, however, especially if he

is contemplating a home theater built around

them. Properly set up. the Logos can sound

very good provided you're willing to accept a

relatively small range of listening positions.

And among dedicated center -channel

speakers, it is probably the best match

availnle for Martin-Logan's other speakers

(all el.ictrostatics or hybrids like the Logos).

For electrostat buffs making the move to

home theater. the Logos fills a void. - TN.

Martir-Logan. Dept. SR. P.O. Box 707.

Lawrence. KS 66044
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The cuter of Inc Action

NHT VS -2
ENCLOSURE: gloss -black with
removable black cloth grille; sealed

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: two 51/4 -inch
woofers flanking a I -inch
fluid -cooled soft -dome tweeter

SPECIFICATIONS: frequency response.
75 Hz to 21 kHz; sensitivity, 88 dB
SPL; impedance, 8 ohms nominal,
4 ohms minimum; crossover, 2.3 kHz

DIMENSIONS: 19 x 73/4 x 8 inches
(W x H x D)

WEIGHT: 17 pounds

WARRANTY: 5 years

PRICE: ',450

MANUFACTURER: NHT, Dept. SR, 535
,clty Ct  Bldg. A, Benicia, CA 94510

tally deployed drivers. It comes with a
C -bracket that can be used as an ad-
justable stand or for wall or ceiling
mounting. Amplifier connections are
via five -way binding posts.

Ergonomically, the AVF 144 led the
pack. The stylish little speaker was
easily liftable with one hand, and its
stand/bracket enables you to position
it and direct its output optimally for
virtually any installation.

The AVF 144's measured in -
room response was quite
good directly in front of the
speaker, with a bandwidth

of 100 Hz to 20 kHz tucked inside a
±5 -dB window. There was a crossover
notch centered at 4 kHz that actually
narrowed slightly at 30 degrees off -
axis. The wing seat, however, was
greeted by a wide trough from 600 Hz
to 2 kHz, and the tweeter was pretty
much out of the picture at that angle
by 10 kHz. Measured sensitivity was a
little lower than usual for this group at
86 dB. The system's low -frequency
resonance was at 102 Hz, and the min-
imum impedance was 6 ohms at 5.9
kHz. We would agree with ADS's
overall impedance rating of 8 ohms.

Sonically the AVF 144 did a work-
manlike job on dialogue and vocals
from all couch positions, limited
mainly by a sound field tightly bound
to the enclosure. Spectrally, the system

had limited body and was a little hot-
sounding overall. At the wing posi-
tion, the overall tonal balance retained
its hot character, but vocals were still
remarkably natural. The speaker's tiny
woofers crackled with pain when dri-
ven hard, so it should be used with Pro
Logic's Normal mode.

KEF 11001100
The Model 100 may not be the cheap-
est center speaker on the block, but it's
an awfully good one. Styling is taste-
ful, with a modem high-tech flair, and
the construction quality appeared very
good. Like most of the other speakers
in this roundup, the Model 100 is
equipped with dual five -way binding
posts on the back for super -easy hook-
up. It has two sets of them strapped to-
gether with metal strips, which can be
removed for biwiring or biamplifica-
tion. There are no user controls.

KEF's Uni-Q coaxial driver is per-
fectly suited for center -channel duty.
For starters, it produced fantastic in-
room measurements, with virtually flat
response (±3.0 dB) from 100 Hz to 14
kHz, where the tweeter starts to roll
off. Moving to the end of the couch
produced nearly identical perfor-
mance, 97 Hz to 12 kHz ±3.0 dB, and
even at the far right the Uni-Q man-
aged to stay within ±4 dB from 60 Hz
(there is always more bass near the
wall) to 12 kHz. That is nothing short
of phenomenal performance.

Sound quality was also outstanding.
Voices were natural, clean, sweet, and
clear at all the listening positions. The
Model 100 also delivered an excellent
sense of spatiality. In other words, the
sound seemed to emanate from space
rather than directly from the speaker
box itself, and there was a sense of
depth to the soundstage even at ex-
treme listening angles. The only minor
shortfall was a tiny tonal "plump" that
could husky up female vocals ever so
slightly. That may have been tied to a
small elevation around 250 Hz, which
was apparently associated with the
speaker's room position.

Dynamics were about average for
this crowd. Sensitivity was 90 dB SPL
at 1 meter with a 2.83 -volt input
(equivalent to 1 watt into 8 ohms).
The vented enclosure was tuned to 73
Hz, and the minimum impedance was
3.4 ohms at 233 Hz - making this a
4 -ohm speaker if I ever saw one. The
Model 100 could be coaxed into over-
load at about the same level as my

main speakers, but it should be suit-
able for Pro Logic's Wide mode in all
but the most extreme circumstances.

NOT VS -2
The b S-2 has a horizontal woofer-
tweeter -woofer design. The back of its
gloss -black cabinet sports dual five -
way binding -post connectors and a
clever post that adjusts to tilt the cabi-
net so that it aims directly toward the
listening area. It is a good-looking
speaker, and I particularly like the way
its nicely finished grille cloth stands
slightly away from the cabinet's front
panel.

The VS -2 delivered darn good re-
sponse all along the main couch seats,
±4 dB from 83 Hz to 20 kHz directly
on -axis and ±3 dB from 82 Hz to 14
kHz at 30 degrees off to the side. As
with many of the speakers in this com-
parison, the response tilted upward
slightly with increasing frequency. At
45 degrees off -axis the output devel-
oped a deep, wide hole from 600 Hz
to 3 kHz.

The VS -2's sound consequently ex-
hibited a compressed quality with a

PARADIGM CC -300
ENCLOSURE: black -ash vinyl
finish; ported

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: two 61/2 -inch
woofers flanking a 1 -inch fluid -cooled
textile -dome tweeter

SPECIFICATIONS: frequency response,
55 Hz to 20 kHz ±2 dB; sensitivity,
92 dB SPL; impedance, 6 ohms nominal,
4 ohms minimum; crossover, 18 dB per
octave at 2 kHz; recommended
amplifier power, 15 to 175 watts

DIMENSIONS: 22 x 71/4 x 15 inches
(W x H x D)

WEIGHT: 25 pounds

WARRANTY: 5 years

PRICE: $299

MANUFACTURER: Distributed by
AudioStream, Dept. SR, MPO Box 2410,
Niagara Falls, NY 14302
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Throw away any
preconceptions you may

have about small speakers.
We already did.

Preconception #1:
Small speakers have small,
anemic tweeters. Not so. The
technologically advanced
25mm Kortec- tweeter in our
CR8 and CR9 is remarkably
smooth, incredibly detailed,
and mounted flush to the bass
units for audiophile 'point -
source' imaging.

Tie

Preconception #2:
A speaker must be large to deliver real bass.
Our CRS monitors will astound you with their ample
bass, thanks to computeFoptimized DCD bass units
(advanced technology borrowed from our acclaimed
Lynnfield VR Series).

Boston Acoustics
Home Theater Options

SubSat Three -Piece Systems
Tiny satellite and big theatre
sound.

1 Compact Reference
Incredible sound from compact
speakers.

Lynnfield VR
Audiophile sound quality with
video flexibility.

Boston/THX°
Dubbing studio quality sound.

Preconception #3:
A cabinet is just a box.
Not Compact Reference
cabinets. We use non -
resonant ABS baffles and
internal U -bracing that
quell unwanted cabinet
resonance. Pick one up,
and you'll be impressed
by how solid they feel.

.1114r

Preconception #4:
Small speakers belong only on
shelves. CRS speakers can also be
placed next to your TV (they're
video -shielded), on your walls (the
CR6 and CR7 have built-in keyholes
and optional swivel -mount brackets),
or on stands for true audiophile
enjoyment.

We hope you're sitting down. Your view of small speakers is about to be inexorably altered.

Introducing Compact Reference Series-a new line of four video -shielded compact monitors

and a sleek center channel speaker. And starting at $2C0/pair, they completely redefine the

performance standards of small speakers. See your Boston dealer or call us at 617-592-9000

for details. We now returr you to your regular world-view. BostonAcoustics
Get a free copy of Number 02, the Boston Acoustics music and product magazine. Call 617-592-9000.



inc Collier alike Action

PSB STRATUS C5

ENCLOSURE: dark oak, black oak, or
gloy,hlack finish: ported

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: two 51/4 -inch
woofers flanking two vertically aligned
1/2 -inch fluid -cooled dome tweeters

SPECIFICATIONS: frequency response,
70 Hz to 21 kHz ±1.5 dB; sensitivity,
92 dB SPL; impedance, 8 ohms;
crossover, 2.8 kHz; recommended
amplifier power, 10 to 200 watts

DIMENSIONS: 191/2 x 63/4 x 93/4 inches
(W x H x D)

WEIGHT: 20 pounds

WARRANTY: 5 years (with registration)

PRICE: $500 in oak, $550 in gloss -black

MANUFACTURER: PSB, Dept. SR, 633
Granite Ct., Pickering, Ontario L I W 3K1

loss of detail from the wing chair,
though it managed to keep the re-
sponse trough from blatantly coloring
vocals. Moving to less extreme angles
improved matters greatly. The speaker
sounded quite natural on vocals, if a
little bright, from any location on the
couch. This sealed system had its sys-
tem resonance at 90 Hz, and the im-
pedance hit a low of 6.2 ohms at 180
Hz. Like NHT, we'd call it an 8 -ohm
speaker. Sensitivity hit the spec dead -
on at 88 dB, and the VS -2 had no trou-
ble matching our anchor speaker bass
lick for bass lick. Go with Pro Logic's
Wide mode when you can.

Paradigm CC -300
Canada -based Paradigm manufactures
practically all the individual parts for
the CC -300, which sandwiches a 1 -
inch dome tweeter between a pair of
61/2 -inch clear -plastic cone woofers.
The tweeter is actually squeezed
slightly upward toward the top of the
baffle to minimize the spacing be-
tween the woofers, with the goal of re-
ducing the interference -induced re-
sponse anomalies that can occur when
two spaced drivers operate over the
same frequency range.

The CC -300's black vinyl finish is

competently applied and attractive in
its own right, but the speaker is not the
queen of this hop fashion -wise. Con-
nections are made to strapped pairs of
five -way binding posts; with the straps
removed, the speaker can be biwired
or biamplified.

My measurements seemed to con-
firm the validity of Paradigm's driver
layout. Response hung within a nar-
row ±3.4 -dB envelope from 82 Hz to
16 kHz, and the woofers provided
enough low -frequency output to main-
tain a ±5.2 -dB range from 31 Hz to 16
kHz at every position on the couch.
The vented enclosure was tuned to 26
Hz, indicating that Paradigm intends
the speaker to be capable of working
full -range. Minimum impedance was
2.8 ohms at 184 Hz, which is distinct-
ly on the low side. Sensitivity rang in
at 90 dB SPL. This baby can surely be
used in Pro Logic's Wide mode in
nearly any system.

At 45 degrees off -axis there was an
18 -dB ravine centered at 940 Hz, but
it was so narrow (probably because of
the close driver spacing) that most lis-
teners in the wing seats would never
notice. This is a good example of in-
genious response -error management.
The sound in that position was mildly
hushed, reticent, and smooth - not
obnoxious at all.

Meanwhile, anyone on the couch
gets excellent detail, clear and articu-
late vocals, and an excellent "out -of -
the -box" presentation with only a mild
suppression of ambience. At the end
of the couch the CC -300 was nearly
indistinguishable from the anchor
speaker with most material. Moreover,
the power -handling capability of the
twin 61/2 -inch woofers meant that the
anchor gave in to overload well in ad-
vance of the CC -300.

The CC -300's extended bass re-
sponse also enables it to be deployed
as the full -range speaker in a surround
system using minispeakers at all other
locations. Don't expect full -bandwidth
dinosaur stomps, but average sound-
tracks and good old rock-and-roll
ought to come through just fine. On
the other hand, the dual woofers make
the CC -300 relatively large and heavy.

PSB Wallis C5
PSB is another Canadian manufacturer
that provides loudspeakers for just
about every audio application. The
Stratus C5 has a pair of 51/4 -inch
woofers flanking a vertically stacked

pair of 1/2 -inch dome tweeters. For a
center speaker, the Stratus C5 is un-
usually elegant in appearance. Its
high -gloss black finish perfectly com-
plements the tastefully sculpted cabi-
net. I actually like its shape a little bet-
ter than the Snell's, and both of them
leave the competition in the dust style -
wise. The C5 has no user controls;
connections are made to a single pair
of five -way binding posts.

Like several of its competitors
in this evaluation, the C5 ac-
tually had smoother midband
response at the end of the

couch (±2.5 dB from 92 Hz to 12
kHz) than in the center (±4 dB from
92 to 18 kHz), although it performed
well from both angles. At the extreme
off -axis seat, the PSB's response ex-
hibited a wide, deep trough, but sur-
prisingly the main sonic effect was a
compression of space and dynamics
rather than major spectral errors. Am-
bience evaporated, and the sound of
some acoustic instruments became
mildly hollow, but voices escaped
pretty much unscathed.

The Stratus C5 was especially clean
at the end of the couch, matching the
anchor speaker beautifully in most re-

RDL RA LABS
CENTER CHANNEL

ENCLOSURE: black vinyl; sealed

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: two
51/4 -inch woofers flanking a 1 -inch
copolymer -dome tweeter

SPECIFICATIONS: frequency response,
55 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB; sensitivity,
89 dB SPL; impedance, 6 ohms nominal,
5 ohms minimum; crossover, 3 kHz;
recommended amplifier power,
15 to 100 watts

DIMENSIONS: 201/2 x 7 x 61/2 inches
II x 13)

WEIGHT: 10 pounds

WARRANTY: 5 years

PRICE: $149

MANUFACTURER: RDL Acoustics,
Dept. SR. 26 Pearl St., Bellingham, MA
02019; telephone, 1-800-227-0390
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Today's

Air Force
offers you powerful

tools to shape your tomorrow.

The Air Force offers technical training in more

than 250 job skills. Add hands-on experience

in one of our high-tech jobs - plus educational

opportunities - and, you'll have the powerful

tools you'll need in the 21st Century.

Ask an Air Force Recruiter for information or call:

1 -800 -423 -USAF.

AIM HIGH

-FCIRCET-



inc Center of the Action
spects. Directly on -axis the sound was
smooth and clean, if somewhat ho-
mogenized. Voices were clear and ar-
ticulate. Spatially, the C5 was a little
closed -in, especially at the far wing
positions.

Dynamically, the Stratus C5 had no
trouble keeping pace with the anchor
speaker and its 8 -inch woofer - no
bang, no clang, and probably okay for
Pro Logic's Wide mode. Sensitivity
measured 89 dB SPL, adjusted for
anechoic conditions. The C5's vented
cabinet was tuned to 71 Hz, and the
speaker's minimum impedance was
8.1 ohms at 247 Hz, making it a true
8 -ohm speaker.

ROL BA Labs

Center Channel
A member of RDL's RA Labs line, the
Center Channel uses a conventional
horizontal woofer -tweeter -woofer con-
figuration. It has pleasing but nonde-
script styling that will fit into most
home theaters with little fanfare. The
cloth grille covers the whole face of
the enclosure, and dual five -way bind-
ing -post connectors are provided on
the back of the cabinet.

The sleek black beast pumped out
91 dB SPL when driven with 2.8 volts.
Low -frequency resonance of the
sealed acoustic -suspension system
was at 84 Hz, and the minimum im-
pedance was 5.1 ohms at 300 Hz. Re-
sponse was within ±4.5 dB from 100
Hz to 11.5 kHz over a ±30 -degree arc
in front of the speaker, including di-
rectly on -axis. (Placement closer to a
wall would extend the low -frequency
response.) The overall shape of the re-
sponse curve was fairly smooth, but a
notch around 3 kHz got progressively
worse as the angle off -axis was in-
creased.

The Center Channel sounded fairly
natural, though vocals and acoustic in-
struments were somewhat colored.
Nonetheless, it managed to keep vo-
cals reasonably natural even from the
wing seats. There was good detail, but
the speaker sounded pinched spatially.
The RA Labs Center Channel had no
trouble keeping pace with the anchor
speaker when fed large amounts of
amplifier power.

By far the lowest -priced of the
speakers in this comparison, the RA
Labs Center Channel represents an ex-
cellent value. Like all RDL speakers,
it is available only direct from the

SNELL CC -1

ENCLOSURE: hand -sanded oak,
dark -oak, walnut, or black -gloss wood
veneer finish; sealed

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: two
51/4 -inch woofers flanking a I -inch
textile -dome tweeter

SPECIFICATIONS: frequency response,
80 Hz to 20 kHz ±3 dB (anechoic);
sensitivity, 89 dB SPL (anechoic);
impedance, 8 ohms nominal, 5.5 ohms
minimum; crossover, 2.7 kHz;
recommended amplifier power,
I s to, t SO watts

DIMENSIONS: 161/2 x 71/2 x 8 inches
(WxHxD)
WEIGHT: 17 pounds

WARRANTY: 5 years

PRICE: $499

MANUFACTURER: Snell, Dept. SR, 143
Essex St.. Haverhill, MA 01832

manufacturer, with a thirty -day mon-
ey -hack guarantee of satisfaction.

Snell CC -1
Snell gives the classic horizontal
woofer -tweeter -woofer layout a clever
twist. Each of the CC -1's two 51/4 -inch
woofers is mounted on a portion of the
front panel that is angled approximate-
ly 25 degrees outward, while the
tweeter faces dead ahead. This config-
uration worked fantastically well for
all but the extreme outside listening
positions.

In styling, the Snell gets my top
vote in this crowd. My sample had a
superb real -walnut veneer finish com-
plemented by a graceful black cloth
grille - smooth and elegant. Connec-
tions are made through a single pair of
five -way binding posts. There are no
controls of any kind.

Straight ahead the CC -1's output
was just as smooth as that of the KEF
Model 100, but it was more extended,
with in -room response fitting within a
3.3 -dB window from 100 Hz to 20
kHz. Response was identical 30 de-
grees off -axis except that the treble be-

gan falling off above 12 kHz. At 45
degrees off -axis there was a 6 -dB de-
pression from 650 Hz to 3 kHz, but
the tweeter was still singing at 12 kHz.

That all added up to nearly
perfect spectral uniformity
at any couch position. Voic-
es were perfectly articulat-

ed and almost perfectly natural tonal-
ly. Acoustic instruments were clean
and clear. The CC -1 delivered a good
but not outstanding sense of space,
depth, and ambience in the main lis-
tening window along the couch.

Off -axis to the far side I noted that
Snell had managed the response trade-
offs masterfully. There were no major
vocal or other colorations that called
attention to themselves, such as sing-
ers or announcers sounding like they
had permanent colds. Instead, the
anomalies leaned toward a cutback of
treble and the sense of space. The
sound seemed limited but clean -
and, naturally, we should expect the
rest of the system to help us out from
time to time. The main consideration
for Mr. Center is to deliver the vocals
without shouting.

The sealed system had its bass reso-
nance at 102 Hz, and impedance
reached a minimum of 3.7 ohms at
239 Hz. Sensitivity clocked in at 91
dB SPL. Dynamically, the CC -1
stayed right with the mains, exhibiting
only mild compression at extreme vol-
umes. Use it in Pro Logic's Wide
mode when you can.

Vandersteen vcc-i
The Vandersteen VCC-1 is built
around a coaxial driver that marries a
61/2 -inch polypropylene -cone woofer
with a 1 -inch fabric -dome tweeter in
the same superstructure. As in the
KEF Model 100, the tweeter is inte-
grated into the space normally occu-
pied by the woofer's dust cap. This ar-
rangement has the advantage of pro-
ducing nearly the same response at
every radiating angle, and Vandersteen
says that it also maintains complete
phase integrity.

The VCC-1 is a 22 -pound box
wrapped in black grille cloth and
capped with a wood -veneer panel.
Mine had a neat light -oak cap, but the
speaker can be ordered with a top
plate to match any standard Vander-
steen finish and grille color. The cabi-
net is almost as tall as it is wide and
has thick walls with constrained -layer
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The typical home theater system consists of a subwoofer, left and right stereo speakers

and a center channel speaker. Not hard to spot are they?

-111111111111111111.111111111.1.11101MIEMNIM
Here's the Polk RM7000 home theater system. The stereo speakers are mounted on the wall.

The center channel speaker and the subwoofer are inside the cabinet!

INTRODUCING POLK'S NEW RM7000 HIGH PERFORMANCE HOME THEATER SYSTEM

"As thrilling as home theater is, it's impossible to get

excited about the pile of home theater speakers that

engulf your TV. I didn't think you should

have to sacrifice the look of your home to

home theater. So I created a high perfor-

mance system that gives you what you

really want ... big speaker sound without

the big speaker." Matthew PO
Wait till you hear the RM7000

system. You'll be astonished. Its true-to-

life sound results from the same ground-

breaking technology, Dynamic Balance®, used to create

our acclaimed flagship speaker, the LS90. Yet the RM

satellites are so small, they fit into your palm. Most

importantly, so small they disappear into your room.

CIRCLE NO. 63 ON READER SERVICE CARD

1-800-992-2520

I Ad code: 10006

polk
The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, Maryland 21215 USA (410)358-3600.
"Polk Audio-,. The Speaker Specialists" and "Dynamic Balance" am registered trademarks of Polk Inveshnent
Corporation used under license by Polk Audio Incorporated.

The powered subwoofer fits easily into

your furniture and, thanks to its

revolutionary ethnology, guarantees

more bass in less space.

The powered subwoofer, with our newest tech-

nology, high velocity compression driver," guarantees

you powerful bass in a size that will fit

into your furniture. In fact, with the

RM7000 we've miniaturized everything

but that big, room -filling Polk sound.

For more information on the

RM7000 and other Polk home theater

speakers, call 1-800-377-POLK

or dial our toll -free deal-

er locator to find your

nearest authorized Polk dealer. Stop

in and tell them that you want the big

speaker sound without

the big speaker.

/1/1 atthew PoZ<-
founAr, Polk At 'di°



inc center (lime Actin
damping. There are T -nut inserts on
the bottom for spike enthusiasts and a
barrier strip with slot -head screw -ter-
minal amplifier connections on the
back panel.

The VCC-1's frequency response
was very good over an exceptionally
wide radiating angle: ±3.3 dB from
175 Hz to 20 kHz on -axis, with simi-
lar tolerance to 15 kHz at 45 degrees
off -axis. Vandersteen also supplies a
"proximity compensation" circuit -a
switch that rolls off response by 5 dB
below 400 Hz. The circuit is meant to
compensate for the effect on the
speaker's sound when it is placed next
to large objects, such as a wall or a
large TV screen.

Vandersteen believes that Dolby Pro
Logic decoders assign too much low -
frequency content to the center chan-
nel, which combines with the proximi-
ty effect to reduce intelligibility. Lis-
tening to the VCC-1 with and without
compensation, I thought the circuit re-
duced midrange vocal content too
much, making the sound too thin. The
speaker actually needs a bit more low -
frequency output even without the

VANDERSTEEN
VCC-1

ENCLOSURE: black cloth wrap with
wood -veneer top cap: sealed

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: 61/2 -inch
woofer with coincident -mounted
I -inch dome tweeter

SPECIFICATIONS: frequency response,
150 Hz to 21 kHz ±3 dB; sensitivity,
86 dB SPL; impedance, 5 ohms;
crossover, 6 dB per octave at 3.5 kHz;
recommended amplifier power,
30 to 200 wattc

DIMENSIONS: 121/2 x 91/4 x 101/2 inches
\\ H DI

WEIGHT: 22 pounds

WARRANTY: 5 years (with registration)

PRICE: $495

MANUFACTURER: Vandersteen, Dept.
SR, 116 W. 4th St., Hanford, CA 93230

compensation. In any case, a rear -
mounted toggle switch turns it off.

At that setting, the VCC-1 sounded
quite good. The lower vocal registers
were recessed and very mildly colored
with a faint trace of hollowness. Spa-
ciousness was relatively limited, with
most of the sound seeming to come di-
rectly from the speaker. But the per-
formance of this speaker remained vir-
tually unchanged even at the far left
and far right listening positions, so
there will be no loss of sound quality
in the tough seats.

Dynamically, the VCC-1
matched the anchor speak-
er stride for stride. Sensi-
tivity registered 87 dB

SPL. It should be okay for Wide mode
most of the time. The sealed system's
crossover design delivers a very flat
impedance curve up to 320 Hz (475
Hz with proximity compensation).
where it measured 4.9 ohms, drifting
upward to a maximum of 8.1 ohms at
990 Hz and then falling to a minimum
of 4 ohms at 20 kHz.

Yamaha NS-AC300
The Yamaha NS-AC300 has a classy
gloss -black cabinet with a sloped front
panel that enables it to be aimed about
15 degrees downward when the speak-
er is placed on top of a TV or upward
if it is placed below the TV on a shelf
or even on the floor. The speaker also
comes packaged with a 10 -foot sec-
tion of polarity -coded speaker cable.
A back -panel level control permits
tweeter attenuation above 6 kHz to
suit listener tastes.

The NS-AC300 has two 61/2 -inch
woofers in the standard horizontal lay-
out, one on each side of its 1 -inch
dome tweeter. Its on -axis response was
within ±5.5 dB from 92 Hz to 20 kHz,
with a wide notch from 3 to 8 kHz. At
the couch -end seats, 30 degrees off -
axis, the center of the notch moved
downward to about 3 kHz, and at 45
degrees it split into a pair of deeper but
narrower notches, one centered at 725
Hz, the other at 2.2 kHz. Sonically that
gave the main listening seats accept-
able vocals and dialogue, but with a
hollow, distant character and little
depth, width, or detail. As we moved
to the end of the couch and beyond,
vocal colorations remained in check,
but the sound became progressively
huskier and more compressed spatially.

With two relatively large woofers,

YAMAHA NS-AC300

ENCLOSURE: gloss -black: sealed

DRIVER COMPLEMENT: two 61/2 -inch
polypropylene woofers flanking
a I -inch titanium -dome tweeter

SPECIFICATIONS: bandwidth, 50 Hz
to 20 kHz; sensitivity, 90 dB SPL;
impedance, 8 ohms; crossover, 6 kHz;
recommended amplifier power,
10 to 200 watts

DIMENSIONS: 231/2 x 71/2 x 91/2 inches( 11.U,

WEIGHT: 21 pounds

WARRANTY: 3 years

PRICE: 5299

MANUFACTURER: Yamaha, Dept. SR,
P.O. Box 6660, Buena Park, CA 90622

the NS-AC300 had no trouble match-
ing the anchor speaker note for note
on electric bass. Sensitivity clocked in
at a healthy 92 dB SPL. The sealed
system had a resonance frequency of
96 Hz, and the minimum impedance
was 5.4 ohms at 9 kHz.

Closing Thoughts
Any of the speakers reviewed here can
be successfully employed for the cen-
ter channel in a good home theater
system. The KEF and Snell models,
especially, are suitable even for very
high-performance systems, particular-
ly when matched with appropriate
speakers from their own lines for front
left and right duty. And those two
models, along with the Paradigm,
PSB, and NHT entries, will compare
favorably with topnotch conventional
speakers at listening positions within
30 degrees off center on either side.

For users who have extreme wing
seats (like me), the KEF, Snell, and
Vandersteen will deliver the goods to
either side with little or no compro-
mise. Avoid using the ADS in Dolby
Pro Logic's Wide mode, which will
overstress its low -frequency capabili-
ties. The Paradigm, on the other hand,
could be used as a super -full -range
center with enough bass to support a
system with minispeakers at the front
left and right positions.
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Not just big, but full, rich, and incredibly
lifelike. You literally have to hear the Bose Wave'
radio to believe it. Very simply, it's like no other
radio made. The key is our patented acoustic wave -
guide speaker technology, which enables the Wave°
radio to fill the room with big, natural stereo
sound. Yet it's small enough to fit almost anywhere.

The Wave° radio is designed for convenience
as well as great sound. There's a handy remote con-
trol, pre-set buttons for your favorite stations, and
many other features. You can even connect it to a
CD or cassette player to enjoy your favorite music.

MRJMRSJMS.

The Wave radio is available directly from
Bose. Simply call the toll -free number, or send the
coupon to receive a complete information kit or to
try out the Wave° radio in your home for fourteen
days, satisfaction guaranteed. Otherwise, just return
it for a refund of the purchase price.

Only Bose offers all this advanced technology.
And for just $349. Call 1-800-845-BOSE, ext.
RP320, or send the coupon today. And learn all
about a small wonder

NAME (PLEASE PRINT(

.170Mfr-r.
Better sound ?through research

DAYTIME TELEPHONE EVENING TELEPHONE

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

Call 1-800-845-BOSE, ext. RP320 Or mail to: Bose Corporation, Dept. CDD-RP320, The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168.
Pro. is subject to change without nori.e.



SPECIAL TEST REPORT

ince its inception, Defini-
tive Technology has spe-
cialized in bipolar loud-
speaker designs. Bipolar

speakers typically have duplicate
groups of drivers, facing to the front
and rear and driven in phase. That con-
figuration gives nearly omnidirectional
response in the horizontal plane, with
just a slight reduction in output to the
sides at middle and high frequencies.

Bipolar speakers, when placed a few
feet from the wall behind them, tend to
add a quality of spaciousness to the
sound, creating a somewhat more real-
istic soundstage than conventional
speaker designs. In addition, the multi-
ple drivers can handle mere power
than a standard configuration for a
given distortion level (or, conversely,
will generate less distortion for a given
sound -pressure level).

Another potential benefit of the
bipolar configuration is a narrower
cabinet width, since low frequencies
can be handled very effectively by two
modestly sized woofers instead of a
single larger one. That enables the de-
signer to use a smaller panel width for
a given level of bass performance,
minimizing the enclosure "footprint."

But in the case of Definitive Tech-
nology's latest bipolar speaker, the BP
2000, the most distinctive (albeit virtu-
ally invisible) feature is a built-in pow-
ered subwoofer. The result is a reason-
ably compact speaker system with tru-
ly prodigious bass extension and out-
put capability. That is not to say that
the BP 2000 is exactly a small speaker
- each one measures 50 inches high,
9 inches wide, and 1057A inches deep
and weighs an impressive 120 pounds

- yet it can be used effectively in al-
most any size room without visually
dominating the decor.

Styled like most previous Definitive
Technology bipolar speakers, the BP
2000 is a slender column covered with
a black elastic "sock" over its full
height on the front, sides, and about
two-thirds of the rear panel. The top is
a piano -finish, black -lacquered wood-
en plate that is easily removed for
pulling down the cloth sock and ex-
posing the drivers. The speaker's base
is a similarly finished wooden plate_
The system is also available with cher-
ry endcaps. For a tighter contact with
the floor, optional spikes are available.

Although the BP 2000 is relatively
tall and deep, side placement of the
subwoofer driver enables the cabinet
to remain as narrow as those of most
other Definitive Technology speakers.
and it occupies only about a square
foot of floor space. If the speakers are
slightly angled toward the listening
position (for optimum stereo imaging),
they are surprisingly inconspicuous.

Lifting off the top plate and pulling
down the grille sock reveals the driver
complement. On the upper half of the
front panel is a pair of 61/4 -inch cone
woofers (their effective cone diameter
is about 51/2 inches each) vertically
flanking a 1 -inch aluminum -dome
tweeter in the popular D'Appolito
configuration. The tweeter is offset
slightly to one side of the panel's verti-
cal tnidline, which may have been
done as much to minimize the spacing
between the woofers as for any imag-
ing benefit. The woofers have cast -
magnesium baskets and compliant
rubber surrounds.

FINITIV
TECHNOL
BP 2000

SPEAKER
BY JULIAN HIRSCH

The rear panel holds an identical trio
of drivers, located directly behind the
front array. Definitive Technology
says the cabinet interior is divided into
separate enclosure volumes that give
the front and rear sections slightly dif-
ferent low -frequency cutoff frequen-
cies, apparently to compensate for the
closer proximity of the rear drivers to
the wall. The rear tweeter is also off-
set, in the opposite direction from the
front tweeter.

The lower half of the cabinet is de-
voted to the subwoofer and its 300-
watt amplifier. The subwoofer itself
is a massive 15 -inch driver with an ac-
tual cone diameter of 133/4 inches,
mounted on the side of the cabinet.
Designed as mirror -image pairs, the
BP 2000 can be used with the sub -
woofers facing either outward or in-
ward (the latter is recommended be-
cause of the slightly increased cou-
pling between the two subwoofers).
Incidentally, when the speaker's top is
removed and the cabinet edges ex-
posed, you can see that the side hold-
ing the subwoofer is 11/4 inches thick,
compared to 1 inch for the front and
rear panels and 3/4 inch for the other
side. A knuckle -rap test suggested that
the structure is about as rigid as a brick
or a cinder block. Although we could
not see inside the enclosure, it is evi-
dently strongly braced.

The bottom of the cabinet contains
the subwoofer amplifier and its associ-
ated crossover components. Covering .!
the bottom 15 inches of the rear of the 3
enclosure is a metal panel with input
connectors, amplifier heat sinks, a
power switch. a line fuse, a sensitivity !
switch, and knobs for adjusting the



bass equalization and level. Price is
$3,000 per pair

The BP 200C offers a variety of con-
nection option:. It has three pairs of
five -way binding posts (labeled HIGH,
MID, and Low), which accept single or
dual banana pligs, wires, or lugs and
are normally connected in parallel by
gold-plated metal jumpers. The sim-
plest connecticn uses only the wires
that would normally connect your am-
plifier or receiver to conventional
speakers. You ;an also biwire or tri-
wire the speakers, with separate cables
to each section, by removing the ap-
propriate jumpers. Yet another possi-
bility is to drive the subwoofer portion
of the system from the line -level out-
puts of a preamplifier equipped with
two sets of full -range line outputs (or
Y adaptors cou d be used to turn each
of a single set of outputs into two).
Each speaker I as a RCA phono-jack
input to its subwoofer amplifier that
can accept a ful-range signal and pass
it through the speaker's internal low-
pass filter.

A twelve -pare instruction manual
describes the procedure for setting the
subwoofer cormils. The criteria for
final adjustmen are purely subjective,
based on wher it sounds "right" to
you. In addition to the usual level con-
trol, there is a ic.w-frequency equaliza-
tion control for lie -tuning the balance
between the low bass (under 50 Hz)
and the upper bass (50 to 100 Hz). The
procedure is no: complicated, and the
instructions point out that (as with sep-
arate subwoofer) there is no absolute-
ly "correct" setting. You are encour-
aged to experiment with the settings to
discover the one that best suits your



SPECIAL TEST REPORT

own taste. Normally the subwoofers
of the two speakers will be set identi-
cally, but the manual points out that
you can compensate for asymmetrical
positioning of the left and right speak-
ers (which could affect their low -bass
performance) by using different sub-

woofer level and equalization settings
for them.

Although the speakers have sub -
woofer power switches, there is no
problem in leaving them energized
continuously, since they use very little
power at idle (we never shut them off
during several weeks of use). The heat
sinks never became more than faintly
warm, even after extended operation at
high volume levels.

For the most part, we were able to
test the BP 2000's as we do all speak-
ers. The averaged room response of
the left and right speakers, based on a
swept warble -tone signal, was excep-
tionally uniform, with several minor
ripples of less than 3 dB. That smooth-
ness was verified by an MLS quasi-
anechoic measurement. Our measure-
ments closely resembled the response
curves supplied to us by Definitive
Technology, which were made using a
totally different procedure and in a
very different environment.

All the response curves ex-
hibited a series of small
ripples, with a peak -to -
peak amplitude of 3 to 4

dB, across the range from 300 Hz to
20 kHz. Our close-miked measure-
ment of the subwoofer's response
agreed exactly with the manufacturer's
data, including the effect of its equal-
izer control. In its middle position,
which we used for listening and mea-
surements, the subwoofer response
was ±3 dB from 23 to 100 Hz.

In the range between 100 and 300
Hz, measurements become somewhat
ambiguous, since there is an unavoid-
able interaction with the room bound-
aries. Our composite response curve
for the BP 2000, combining the close-
miked subwoofer response and the
room response, had a 6 -dB peak -to -
peak variation between 100 and 200
Hz, which would certainly be different
(but probably present to some degree)
in any other room.

The BP 2000's horizontal dispersion
was typical of speakers with drivers of
similar size. The output plots on -axis
and 45 degrees off -axis remained close
up to about 10 kHz, and then the
curves diverged by about 5 dB at 13
kHz and 15 dB at 20 kHz.

The system's impedance ranged
from 4 ohms between 3 and 20 kHz to
16 ohms at 20 Hz. There were peaks
of 14 ohms at 100 Hz and 10 ohms at
1.4 kHz. The speaker's specifications
state only that its impedance is com-
patible with amplifiers designed to
drive 4- to 8 -ohm loads, which is con-
sistent with our measurements. There
was no clear indication of the crossov-
er frequency between the tweeters and
midrange drivers in anything we mea-
sured or heard, which is actually as it
should be.

The preliminary specifications for
the BP 2000 include a 90 -dB sensitivi-
ty rating, a bandwidth of 15 Hz to 30
kHz (!), and a recommendation for use
with main system amplifiers rated be-
tween 30 and 300 watts per channel
(which encompasses virtually every
high-fidelity amplifier on the market).

We measured the system sensitivity
at 1 meter with a 2.83 -volt input of
noise (equivalent to 1 watt into 8
ohms) as 92 dB sound -pressure level
(SPL), slightly higher than rated. That
suggests (and we verified) that the BP
2000 can be driven to lease -breaking
levels by just about any receiver or
amplifier, with a wide margin of re-
serve power. The main -system drivers
had no difficulty handling all the pow-
er our test amplifier could muster in
single -cycle tone bursts - 860 watts
at 1 kHz into the woofers and 1,280
watts at 10 kHz into the tweeters.

We measured the subwoofer distor-
tion with a steady-state 2.25 -volt input
to the system (equivalent to a 90 -dB
SPL system output). The distortion
(largely third -harmonic) was, to our
surprise, not spectacularly low, rang-
ing from 6 percent at 30 Hz to about
2 percent at 100 Hz and higher. It
climbed steeply at lower frequencies,
to about 18 per cent at 20 Hz. That is
not significantly different from what
we have measured from some good
conventional speakers that are smaller
and less expensive than the BP 2000.
On the other hand, the BP 2000 can be
driven to truly room -shaking levels in
the low bass without much audible ev-
idence of subwoofer (or any other)
distortion. We measured average room
levels (with musical program material)
of close to 105 dB in some of our lis-
tening tests.

As with any speaker, the ultimate
proof of performance is in the listen-
ing. Over the years I have heard a few
(very few!) speakers, usually at indus-
try shows, that overwhelmed me and
were clearly superior to almost any-

thing else I had heard prior to that
time. Without exception, those speak-
ers were far more expensive (by a fac-
tor of many times), and usually much
larger, than the BP 2000. I never had
the opportunity to live with those
speakers and listen to them at length
with material of my own choosing,
and the specific program material
plays an enormous role in one's listen-
ing impressions.

The Definitive Technology
BP 2000 is the first speaker
I have been able to audi-
tion in my own familiar

surroundings that has given me that
special thrill that usually costs ten or
more times its price to obtain. When I
heard it demonstrated at the 1995 Win-
ter Consumer Electronics Show (CES)
in Las Vegas, I knew it was something
special, and the more I listen to it now
the more that feeling is confirmed.

For one thing, driven by even a
modestly powered amplifier, it can
play louder than I can imagine anyone
would normally want to listen, yet
without audible distortion. This speak-
er is just loafing along at any level one
would reasonably use in a home. The
bipole configuration generates a pleas-
ingly natural stereo stage, and the sub -
woofers provide a foundation that you
can feel as much as hear.

Frankly, if circumstances allowed, I
would choose these speakers for my-
self. Alas, space and decor considera-
tions make that impractical. And I hate
to pass up a bargain like this one! Con-
sider what you get for $3,000: two
first-rate bipolar speakers, two 15 -inch
subwoofers, and two 300 -watt amplifi-
ers, all packaged in two attractively
styled columns that occupy one square
foot each of floor space.

I doubt that you can get a better -
sounding system for less than several
times the price of the BP 2000. And
one more thing: You don't need exotic
equipment to get high -caliber sound
from a pair of BP 2000's. The speaker
was demonstrated at CES with very
high -end cables and amplifiers. I used
a 75 -watt receiver and 14 -gauge Radio
Shack speaker wire, and I doubt that
an additional $20,000 spent on that
end of the system would have made
any appreciable improvement. The BP
2000 is, price notwithstanding, a re-
markable value.

Definitive Technology, Dept. SR,
11105 Valley Heights Dr., Baltimore,
MD 21117
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CUTTING -EDGE BASS: APERIODIC SYSTEMS

A's Digital
411 System
Defines
Amplification

'acy and
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on6er Bass With
0 -in- ega's Stroker!

t used to be simple. You had a car. It came with a radio.

You listened. Period.
Now you've got options. So many options, it's easy

to get blown away just trying to find components that
ogether-and fit your budget too.
So what do you do when it's time to upgrade your

stereo?

Tune in to CAR STEREO REVIEW!

ether you like your sounds big and boomy or tight and
II controlled . whether you own a Ferrari or a Hyundai,

R STEREO REVIEW lets you drive away with a system
t's custom built for the way you like to listen.

You'll get head -to -head comparisons of CD players and

ngers, cassette decks, amplifiers, crossovers, speakers,

alizers, security systems, cellular phones, and more, in
ry price range.

Plus, every issue brings you complete test reports. User's

evaluations. Reviews of the hottest, state-of-the-art equip-
ment. A do-it-yourself course on installation. And there's a

bonus: the mos! complete, up-to-date buyer's guide available

anywhere in the world.

So, if you're ready to treat your ears to great sound at a

price that's right for you, check oui CAR STEREO REVIEW.

Send for your FREE ISSUE!

It's easy-just fill out and mail the attached postage -paid card
for your free sample issue. if you're delighted with CAR
STEREO REVIEW, youll receive 5 more issues (for a total of 6

issues -1 year) and be billed for $997 If not, simply write
"caicel" on your bill and Jwe nothing. The free issue is yours

to keep.

Don't delay-make (racks for the best possible audio
system by sending for your free issue of CAR STEREO

REVIEW. Do it today!



No matter where you are, you're there.

Musical truth.

It begins deep in the belly of the passage. Thunderous bass, so

powerful you're helpless as you're slowly taken prisoner by the music.

The subwoofers catapult you to the furthest reaches of the soundstage. You

gain a new focus. Your world narrows down as your horizons grow.

See your Energy dealer today. And audition the new EPS- series

Subwoofers. Clean, deep undistorted

bass. Personal. Provocative.

All about you.

_OUDSPEA_ERS

Energy EPS-series subwoofers

CIRCLE NO. 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD



HOW TO HOOK UP A

SUBWOOFER
dding a subwoofer to a
stereo or multichannel
home -theater system
is one of the best
ways to improve its
sound quality. It'll
provide the firm

low -frequency foundation on which
massive musical and sound effects are
built -if it is placed, hooked up, and
adjusted properly. But there's the rub:
Subwoofer placement, connection,
and level setting are miserably han-
dled by most subwoofer manuals. Last
January's "Subwoofer Secrets" ex-
plored the placement question, and
this article on connection issues will
take you one step closer to bass bliss.

Consider a typical "full -range"
speaker response, as shown by the red
trace in Figure IA on the next page. It
rolls off at the lowest frequencies,
which is why a subwoofer is needed in
the first place. A typical subwoofer fre-
quency response is shown by the blue
trace. It rolls off at higher frequencies.
The ultimate objective in hooking up a
subwoofer is to arrange the frequency
responses of the subwoofer and the
main speakers at and around the fre-
quency where their outputs converge
- the "crossover" point - so that
they combine to produce a flat overall
response (the green trace in Figure
1A). If the rolloff points of the sub -
woofer and main speakers are too
widely separated, you'll get a dip or
hole in the combined response (Figure
1B), and if they are too close together
or overlap, you'll get a rise in response
in the crossover region (Figure IC).

In the real world, the humped re-
sponse of the green trace in Figure IC
is the most likely result if you simply
throw a subwoofer into a system. In
order to "force" the responses of the
subwoofer and the main speakers into
predictable behavior, a special cross -

BY DAVID RANADA

over filter circuit is used. At the very
least, a subwoofer crossover has a
low-pass filter section (only the low
frequencies pass through) that rolls off
the subwoofer's high -frequency re-
sponse at a fixed rate but usually with
a user -adjustable frequency. The low-
pass output is fed to a power amplifier,
which then drives the subwoofer prop-
er (Figure 2).

Many subwoofer crossovers also
have a high-pass filter (only the high
frequencies pass through) that rolls off
the lows fed into the main speakers.
Whether the high-pass output should
be "looped back" to the main system

is a controversial point, since some
people think that the main speakers
should be run full -range, with no loop -
back high-pass filtering. But such fil-
tering produces several very important
benefits:

It reduces the power necessary to
drive the main speakers to high levels.
Looked at another way, it increases the
overload margin of the main -speaker
amplifiers by reducing the amount of
low -frequency signal they must deliver.

It reduces the main -speaker distor-
tion produced by overdriving them
with frequencies they cannot handle
properly.
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SUBWOOFER

A

B

COMBINED OUTPUT
SATELLITE OUTPUT
SUBWOOFER OUTPUT

FREQUENCY

Figure 1 The subwoofer must cross

over to the main speakers correctly to

produce a flat overall response

(A) instead of a dip (B) or a hump (C).

 It increases the chances of getting a
more even overall response in a room
by reducing the interference effects
produced by any subwoofer and main -
speaker response overlap.

On the whole, the arguments in fa-
vor of utilizing a subwoofer crossov-
er's high-pass output make a very con-
vincing case for trying your utmost to
incorporate a loop -back connection
into your subwoofer hookup. High-
pass filtering is done as a matter of
course by THX surround decoders and
is available on other components as
well. You'll also find a high-pass filter
in many powered subwoofers' cross-
overs. High-pass filtering should be
performed at line level, which compli-
cates its use, as we'll see. Some com-
ponents supply speaker -level high-
pass filtering, but that can cause sub-
stantial response irregularities in the
main speakers from impedance inter-
actions unless the high-pass filter is
designed to operate with that specific
brand and model of main speaker.

Now for some specific subwoofer
hookup recommendations. Keep in

FROM RECEIVER

HIGH-PASS
OUTPUT 411(

TO RECEIVER

CROSSOVER

POWER AMP

SUBWOOFER 1

A typical powered subwoofer contains all of the separate elements within the dashed line.

Connecting a subwoofer via

its speaker -level inputs lets you use

ordinary speaker cables for all wiring.

RECEIVER
MAIN -
SPEAKER
OUTPUTS 

LEFT

RSI

RIGHT

SPEAKER CABLES

mind that whenever I say "receiver,"
the remarks apply equally to an inte-
grated amplifier and, usually, a preamp
with the same available connections.
All these components can be of stereo
or A/V configuration. Also, my com-
ments refer most specifically to hook-
ing up a subwoofer's crossover into a
system, since that is where the confu-
sion usually arises. With powered sub -
woofers you don't have to worry
about much else in the hookup, and a
passive subwoofer requires a power
amplifier connected after the crossov-
er, a straightforward matter.

Many low-cost receivers
have no line -level out-
puts suitable for feed-
ing a powered sub -
woofer. Tape -recorder,

equalizer, and similar external -proces-
sor connections, which are all at line
level, won't work because they occur
in the signal path before the volume
control. Connecting a subwoofer to
these line -level outputs would make
the bass volume uncontrollable by the

R

TO MAIN
SPEAKERS

SUBWOOFER
SPEAKER -
LEVEL
INPUTS

master volume control. What's needed
is to tap into the signal path after the
volume control, such as at a receiver's
speaker outputs. So, although it is not
an ideal arrangement, many subwoof-
ers must use speaker -level connec-
tions. One such hookup is shown in
Figure 3. Note that here each of the re-
ceiver's speaker terminals (shown as
multiway binding posts, but they could
also be spring or snap -grip connectors)
gets two wires attached to it; one goes
to a main speaker and the other to the
corresponding speaker -level input ter-
minal of the subwoofer. Note also that
it is important to preserve the phase
relationships among the connections
- plus terminals to plus terminals,
minus to minus - but left -right chan-
nel relationships need be preserved
only for the main speakers (unless you
are using stereo subwoofers).

Unshielded speaker cable can be
used with any speaker -level hookup.
In Figure 3 the cables that run from
the receiver to the subwoofer don't
have to be thick or expensive. That's
because the subwoofer's speaker -level
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inputs draw very little current com-
pared with a typical speaker. Besides,
a subwoofer reproduces only low fre-
quencies, and any potential cable -re-
lated signal -altering effects would oc-
cur at very much higher frequencies.

There are, however, variations
on the speaker -level theme in
which high -current cable
should be used throughout.
For example, your subwoofer

may have loop -through, not loop -
back, connections: a set of speaker -
level "output" terminals hard -wired
directly to the input terminals. You
might want to use these instead of the
speaker terminals on the back of the
receiver in order to shorten or other-
wise simplify the cable runs around
your listening room. The speaker sig-
nals would then run from the receiver
to the subwoofer, and from there to the
main speakers. If you do use loop -
through connections, all of the speaker
cables, including those between the re-
ceiver and the subwoofer, should be of
a suitable heavier gauge.

Most mid- to high-priced A/V re-
ceivers have a single subwoofer output
carrying a sum of the left and right
channels. Although this is not ideal ei-
ther - it makes no use of the crossov-
er's high-pass output - it is the sim-
plest line -level connection to use and
may prove more convenient than a
speaker -level hookup. Connect the re-
ceiver's subwoofer output to the sub -
woofer crossover through a shielded
stereo cable by using a Y connector to
feed both crossover inputs with the
same subwoofer signal (Figure 4). Be-
cause the subwoofer will probably be
operating in mono (stereo subwoofer
outputs being rare), you might think
that connecting just one of its inputs
would suffice. But using the Y connec-
tor to feed both inputs eliminates the
possibility of picking up noise and in-
terference from an unterminated input.

The best way to hook up a subwoof-
er - a configuration that will finally
take advantage of a crossover's high-
pass output - is shown in Figure 5.
Even though it is also simple, needing
only a pair of common stereo cables,
this connection requires your equip-
ment to have a set of pre -out (pream-
plifier line -level output) and main -in
(power -amplifier line -level input) con-
nections. The signal goes from the re-
ceiver to the subwoofer crossover,
where it is split into high-pass and
low-pass portions. The low-pass signal
is amplified and sent to the subwoofer:

the high-pass signal returns through
the receiver's main -in connections to
be amplified and sent to the main
speakers.

Unfortunately, pre-out/main-in con-
nections seem to be rare on A/V re-
ceivers and integrated amplifiers,
though not on two -channel stereo
equipment. The line -level surround -
decoder outputs of A/V components
are not suitable. But systems having a
separate preamp and power amp can
use a variation of the previous hookup
too - another good reason for prefer-
ring separates to receivers and inte-
grated amplifiers. In this case, the

RECEIVER
SUBWOOFER
OUTPUT

SUB 'N OOF ER
LINE -LEVEL
CONNECTIONS

IN

Figure 4. Use a Y connector to eliminate

the possibility of picking up interference

through an unterminated input.

RECEIVER
LINE -LEVEL
CONNECTIONS
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SUBWOOFER
LINE -LEVEL
CONNECTIONS

L
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MAIN R R

IN
L L

R R
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Figure 5. Using pre-out/main-in

connections lets you take advantage of a

crossover's high-pass filter.

SUBWOOFER
LINE -LEVEL
CONNECTIONS

R

PREAMP OUT

POWER AMP IN
R

R

IN

OUT

Figure 6. Systems with a separate preamp

and power amplifier can also make use

of a subwoofer crossover's high-pass filter.

crossover's line -level high-pass output
feeds the separate power amplifier
(Figure 6).

Those are the main subwoofer
hookup options. Although only single-
subwoofer hookups are shown here,
stereo subwoofer hookups follow the
same general principles. But there is
an additional subtlety to subwoofer
operation that is, surprisingly, often
overlooked in equipment manuals, and
while it is not directly related to sub -
woofer hookup, it deserves mention.

If you have a separate center -chan-
nel speaker in your subwoofer-
equipped home theater system, you
must switch the surround -decoder cen-
ter mode to Normal, not Wide or
Wideband. Most low bass in sound-
tracks is steered by a surround -sound
decoder into the center channel. Not
using the Normal setting risks either
losing center -channel bass altogether
or overdriving the center speaker with
low frequencies it can't handle with-
out severe distortion. Using Normal
mode will shunt any bass that is
steered to the center by the surround -
sound decoder equally to the left and
right front channels, from which they
will eventually reach the subwoofer. If
you don't have a separate center
speaker and are using a surround de-
coder's "phantom" center -channel set-
ting, don't worry - the center's bass
will get out. But using a separate cen-
ter speaker is usually preferable (un-
less it is of inferior quality) because it
provides superior image stability from
off -center listening positions.

Normal mode must be
used in all of the sub -
woofer hookup schemes
discussed above. The
only case in which it is

not required is in a Home THX system
(one using at least a Home THX sur-
round decoder and a set of Home
THX speakers, including subwoofers)
because of the specifically matched
characteristics of Home THX speakers
and the crossovers supplied in THX
surround decoders.

Once you've finished placing and
hooking up your subwoofer(s), you
can join us in contemplating how to
correctly set its level and adjust its
crossover frequency relative to the
main speakers. These related problems
are very difficult to solve without the
use of special test signals and a sound -
level meter. But when we come up
with solutions, you'll be the first to
know.
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SYSTEMS

Silver
Anniversary

Back in 1970, when Gary
Smith wasn't selling elec-
tronic equipment or play-
ing rock-and-roll on his
1966 Fender Stratocast-
er, the 21 -year -old mu-

sician/hi-fi buff was busy building
speakers, making open -reel record-
ings, and fooling with his Heathkit os-
cilloscope (which, interestingly, he
used as a record -level meter following
the suggestions Of STEREO REVIEW

contributor Craig Stark). The highlight
of Smith's Tulsa apartment in those
days was a very cool audio system:
two Teac open -reel tape decks, a Ma-
rantz turntable, a Realistic AM/FM
tuner, an AR amplifier, and a home-
made control box/mike mixer he used
to switch between a remote pair of Al-
tec Lansing 848A's and a couple of
gargantuan three-way speakers of his
own design. The electronics were
housed in the hutch of a buffet cabinet
Smith had converted into an audio
console. The setup was so hip that it

made "Installation of the Month" in
our August 1970 issue.

Twenty-five years and many im-
pressive musical credits later, the au-
dio enthusiast in Gary Smith is still
going strong. Of course, the system he
and his wife Leanne enjoy today in
their Branson, Missouri, home is a tri-
fle more sophisticated than the classic
console setup. For one thing, it's a five -
channel Dolby Pro Logic -equipped rig
that's capable of transforming the

Smiths' living room into a
mini movie theater.

At the heart of the sys-
tem is Sony's landmark
TA-E1000ESD all -digital
A/V preamplifier/proces-
sor, the first of its kind
when it hit the scene a few
years ago. In addition to
decoding Pro Logic sound-
tracks, it serves up nine
surround modes, each of
which can be customized,
and provides a parametric
equalizer and a subwoofer
crossover. "I was looking
for something that would
handle all of my audio and
video signals," Smith re-
calls. "I use Pro Logic for
movies, but I don't really
use all of the Sony's other

artificial reverb programs for music.
I'm a purist. I prefer to listen to music
the way it was recorded." And the re-
cording studio is a second home to the
46 -year -old Smith, an accomplished
guitarist and recording engineer who
toured with the Seventies country -rock
band the Ozark Mountain Daredevils
(of Jackie Blue fame) and has per-
formed live or in the studio with Roy
Clark, Dominick Allen (of Foreigner),
Brewer and Shipley, Ray Stevens, and
Pat Boone.

The Sony preamp distributes signals

From Heathkit
to home theater:
a longtime
reader brings us
up to date.

from seven source components. On
the audio side are a Sony ST-S550ES
AM/FM tuner, a Hitachi D -W800
dual -well cassette deck, a JVC XL -
V161 CD player, and a Panasonic SV-
3700 professional DAT recorder.
"When I record in the studio, we mix
down to DAT," Smith says. "I often
bring those tapes home and listen to
them to make sure the mix is right."

Audio/video signals are supplied by
a JVC HR-S6700U Super VHS VCR,
a Pioneer CLD-M301 combination la-
serdisc player and five -disc CD chang-
er, and a new acquisition - an RCA
Digital Satellite System (DSS). "I
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can't say enough nice things about
DSS," Smith emphasizes, noting that
he went out and bought the system af-
ter reading about it in these pages
("DSS at Home," January 1995). "The
only time I have a problem with it is
when there's a storm. Otherwise, there
are very few picture artifacts. We
don't go to the video store much any
more- it's just so much more conve-
nient to order a DSS movie. And we
subscribe to the Music Choice digital
music package, too."

After leaving the Sony A/V preamp,
the main -channel audio signals pass
through an Alesis Model 3630 com-
pressor/limiter before being shuttled to
an Audio -Metrics DA -8X2 distribu-

tion amplifier with eight stereo out-
puts. Smith is the first to admit that us-
ing a limiter/compressor in a home
setting is rather unorthodox. "I use it
for a little bit of what they call in the
recording studio `overeasy' limiting
- it softens up harshness on the top
end and makes the low end tighter.
Sometimes I switch it out, but if I real-
ly want to pump up high-SPL music, it
makes a big difference."

Smith uses the DA -8X2 to send bal-
anced audio signals to systems in the
bedroom and music room and to a
JBL M552 electronic crossover in his
main -system rack. The crossover splits
the signal between a pair of Hafler
Pro2400 120 -watt -per -channel ampli-

fiers. The biamped signal is delivered
to a pair of Tannoy System 10 profes-
sional studio monitors via 10 -gauge
Monster Cable. "I'm so used to using
Tannoy monitors in the recording stu-
dio that I can rely on their sound for
reference," Smith says. Each speaker
employs Tannoy's trademark dual -
concentric driver, in this case a 10 -
inch woofer with an integral tweeter.
A pair of low -frequency Tube Traps
from Acoustic Sciences Corp. (ASC)
serve as speaker stands, and Smith
uses aluminum Tiptoes to isolate the
speakers from their stands.

The subwoofer output of the Sony
A/V preamp directs frequencies below
150 Hz to a DOD Model 866 profes-
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SYSTEMS
sional sound limiter/compressor, which
in turn feeds a Tannoy PS -88 powered
subwoofer. "I stuck another limiting
device in the signal chain to tighten up
the bottom," explains the recording
engineer in Smith. The compact sub -
woofer, which sits just behind the
right main speaker and to the right of
the fireplace, packs two 8 -inch drivers,
an active crossover, and a 100 -watt
amplifier, and Smith says it thunders
down to about 30 Hz.

The left and right surround outputs
from the Sony AN preamp are direct-
ed to a Carver C-1 preamp along with
a parallel signal from the main chan-
nels. The selected signal is routed to a
Hafler Pro6000 250 -watt -per -channel
amplifier, which drives a pair of Tan-
noy PBM 6.5 two-way studio moni-
tors featuring a 61/2 -inch woofer and a
1 -inch tweeter. "These act as rear sur-
round speakers, but they can also be
switched to see the same signal as the
front speakers," Smith says. "If I'm

listening to something critically, I'll
turn the subwoofer and the rear speak-
ers off. But when I'm entertaining, I'll
crank the subwoofer up and turn on
the rear speakers as an extra set. And
when I want to really get it on, I crank
up the compressor to bring up the low -
volume passages."

Music comes first in this household,
so when it's time to watch a movie,
Smith pulls out an extra Tannoy PBM
6.5 and sets it on top of his 31 -inch
JVC TV. The part-time center speaker

is powered by a spare Hafler Pro 1200
65 -watt -per -channel amplifier that's
bridged to 150 watts mono for this
application. A second Pro1200 amplifi-
er (the one shown in the main -system
rack) is used to power a pair of Advent
in -wall speakers in the adjoining fam-
ily room/ kitchen area and a pair of
weatherproof Electro-Voice S-40 stu-
dio monitors outside on the eaves
above the deck and hot tub (photo at
right). Switching is done via a home-
made box.

Down the hall from the living room
is the music room -a cozy recording
studio built around an Alesis ADAT
eight -track digital recorder that uses S -
VHS videotape as the recording medi-
um (photo on page 78). The studio is
where Smith spends much of his time.
That's where he did all of the sound-
track recording and video editing for
two fishing videos he produced earlier
this year, for example.

To play back works in progress,
Smith uses a Yamaha CDX-900U CD
player, his favorite Hafler 250 -watt -
per -channel DH 500 power amplifier,
and a pair of Acoustech Model 8025
two-way studio monitors. Each of the

speakers sits on top of a
midrange Tube Trap from
ASC. The amp is tucked
away in a nearby closet to
squelch the noise from its
internal fans.

The component rack is
loaded with professional
studio gear, including a
DOD Model 1222 twelve -
channel mixer, two Pro -
Co forty -eight -point patch
bays that facilitate myri-
ad signal -routing possi-
bilities, two Model 4001
one -third -octave equaliz-
ers from White Instru-
ments, a Lexicon LXP-
1 effects unit for vocals
and instruments, and a
Fishman acoustic -guitar
blender Smith uses during

live performances. Rounding out the
collection of toys in his playroom are a
couple of Smith's prized guitars - the
Strat and a Taylor acoustic - and two
Mesa Boogie guitar amplifiers.

Even at the end of a long day, Smith
likes to keep the music flowing. In his
bedroom you find a nice little system
(see photo above) consisting of anoth-
er Carver C-1 preamp, a Pioneer D -
M502 six -disc CD changer, two DOD
Model 831 one -third -octave equaliz-
ers, yet another Hafler Pro1200 power

amp (for a total of three), and a pair of
E -V Sentry 100A - you guessed it -
studio monitors. "Many records were
mixed using Sentry 100A's," Smith
says of the two-way speakers. "In the
Seventies and early Eighties, they
were a staple in recording studios."
Each of the Carver's outputs passes
through a DOD EQ on its way to the
Pro1200. If Smith wants to listen in on
whatever source is playing in the liv-
ing room or the music room, all he
has to do is switch inputs on the C-1.
A Sony KV-27TS27 27 -inch TV com-
pletes the nocturnal lineup.

What kind of music does Smith like
to listen to? "Classics like the Doobie
Brothers, Clapton, Spencer Davis," he
says. "One of my all-time favorites
is Michael McDonald [of the Doobie
Brothers]. I'm into pop and contempo-
rary jazz, too. I like Bonnie Raitt and
Donald Fagen. I was raised in the Mo-
town era, so I also have a real appreci-
ation for R&B."

Although Smith has never stopped
to figure out his net A/V worth, he
reckons that all of the gear he has col-
lected over the years would add up to
at least $35,000 - and probably
more. "I've always had equipment
around me," he says. "I know my wife
wishes I would quit, but it's actually a
fever. Not a day goes by that I don't
have one of the systems on, and I'm
always looking for ways to improve
them." In fact, his latest improvement
scheme calls for a 1,200 -square -foot
addition off his living room to house a
full-blown home theater, complete
with a Vidikron front -projection sys-
tem. "Audio has certainly come a long
way since my system showed up in
STEREO REVIEW the first time."

- Bob Ankosko
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The Experts
On M&K

Satellites And
Subwoofers

S 100B

S-90
...response, from 500 Hz to 20 KHz, was among the
flattest we have ever measured...."-Stereo Review

5-5000 and MX -5000
"I had much fun with the M&K's loud and clean
capabilities, their effortlessness, and the vast

quantities of clean bass they can generate."
"If you also have a home theater and need very high-

performance speakers, the M&K system is one of the
best. I recommend it."-Audio

S-80
"Extremely clear, with lots of detail and ambience"

"'A' for Sound Quality"-Sound and Image

S-90/MX-90
***** (five stars)

"Home theater sound and dedicated audio sound, so
often in conflict with each other, coexist beautifully in

the M&K S-90 and MX -90 system."
"These are without a doubt among the finest speakers

available at 'real world' prices, reproducing stereo
musicality and home theater multichannel sound with

exquisite delicacy and fidelity."-Video Review

You've Heard the Experts
Now it's your turn. Hear the three

dimensionality and massive deep bass horsepower of
M&K Satellites and Powered Subwoofers.

10391Jefferson Blvd., Culver City, CA 90232
(310) 204-2854 Fax: (310) 202-8782

http://www.mksound.com/mksound
CIRCLE NO 37 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Stereo Review, Audio,
Sound & Image,
Home Theater Technology,
Video Review...

S-100B/S-80/MX-100 System

"This system kicks. It got my
blood flowing and got me
excited about what I could
listen to next...I couldn't get
enough...."

"Superb sound coupled with
extremely flexible placement
make this a home -theater
system to be reckoned with.
Highly recommended for both
movies and music."
-Home Theater Technology

V-125 Subwoofer

"The V-125 reminds me of a
young Muhammad Ali: It's
smooth and deft when that's
required, but when the time is
right it slides in and pounds
you silly."

"With the V-125, low bass is
just the way you want it-
strong, tight, and muscular."

Speaker Test Rank:
#1 (of 17 tested subwoofers).
-Sound & Image



HOME ENTERTAINMENT UPDATE AWARD WINNING DESIGN

HOW TO GET A SURROUND
SOUND HOME THEATER FOR
JUST $99....

Confused about home theater? It's no wonder with all of the hype on the subject. The

simple truth is, you don't need an expensive Dolby® or THX® decoder to get great sounding

Home Theater. Chase's award winning 5 channel HTS-1 Decoder works with your existing

stereo, is easy to use, and even makes "Wireless Home Theater" a reality at last!.

By Bob Rapoport

If you bought your stereo system in the
70's, 80's or even the 90's, there's a good
chance it still works great, but does not have
surround sound. In order to have a true
"Home Theater", you need more than just a
big screen; you need 5 speakers which sur-
round you, bringing the movie to life right in
your living room, just like they do at the
movie theater. But more than that, you need
a decoder that separates the front signals
from the rear signals, and creates a special
"dialog" channel. The Chase HTS-1 Decoder
does just that, and does it in a revolutionary
way that rivals even the most expensive
Dolby® Pro Logic THX® systems!

HOW IT WORKS

The videotape version of the movie has a
stereo soundtrack with only two channels of
sound, left and right. The rear channel sur-
round signal is "matrixed" into the sound-
track out -of -phase with the main stereo sig-
nal. Back in the late 1960's, legendary audio
designer David Hafler originated a method for
passively decoding matrix encoded audio sig-
nals. The Chase HTS-1 uses the same basic
"de-matrixing" technique, while at the same
time adding a line level center channel out-
put, and discrete line level outputs for the
rear channels, making it the world's first
"hybrid" passive/active decoder.

Like the original Hafler decoder, the HTS-1
allows you to drive both the front and rear
channels with your existing stereo amp as
well. Now here's the important part; all pro -
logic decoders are matrix decoders too, except
they are "active", meaning they use signal
processing to do the same thing, adding noise
and distortion to the sound. They also cost
more because you have to buy an additional
amp. The full bandwidth HTS-1 decodes
"passively", so it adds absolutely no noise or
distortion, and sounds totally natural at all
times, on music and movies.

The "DIALOG" powered center channel is a "Point Source
Design", and is shielded so it won't distort your TV
picture $75

At the 1994 Summer Consumer Electronics Show in

Chicago, the HTS-1 won the Design and Engineering Award

for being one of the best and most innovative new products

of 1994. This award -winning design from Chase

Technologies is a breakthrough for it's ease of use, afford-

ability and outstanding performance.

THE CENTER CHANNEL AND
WHY YOU NEED IT

The award -winning HTS-1 Decoder

One of the speakers at the movie theater is
placed behind the screen, in the center. This
speaker keeps voices and certain special
effects locked on -screen. In a home theater
system, using a center channel does the same
thing, adding impact to the special effects,
and localizing voices. Since the stereo
soundtrack does not contain a dedicated cen-
ter channel, the Chase decoder extracts the
sum of the left and right channels, known as

THE RITI L  V _ I !

Some of the best audio critics in the U.S.A. have
raved about the new Chase system:

"FIRST RATE.... A SURROUND
EXPERIENCE THAT IS

INVOLVING AND NATURAL.
AUDIOPHILE PURISTS WILL PREFER IT"

WIDESCREEN REVIEW

MARCH '95

"GRADE A I PREFERRED IT TO DECODERS

SELLING FOR $3,000 AND UP"

AUDIO MAGAZINE
DEC '94

"THE HTS-1 CAN DO QUITE A JOB OF
RE-CREATING A 3D THEATRICAL EXPERIENCE,

SOUND WAS CLEAN AT ANY LEVEL!"

HIGH PERFORMANCE REVIEW

SEPT '94

The ELF -1 is a perfect "POINT SOURCE" style rear chan-
nel effects speaker, clearly out -performing all of the
Bi-Polar designs when it comes to localizing off -screen
sounds just $99 per pair including brackets.

the mono signal, and directs it to a center
channel output on the decoder. This channel
does have to be amplified separately, so
Chase makes a special self -amplified center
channel speaker called the "Dialog". It's
built-in amplifier has just the right amount of
power to amplify the mid -range voice signals
and on -screen special effects, without ruining
the hi fi reproduction of the music in the
movie.

WIRED AND WIRELESS REAR
CHANNEL OPTIONS

One of the biggest obstacles to setting up a
home theater system is how to get the sound
from the front of the room where your stereo
system is usually located, to the rear channel
speakers which should be located above and
behind your listening position, just like they
are at the movie theater.

Chase makes two kinds of speakers for the
surround channels; first, the ELF -1 is a tradi-
tional hard -wired speaker that comes
equipped with brackets for easy installation.
They come in black or white to match your
decor and offer great value and performance
for the money.

Next, if running speaker
wires across your living
room floor and over
door jams is just not an
option, Chase is the first
manufacturer in the
world to make a 900
MHz wireless speaker
system that works on bat-
teries (no ugly power cords),
making truly "WIRELESS HOME THEATER"
a reality at last. The WS -5500, in black or
white, installs easily on its optional bracket,
and provides up to 80 hours of stunning
wire -free surround channel performance.

30 Day In -Home Audition. The best place to
evaluate the HTS-1 is in your home. Try the HTS-1 or
any Chase product for 30 days, and if you're not satis-
fied for any reason, return it for a full refund.

Please refer to key code STR 112 when ordering.

HTS-1 Decoder $99, $10 S&H
ELF -1 Rear Channel Speakers $99pr., $10 S&H
(Specify' Black or White)

Dialog Powered Center Channel Speaker $75. $8 S&H
WS -5500 Wireless Speakers $279pr.. S12 S&H

(Specify Black or White)

WMB-5500 Wall Mount Bracket for Wireless Speakers
$50pr. $8 S&H, (Specifi, Black or White)

VISA

1-800-531-0631
IS: 11

"or, pay by check right over the phone

CA residents add 7.75% sales tax
Please allow 21 days far dehrery.

CHB(
DEFtfT

ACWIALVIMii=EM
111 Second Ave., N.E. Suite 700A, St. Petersburg, FL 33701

FAX 813 896-7899  E-MAIL ChaseTeck@aol.corn
CIRCLE NO. 17 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Kubrick'sBone

A CENTURY OF MUSIC AND TECHNOLOGY
TWENTIETH-CENTURY technology has a lot to answer for.

This has been the century of mass warfare and mass mur-

der. But it has also been the century of mass media, of pop
and avant-garde art, almost all of it produced with or vastly
assisted by contemporary technology. It is the audio century

as well as the film and television century, the age of art as
entertainment, entertainment as art, and both as information.

For better or for worse, most musical experience now takes

place through loudspeakers and headphones. We live in the

Age of Amplified Music, and, as the millennium winds
down and the information age gears up, it seems like a good

time to take stock.

We are awash in amplified sound - sound that passes

through loudspeakers and headphones. It has become such

an integral part of our life that we don't even think about it,
but most musical experience is now filtered through the
technology that has established itself at the center of musical

life. Amplified sound is the economic and aesthetic heart of
musicmaking; it is (to change the anatomical metaphor) the

tail that wags the dog.

Some people like to think of technology as neutral, an im-

partial transmitter that puts out, in an increasingly faithful
manner, what goes in. But fidelity, faithfulness - note how
the metaphor suggests the passions of a love affair - are
only part of the picture. Any medium affects the thing it
transmits and how it is received. Audio technology, if only
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ubrick's Bone
because it has brought about such a
huge social change, alters our attitudes
about music and our ways of listening
to it and making it as well. There is no
music that has not been affected.

In Stanley Kubrick's 2001, one of
our brutish ancestors beats a rival to
death with an animal bone and then, in
his murderous euphoria, tosses it up in
the air. Suddenly, thanks to the magic
of film technology, the eons melt away
and what went up as a crude weapon
comes down as a space ship waltzing
through the heavens to the strains of
The Blue Danube. In my music -
theater version, that bone would be
a flute (bone flutes are found in
hundreds of ancient burial sites)
and it would come down as a syn-
thesizer or CD player blaring out
sampled Strauss.

The marriage of technology and
music is nothing new. The very
term instrumental music says it all;
man is a tool-making animal, and
musical instruments, primitive or
sophisticated, are all tools. When
one of our neolithic ancestors be-
gan to beat out a rhythm on a hollow
log or to pipe a tune on that bone flute,
he - or she - was right at the cutting
edge of new technology. What is a
grand piano but a music machine? It
even has a keyboard, just like a com-
puter. The keyboards, winds, brass,
and percussion of the Romantic or-
chestra are all products of industrial
technology.

Traditional music is passed
on aurally and orally, by ear
and through the relation-
ship of master and pupil.

The technology of writing and print-
ing changed all that; we talk about the
"score" as if it were the music itself.
The German Romantics thought that
music was the purest of the arts be-
cause the "real" music was not the
flawed result of the efforts of a bunch
of huffers and puffers, scrapers and
bangers, but the idealized score on the
page, which was itself a direct reflec-
tion of the inside of the composer's
mind. This quite antisocial view of
music, still current in some quarters, is
a good example of how technology
and media affect our ways of thinking
and hearing.

But both technologies and ideas
can change. Recording is the modem
equivalent of publication, and comput-
ers can bypass or redo the old hand-
written or printed "score." As old
ways of doing things are replaced by

new ones, other modes of doing, hear-
ing, and thinking inevitably follow.
What written and printed music were
to the past, recorded music is to the art
of today.

When Edison added a wax cylin-
der to Bell's telephone, modem sound
recording was born. The bumps and
grinds of a groove cut into a revolving
wax cylinder or platter by a needle or
stylus were to remain the basis of
sound recording for three-quarters
of a century. Microphones, amplifiers,
and loudspeakers, developed for radio

Technology tossed up at the start of recording ...

broadcasting, also became essential
ingredients of both recording and live
performance. All three media interact-
ed, sharing the same technology and
similar aesthetics from an early date.

By midcentury the pace of change
had increased. Tape became the pri-
mary medium for recording. Two -
track stereo sound, introduced in pur-
suit of the ideal of audio fidelity,
reflected the fact that human beings
live in a stereophonic world, with two
sets of aural information mixed and
processed by the brain to produce
three-dimensional sound. The advent
of tape sparked a competition between
disc and tape for the home audio mar-
ket that led to the development of the
extended or long -play record and tape
cassettes. The stereo LP later suc-
cumbed to the compact disc, while the
cassette, though still selling briskly,
began losing ground to it.

Sound reproduction, which once
lagged behind the visual, moved out to
the leading edge of technological in-
novation. The high-fidelity movement
dissected the sound system, breaking
it up into smaller and lighter mix -and -
match components that were high in
quality and consistent in performance.
Many of these innovations came not
from big corporations but from garage
tinkerers with a love of music, primar-
ily classical. The vacuum tube was re-
placed by the transistor, and dramatic
new developments in the range and fi-

delity of microphones and speakers
were introduced. High -end equipment,
originally the province of well-to-do
audiophiles, began to reach a larger
and larger public and influenced even
mass -market commercial design.

All these developments were about
that elusive goal of authenticity, or "re-
alism," in musical sound. But the
vogue for recordings of the Indianapo-
lis 500 did not last long; it was the
taste for hi-fi Beethoven, Vivaldi, and
Mahler that spurred the market. Pop
music, not being concerned with such

lofty matters and long mired in the
low -fidelity aesthetics and econom-
ics of AM portables and car radios,
crossed the high-fidelity sound bar-
rier only when pop recording be-
came a creative form in its own
right and the pop album came into
its own.

Before the 1960's, classical, con-
temporary, jazz, and pop music
were all recorded in essentially the
same way and with a similar basic
recording aesthetic; then they be-
gan to diverge. One of the great ad-

vantages of tape is that it can be cut
and spliced. Classical musicians, ever
in pursuit of musical perfection, took
to this technique, and the composite,
edited performance became the norm.
A new kind of virtuoso appeared: the
virtuoso of the recording studio, per-
formers who specialized in recording
music in sections that could be seam-
lessly edited together, giving an illu-
sion of technical perfection. There is a
famous story about Pianist X listening
to a radio performance of a concerto
in the company of conductor George
Szell. They were trying to guess the
name of the pianist; it was, of course,
Pianist X himself. "Don't you wish,"
said the sharp-tongued maestro with-
out losing a beat, "that you could play
like that?"

The impact of recorded music on
classical performance should not be
underestimated. Toscanini's early in-
terpretations were not particularly fast;
the clarity and driven quality of his
later performances are perfect exam-
ples of the effect of working almost
exclusively in the broadcast and re-
cording studio. The new Neoclassi-
cism - fast, straight, virtuosic, note -
perfect, anti -Romantic - comes from
a generation of performers driven to
produce something not of the moment,
not quirky or personal, but for all time.

The public for classical music was
originally the public for concert and
operatic performances, and the reper-
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toire was accordingly restricted. In the
LP era, however, a new record -buying
public appeared that was no longer
merely an extension of the concert au-
dience, and that public began to find
its own repertoire, often leading to
changes in taste that later penetrated
the concert world. The first and most
noticeable result of this was a major
leap backward into musical history.
By the 1960's, recorded repertoire was
no longer confined to the standards,
and the early -music movement was
born. Starting with the Rococo and Ba-
roque revivals, the taste for old -
music recordings eventually worked
all the way back to Gregorian chant.
It is one of the great paradoxes that
modern technology helped foster
interest in early music and played a
major role in creating and popular-
izing the period -instrument move-
ment - a remarkable example of
the pre -industrial getting a boost
from the post-industrial.

Unusual music of more recent
vintage also benefited from being
circulated in recorded form. The
new popularity of Ives and Mahler
was as much a product of the Ampli-
fied Age as the Vivaldi and Montever-
di revivals. New music, even of the
most avant-garde sort, found a public
through recordings, and new musical
trends began traveling around the
world with extraordinary speed. The
taste of the music world has moved
forward to Cage, Gorecki, and Glass
as well as backward to Pachelbel,
Charpentier, and chant.

Part of the reason for this diversity
has to do with what advertising people
call niche marketing. This concept,
much talked about today in the com-
puter world, actually goes back to the
early days of pop recording. In addi-
tion to the star vocalists and the big -
name jazz and swing bands, there
were recordings that served minority
tastes, and it is to niche marketing that
we owe much recorded early black
music, from the blues to the race rec-
ords of the 1940's and 1950's, the
source of rock-and-roll.

The advent of tape and the miniatur-
ization of equipment made location re-
cording cheaper and more dependable.
Jazz could be taped live in its proper
club and concert habitat. Traditional
music could be recorded in Balkan vil-
lages, on the slopes of the Himalayas,
in the Arctic or the rain forest. Mu-
sic from anywhere - any natural or
man-made sound at all - could be re-
corded and preserved. The notion of

9

"world music," of the musical global
village, rapidly became a reality, and
the taping of the world is a project still
in progress.

At another extreme, it became pos-
sible to make new music by creating,
mixing, or editing sound directly on
tape, presenting us with the paradox of
recorded music that is not a recording
of anything. After World War II, no
European radio station or American
university was complete without an
electronic -music studio, and whole
schools of experimental tape and com-

. has coma down as today's multitrack studio.

puter music evolved out of the avail-
able equipment of the day.

Pop music, way behind in the audio
department, began to catch up fast.
With few traditions or inhibitions to
hold it back, pop began an infatuation
with technology that turned into a love
affair. Rock-and-roll had little interest
in audio fidelity, but it was devoted to
amplified, electric sound, it was anti -
traditional. and it prized creativity. For
the first time, the recording became
the original, and the live performance
was the copy instead of vice versa.

The most important technological
contribution of pop musicians and
producers was multitracking. Two dif-
ferent techniques came together here.
One involves adding elements layer
by layer, track by track, to build up a
giant multitrack master tape by accre-
tion. The other is the technique, origi-
nally developed in live performance,
of merging multiple inputs to create
the mixdown. As some wag once said,
"Music expands to fill up the tracks
available to it." The expansion was
geometrical: two, four, eight, sixteen,
thirty-two. and up.

In a typical classical recording, ev-
erything is recorded straight by the
whole ensemble many times over. The
best sections from the different takes,
plus patches and inserts, are then
spliced up to create a master. On the
other hand, multitrack pop recording
starts with a multitrack master on

which the basic rhythm tracks have
been laid down; the other parts are
then added by overdubbing, track by
track. The definitive vocals may be
put on only near the end of the proc-
ess, although some fussy artists and
producers can go on adding "sweet-
ening" almost indefinitely. Finally,
the multiple tracks are elaborately
merged, shaped, and colored through
gigantesque mixing boards specially
developed for the task.

Detractors claim that multitracking
is a crutch for musicians with limited

abilities. Different tracks can be
recorded and then rerecorded as
time and money permit. Ringers
can be brought in to clean up a
mess or add new elements. An im-
portant part of the mixdown comes
from the almost endless possibili-
ties for manipulating the sound of
each individual track. Effects rang-
ing from simple echo to vast to-
nal alterations are added through
a whole new technology of sound
mixing and modification. The final
result may, in fact, be completely

unlike anything that can be produced
in a live performance.

The ascent, diffusion, and impact of
musical technology, and of recorded
music in particular, has been steady
throughout the century. If we include
radio music (mostly based on recorded
music), we can say that recorded mu-
sic reaches almost every person in this
country and a very high percentage of
the people on the planet. Free trade in
recorded music has existed for a long
time, but its pace has been accelerat-
ing enormously, and it has internation-
alized music culture to a substantial
degree. Only now, at the millennium,
does that old saw about the universali-
ty of music bid fair to come true.

This is only the beginning of the
story. Technology has invaded the
once sacrosanct domain of live perfor-
mance and is now a dominating ele-
ment in the performance of almost
every kind of music. Even the excep-
tions. traditional classical and folk, for
example, have been influenced by au-
dio technology. And we are just at the
very beginning of the computer/digital
age, which promises to bring a whole
new wave of change to musical life.

One thing we can say for sure: Toss
the bone up in the air, and it will come
down. Consequences there will be.
The age-old love affair of art and tech-
nology is an enduring and fruitful rela-
tionship, and as passionate today as it
was in neolithic times.
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ESTAFFMONIV

Van Ilforrison: Not Fade Away
Ahype -resistant artist, gruftly and
gamely preoccupied with pursuing
music as a means of personal and
spiritual growth, Van Morrison is a
paragon of soul in all senses of the
word. He has toiled at his craft for

three decades now, and in his latest work,
"Days Like This," his music remains
compelling and connected, his words de-
manding to be heard.

The album's undercurrent is Morri-
son's inability to experience happiness,
a theme he develops without self-pity.
"Ain't nothin' but the blues," he allows in
an offhanded manner (in Underlying De-
pression), as if to say his suffering is part
of a human continuum that makes him no
more or less special than any other person
with a headful of blues. But beyond Mor-
rison's admission of malaise - a noble
attempt to bring a hush-hush subject into
the pop mainstream - "Days Like This"
contains some of the most impassioned
performances of his career.

There is no finer composer of horn
charts than Van Morrison. Here, they col-
or the edges of Melancholia with a bitter-
sweet shade of blue, give Petfect Fit its
lean drive, and work hand in glove dur-
ing the call and response of No Religion,
where Morrison matter-of-factly laments
the lack of conviction in modern society
as it slouches toward Bethlehem. He con-
tinues to collaborate with organist Geor-
gie Fame, whose Blue Note -style jazz/
soul voicings are integral to Morrison's
current music, and with guitarist Ronnie
Johnson, whose limber, clear -toned, sin-
gle -note lines subtly counterpoint Morri-
son's vocal wanderings.

Stylistically, "Days Like This" is very
much of a piece with Morrison's recent
work, but there is at least one new wrin-
kle: the frequent use of female singers
(including his daughter Sham), deployed
as if to reinforce a universality of feeling
that cuts across gender. Often the strategy
works, though Morrison is so singular a
singer that his duet partners don't always
find a convincing spot for themselves, no-
tably in You Don't Know Me, a cover of a
song made famous by Ray Charles, and
Never Be Free, a cabaret -style original
that fails to nail its bluesy-swinging
groove. Still, this is very much a singer's

album, and Morrison himself is awe-
somely on top of his game in songs like
Ancient Highway and Raincheck. In the
former, he mounts a Listen to the Lions -
type growl for nine amazing minutes over
enticingly abstract music that recalls the
moodscapes of "Astral Weeks."

Raincheck, meanwhile, is an instant
classic, evoking the transcendent, deep -
soul lyricism of Morrison circa "Moon -
dance." Its happy/sad poetic -musical tap-
estry is of a supplicant trying to shake
free of earthly shackles: "I got to stand
my ground / I'm gonna keep on movin'
on up / I want to stick around / Won't let
the bastards tie me down." Against a
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backdrop of gauzy horns, skittering gui-
tar, and jazzy percussion accents, he as-
serts, "I won't fade away / I don't fade
away / Unless I want to."

And that's the last word on that subject
- at least until Van Morrison's next one.

Parke Puterhaugh

VAN MORRISON
Days _ike This
Perfect t u; Russian Roulette: Raincheck;
You Don't Know Me; No Religion;
Underlying Depression; Songwriter; Days
Like This; Never Be Free: Melancholia;
Ancient Highway: Love in the Afternoon
POLYDOR 527 307 (58 min)

Spontaneous Combustion: Pires's Chopin

5

achmaninoff is said to have asked
sadly, after hearing a performance
of one of his piano concertos, how
the soloist "could have put so little
of herself into it." No one could
make such a comment about Maria -

Joao Pires's new Deutsche Grammophon
recording of Chopin's Concerto No. 2, in

F Minor, with the Royal Philharmonic
under Andre Previn. This is one of those
exceptional performances that show us
how fresh even the most familiar music
can be made to sound - and without in
any way distorting the shape or substance
that made it so familiar.

Pires has apparently rethought every
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BEST OH
phrase of the work, and yet it all comes
out with phenomenal spontaneity. She
never allows her own personality, vivid
though it is, to obscure the essential spirit
of Chopin; nothing in her playing sug-
gests she is out to "improve" upon what
he set down. She is simply out to vivify
the music, and that she does, with clarity,
with imagination (the sort of freedom
Chopin himself might have encouraged),
and with incredible resources of color.
While the solo playing is indeed a mar-
vel, Pires is not out there all alone. Prey-
in's contribution is not diffident "ac-
companiment" but a genuine, full-scale
partnership that plays off the pianistic im-
petus with the sort of cumulatively build -

Pianist Maria Joao Pires

ing give-and-take you always hope for in
a concerto performance but may not ex-
pect in the concertos of Chopin.

Instead of filling out the disc with the
other Chopin piano concerto, Pires fol-
lows up with something just as grand in
another form, the Twenty -Four Preludes,
Op. 28. In many respects these perfor-
mances are even less traditional than that
of the concerto. There is little of the salon
and its muted candelabras here; reticence
is simply not a part of the plan, which fa-
vors the most direct confrontation with
the dramatic substance of each prelude
on its own terms, whether intimate or pro-
clamative or whimsical. This is music -
making that really does defy verbal de-
scription. To compound the pleasure it
affords, DG's recording teams have sur-
passed themselves, too. Richard Freed

CHOPIN:
Piano Concerto No. 2; Preludes, Op. 28
Pires; Royal Philharmonic, Previn cond.

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 437 817
(74 min)
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Final Curtain

for the Harms?
The Ramones' "Adios Amigos" is . . .

yeah, it's da new Ramones album,
what else ya wanna know? Gabba
gabba hey, take it Joey, take it C.J.,
one -two -three-four....

Now hold on just a minute. Yes,
this is a typical Ramones album, but it's
also a little special. For one thing, it may
be their last. Nobody's confirming or
denying rumors of an imminent breakup,
but the title doesn't exactly bode well. Af-
ter twenty years, a world without the Ra-
mones is hard to imagine, but at least
they're not going out with a turkey.

The commercial revival of punk rock
seems to have revitalized the band. In re-
cent years they've absorbed a few passing
trends - hardcore, metal, even psyche-
delia. But now, with bands like Green
Day and Rancid jumping their train, the
Ramones are back sounding like the Ra-
mones. And make no mistake, "Adios
Amigos" sounds exactly like the Ra-
mones: Drummer Marky has got that
snare -drum thwap down to an art, gui-
tarist Johnny hammers away at the usual
three chords - but hey, they're the three
best chords - and Joey's voice, while it's
deepened over the years, remains as Noo
Yawk and as oddly endearing as ever.
There's a second capable singer here, too,
in recently added bassist C.J., whose
youthful brattiness makes the ideal coun-
terpart to Joey's grown-up brattiness.

Along with a spiffy cover tune by punk
icon Johnny Thunders, the lads have a
stack of new songs that show their
mastery of so -dumb -it's -great. You want
relevance, listen to Have a Nice Day,
where Joey rants about how everyone he

The Ramones: three chords and a cloud of

knows insists on saying that damn phrase.
Or Makin' Monsters for My Friends,
where C.J. sums up his worldview with
these resonant words: "I don't want any
Spaghetti -O's." OrShe Talks to Rain-
bows, about the eternal dilemma of a
punk falling in love with a hippie.

True, there's some semi-serious stuff
here, too: Take the Pain Away is a surpris-
ingly convincing protest song, and / Don't
Want to Grow Up - by Tom Waits, of all
people - is a clear-cut statement of pur-
pose. But whether or not it becomes the
Ramones' career headstone, "Adios Ami-
gos" is, above all, a quintessential sum-
mer album. Brett Milano

RAMONES
Adios Amigos
I Don't Want to Grow Up: Makin' Monsters
for My Friends; It's Not for Me to Know; The
Crusher: Life's a Gas; Take the Pain Away;
I Love You; Cretin Family; Have a Nice
Day; Scattergun; Got Alot to Say; She Talks
to Rainbows; Born to Die in Berlin
RADIOACTIVE/MCA 11273 (35 min)

A "Ilf edee"

For Our Time
INilliam Christie, an American in
Paris who has almost single-
handedly restored the grandeurs
of French Baroque opera, has a
fair claim to having rediscov-
ered Charpentier's Medee and

brought it back to life. When he switched
record labels from Harmonia Mundi to
Erato, he could not resist the opportunity
to rerecord Medee, which he considers
the masterpiece of one of the greatest
composers of the Baroque period. He

dust
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BEST DU
points out in the notes to the new set that
his earlier version had to be trimmed to
well under three hours to fit on three
LP's; the new one is complete on three
CD's. He also argues that he and his
group have come a long way since 1984
and have learned a lot about performing
this music. Christie's old Med& was a
concert reading, the new one a dramatic
performance.

Marc -Antoine Charpentier, born in
Paris in 1643, combined Italianate melo-
dy and theatricality with French style in
form, orchestral writing, and ornament.
French opera was invented by Louis
XIV's court composer, Jean -Baptiste Lul-
ly, and after his death in 1687, the royal

Conductor William Christie

job was up for grabs. Charpentier was
perhaps the leading candidate, and
Medie, presented at the Academie de la
Musique in 1693 and dedicated to the
Sun King, was his demo piece. Clearly,
he extended himself to produce a Lullian
opera, complete with a fawning prologue
extolling the king's virtues, diverting set
pieces, lots of dancing, colorful costumes,
unabashed expression of emotions, and
plenty of spectacle, culminating in the
scene in which Medea conjures up the
demons of hell to help her get revenge.
But all Charpentier got was a pat on the
head from the king, who did not hire him,
and after one revival at Lyon in 1700, his
masterpiece was put away and forgotten.

The theme of Med& is anger and re-
venge; the central character is a strong
and violent woman, a foreigner, and a
witch - who, not incidentally, despises

royal authority. She not only humiliates
Jason but laughs at King Creon's protes-
tations of authority, literally driving him
mad. Perhaps this was not a message that
Louis XIV wanted to hear, but these are
the qualities that make the piece so fasci-
nating today. By infusing his work with
dramatic, emotional, and perhaps even
political intensity, Charpentier may have
exceeded the bounds set by royal patron-
age, but from a modern point of view,
there is hardly a misstep in his setting: the
light and flirtatious scenes between Jason
and Creuse; her banter as she parries
the unwanted advances of the dweeb-
ish Oronte; the scene where dim-witted
Oronte finally realizes that he is being
had; Creon's unctuous tone as he tries to
get rid of Medea, finally turning to anger
and then madness; the choral lament at
the news of his death; the colorful scenes
of wrestling warriors, simpering cupids,
vengeful demons, and seductive tempt-
resses; the Gotterdammerung-like de-
struction of Corinth at the end. Above all,
there is the musical depiction of Medea as
she slowly turns from devotion and con-
fusion to resolution and righteous anger.
This Medea must be ranked with the very
greatest operatic heroines.

Soprano Lorraine Hunt is a wonderful
Medea. Like William Christie, she is an
American with a big career abroad. She
proves that a feeling for style hardly pre-
cludes a vocal and dramatic expression
of great intensity; quite the contrary, she
grasps that the Baroque vocabulary as
used by Charpentier is a language of the
emotions. Mark Padmore, in the role of
Jason, is a high tenor with class.

As always, Christie has made an out-
standing cast out of a group of singers
who, aside from the leads, do not have
conventionally exceptional voices; many
of them are Christie regulars, and he has
melded their performances into a series of
exquisite solos and ensembles. The early -
instrument orchestra is magnificently in-
tegrated with the singers so that stage and
pit seem to constantly react and interact.

You will rarely hear a dramatic work
treated with as much depth and passion as
this - for one thing, no standard reperto-
ry and few contemporary operas get this
level of care, immersion, intelligence, and
knowledge wedded to passion. After 300
years of neglect, the operatic Charpentier
is in good hands. Eric Salzman

CHARPINTIER: Media
Hunt, Padmore, Deletre, Zanetti, Salzmann;
Les Arts Florissants, Christie cond.
ERATO 96558 (three CD's, 135 min)

POPULAR
 COLIN BRIMSTONE: Some
Years. EPIC/LEGACY 66449. Early
Seventies solo work, long out of print, by the
angelic -voiced lead singer of the Zombies.

 INYA: The Celts. REPRISE 45681.
Digitally remastered version of the Irish
singer's 1986 debut, with new liner notes
and a newly recorded bonus track.

 MERLE HAGGARD: A Tribute
to the World's Best Damn Fiddle
Player. KOCH 7900. From 1970,
lie!, is the Okie from Muskogee man's salute
to Bob Wills and the Texas Playboys.

 TNI TRAINMEN: Surfin' Bird.
SUNDAZED 6064. The 1964 debut of
the toughest surf band ever to come out of
Minneapolis; the demented title song later
figured in Kubrick's Full Metal Jacket.

CLASSICAL
 BARTOK: Violin Concerto No. 2;
Second Suite. Menuhin; Minneapolis
Symphony, Dorati. MERCURY 434 350.
Two champions of Bartak's music recorded
the concerto at Carnegie Hall in 1957.

 DIETRICH FISCIIIR-DIISKAII:
Les Introuvables. EMI 68509 (six CD's).
A treasure trove of the baritone's harder -
to -find songs, ranging from Bach to Debussy.

 MOZART: The Magic Flute.
Janowitz, Gedda, Popp, Berry, others;
Philharmonia Orchestra, Klemperer. EMI
55173. "... a firm, elegant, and crystal-clear
performance" (April 1963 review).

WIENIAWSKI: Violin Concerto
No. 2. BRUCH: Violin Concerto No. 1.
Stem; Philadelphia Orchestra, Ormandy.
TCHAIKOVSKY: "Meditation" from
Souvenir d'un lieu cher. N.ttiorhil
Symphony, Rostropovich. Serinade
milancolique. Columbia Symphony.
Brieff. SONY 66830. One volume in what
will eventually be a 44 -CD tribute to the
violinist's 75th birthday and 50th
anniversary with Columbia Records.
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POPIRRMUSIC

Elastica: reinventing the pop -rock wheel for the Nineties

BABES IN TOYLAND
Nemesisters

REPRISE 45g68 (57 min)
Performance: Good, but ...

Recording: Good
most cases, an album like "Nemesis-

E ters" would be cause for rejoicing. It's
got toothsome songs, a rough -and -nasty
guitar sound, and an even mix of smarts
and snarl; at times it sounds like the album
Joan Jett's been trying to make for years.
Oh Yeah! has a great shout -along chorus,
Drivin' has an effective mantra -like repeti-
tion of one lyric line, and Surd matches
lovely harmonies (a first for this band) with
a surf -guitar riff (ditto). The single Sweet
'69 would make a perfect segue into
R.E.M.'s equally garagey Star 69. And if
you overlook a pair of jokey Seventies cov-
ers - by now, a hackneyed gambit - this
album is a solid example of radio -accept-
able Nineties punk rock.

So why is "Nemesisters" ultimately so
frustrating? Because Babes in Toyland did
something much gutsier the last time
around. "Fontanelle," their major -label de-
but, was as raw a statement of rage as rock

has produced lately, the music a female
band might make if Operation Rescue were
demonstrating next door. Its screaming vo-
cals, provocative words, and grisly sound
all went beyond respectable boundaries.
"Fontanelle" was an exciting, maybe even
dangerous album; "Nemesisters" sounds a
little better and matters a little less.

Brett Milano

ELASTICA
DGC 24728 (40 min)
Performance: Mixed

Recording: Appropriately low-fi
There's something captivating about
Elastica - the unselfconscious abandon

of a band staging a melodic noisefest it la
Blondie in the early days of Max's and
CBGB. As Blondie and some of its peers
did in the late Seventies, Elastica is essen-
tially reinventing the pop -rock wheel, this
time with a patina of pouty Englishness and
the judicious use of samples and such.
Tasty morsels like Line Up and Connection
are sly, catchy, and danceable, the perfect
equation for clubland fun in the Nineties.
Car Song is a sleek and sexy model, a won -

NEW RECORDINGS REVIEWED

BY CHRIS ALBERTSON,

FRANCIS DAVIS, PHYL GARLAND,

RON GIVENS, ROY HEMMING,

ALANNA NASH,

PARKE PUTERBAUGH, AND

STEVE SIMELS

drously cool and seductive come-on that
will no doubt contribute to condom sales:
"I hardly know you / But I think I'm going
to," coos Justine Frischmann, and the libido
that doesn't accelerate after that is simply
out of gas.

Unfortunately, "out of gas" all too accu-
rately describes a fair portion of these six-
teen (!) songs - another instance where the
expanded CD format does musicians no fa-
vors. When "Elastica" clicks, however, and
it does about half the time, it's very addic-
tive indeed. P.P.

BETTY ELDERS
Crayons

FLYING Fl I 111)642 (61 min)
Performance: Delicate

Recording: Good

Austin native Betty Elders may be best
04 known to some as the writer of Kathy
Mattea's Bed of Roses and co -writer of Lu-
cinda Williams's He Never Got Enough
Love, but her music is hard to classify: It's
(sort of) acoustic folk -pop, laced with spare
piano, mandolin, and violin (not fiddle)
played by her husband, Gene Elders, from
George Strait's Ace in the Hole Band. On
"Crayons," her fourth album, she sings in a
baby -fine voice that occasionally calls to
mind Rickie Lee Jones (the breathtaking

STRANGELY
BELIEVE IT!

et n the left: the title character in
the forthcoming remake of the

Hanna -Barbera Sixties cartoon se-
ries The Adventures of Jonny Quest.
On the right: animation buff and al-
ternative rock icon Matthew Sweet.
Is the resemblance a coincidence?
We have no idea. but here's hoping
that Jonny's sidekick Hajii is drawn
like The Artist Formerly Known as
Prince. S.S.
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Gypsy's Jewel) as well as Nanci Griffith
(Roll on New River). Elders continues to
write poetic, soulful, and delicately atmos-
pheric songs that sometimes dip into jazz
(War Between the Fears) but more often
nod toward homemade folk. All this makes
it pretty hard to identify a certain sound for
her, but one thing's sure: Elders is among
the rare singer/songwriters to whom the
term "artist" genuinely applies. A.N.

RAMBLIN' JACK ELLIOTT
South Coast

RED HOUSE 59 (44 min)
Performance: Seminal

Recording: Okay

'n
case you've been living in Tibet for the

last six decades, Ramblin' Jack Elliott is
the Brooklyn cowboy who accompanied
Woody Guthrie on his legend -making trek
across America. and he was the originator
of a style of plain-spoken vocals and strum-
ming guitar that made everybody from Bob
Dylan to Jackson Browne take notice. On
his first full-length release in twenty years,
Elliott picks up his battered Martin D-28
and moves through the songs of Guthrie,
Tim Hardin. Derroll Adams. and Ian Tyson,
his high-pitched voice worn and leathered
- and difficult to take on some tunes (/
Ain't Got No Home). But there's something
commanding and moving in "South Coast,"
and no serious folk collection should be
without it. A.N.

JONATHAN GREGG
Unconditional

I \( >I.S( (IIIN (51) mint
Performance: Personable

Recording: Fine
gonathan Gregg, a songwriter in the en-

riched mode of Marshall Crenshaw and
Jules Shear, plays sophisticated pop for not -
so -now people; he's definitely more word-
of-mouth than flavor -of -the -month. On his
second album, the pop aspect - the engag-
ing melodies, the seamless flow, the envi-
able knack for a clever turn of phrase - is
what instantly pulls you in. But the sophis-
ticated aspect - his complex, craftsman -
like guitar work, the compulsive intellect
driving it all - is what keeps a discriminat-
ing listener coming back for more.

Beyond the delectable choruses and in-
delible hooks, the big payoffs in these
songs are the guitar solos, cleanly articu-
lated jewels of self-expression that recall
Richard Thompson's piercing six -string
epiphanies. Their tone and temperament are
unfailingly suited to the emotional subtext
of the songs, such as the tremulous wow -
and -flutter of the brief but tasty solo in A
Bit of Mrs. Jones, a tale of seduction whose
particulars bring to mind the scenario of
The Graduate.

Lightly dusted with a hint of country, a
dash of reggae. and a soupcon of shameless
Sixties poperaft. Gregg's songs take off
from familiar reference points but land in
places he can proudly claim as his own. A
good time is guaranteed - unconditionally.
(The album is available for $15 from Jag -
disc, 304 Mulberry St., #LJ, New York,
NY 10012.) P.P.

Siirfors Rule, Dude!
Fun fact No. 1: Laika and the Cosmo-
nauts are a surf -music group from

(of all places) Finland. Fun fact No. 2:
they're an absolutely brilliant surf -mu-
sic group from Finland, and maybe their
country's most interesting musical ex-
port since Sibelius called it quits.

Actually, calling Laika and Co. a surf
group is somewhat misleading. Granted,
they're an all -instrumental rock quartet
whose new album, "The Amaz ng Colos-
sal Band," stomps in
ways tha: will (deliber-
ately) remind you of
surf pioneers like Dick
Dale or the Ventures.
But in this day and age
the tag sets up certain
negative expectations,
which these guys don't
really live down to here.
In other words, they're
not post-modern iro-
nists trying to subvert
the genre (like, say. Shadowy Men on a
Shadowy Planet, of the Kids ;n the Hall
theme). They're not revivalists either;
on a purely aural level their sonic palate
is every bit as contemporary as, oh,
Smashing Pumpkins'. And they're not
even twang -guitar purists like the usual
run of neo-surf acts. Their sound is
equally dependent on all sorts of exotic
keyboard>, which suggests they teethed

on the Sixties British productions of Joe
Telster Meek as much as on authentic
California ho -dads such as the Surfaris
and the Chantays.

What Laika and the Cosmonauts turn
out tc be is something rather special -
great composers, arrangers, produc-
ers, End players who have discovered
hithe -to undreamed of harmonic and
rhyth-nic possibilities in a hitherto mor-
ibunc style. Whether it be endless-

ly imaginative originals
(like Delayrium and the
sardonically titled The
Man from H.U.A.C. -
look it up, kids) or total-
ly stoked takes on like-
minded film and TV mu-
sic (John Barry's The
1peress File, a blister-
ing main title from The
Avengers), the material
transcends any hint of
gimmick. Rather, what

you Fear is a truly world -class band do-
ing what appears to come naturally -
making pure pop surf music for the
Nineties and (probably) beyond. Miss
this cne and I'll come to your house and
smack you. S.S.

LAIKA AND THE COSMONAUTS
The Amazing Colossal Band
UPSTART 0 I 0 (44 min)

JIMI HENDRIX
Voodoo Soup

\I(':\ 11236 (57 min)
Performance: Revealing
Recording: Very good

The well -thought-out refurbishing of the
Jimi Hendrix catalog continues with this

latest prize, a best -guess assemblage of
what would have been his fourth official
studio album. The working title was "The
First Ray of the New Rising Sun," but Hen-
drix died before completing the album, and
most of the songs here surfaced later in
various scattershot Seventies compilations.
Now "Voodoo Soup" aims to be as close as
possible to the album we'd have had if he'd
lived to see the project through.

To my ears, it's successful; hearing the
songs in this new alignment gives them a
context they previously lacked. Only Hen-
drix knew his full intentions, of course, but
"Voodoo Soup" embraces both earth and
cosmos, revealing him to be moving toward
a grounding in funkier, blues -based forrns
while evoking the incomprehensible mys-
teries of the universe, like a science -fiction
writer or filmmaker whose medium of ex-
pression is the electric guitar. Belly Button
Window is a blues written from the perspec-

tive of an unwanted child in the womb.
Room Full of Mirrors, a comment on the
human ego, reveals Hendrix's immense
self-awareness: "I used to live in a room
full of mirrors / All I could see was me /
But I take my spirit and I crash my mirrors /
Now the whole world is here for me to
see." Then there's the sly, eloquent sexuali-
ty of Night Bird Flying, the dense, fever -
dream blues rifling of Midnight. and the
hard, black, tightly focused funk of Ezy
Rider and Freedom.

What's most impressive about "Voodoo
Soup" is how contemporary - or, rather,
timeless - Hendrix's music sounds a quar-
ter -century later. His creative intensity
musical vitality tower above anything else
ever attempted, before or since, in popular
music. P.P.

JANIS IAN
Revenge

BEACON 51559 (S2 nun)
Performance: Superfluous

Recording: Very good

Janis
Ian, the At ,Set enteen lass, all grown

up and presumably better prepared to
handle her angst and neuroses, returns with
an album co -produced by John Jennings,
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who has steered all of Mary Chapin Car-
penter's records to greatness. The problem
is that Ian doesn't have much to say any-
more, settling for sexual titillation (Stolen
Fire, about a lesbian triangle) rather than
solid content. Not even Jennings can make
a half -empty glass appear filled to the top,
and while the quasi -jazz framework he
gives Ian's material helps it go down easier
(the seductive Ready for the War will get
your juices stirring), not much about this
lyrically lame, instrumentally heavy-hand-
ed album is satisfying in the end. A.N.

GEORGE JONES
AND TAMMY WYNETTE

One
MCA I I 245 (33 min)

Performance: Splendid vocals, but ...
Recording: Very good

The reunion here of George Jones and
Tammy Wynette, one of country's great-

est duet teams (and legendary sparring part-
ners during their six -year marriage), has
been a long time coming - some 15 years
since the single Two Story House, not
counting the couple's reprise of their old hit
Golden Ring on Jones's "Bradley Barn Ses-
sions" last year. In some ways, the rapport
between them seems to have deepened,
which makes for a more comfortable vocal
performance (Wynette loves singing with
Jones's old Baptist harmony but often finds
his erratic phrasing difficult to follow). The
two have never been better than on this
album's What Ever Happened to Us, an
aching ballad in the vein of their stellar past
work, with Wynette supplying the vocal sob
and Jones the painful regret. They also
shine on If God Met You, which goes on to
say, "She wouldn't like you." But not all
the material is that strong; as Jones has ad-
mitted in an interview, "We kept trying to
find better songs, and we couldn't, and we
had to fill the album up." The Possum
knows his stuff. A.N.

Mudhoney: Why aren't these men laughing?

NATALIE MERCHANT
Tigerlily

ELEKTRA 61745 (50 min)
Performance: Dull
Recording: Good

'Jere's a math problem with aesthetic
WM overtones: If you have 10,000 Maniacs
and you subtract Natalie Merchant, how
many Maniacs do you have left? The cor-
rect answer is 10,000, because judging
from her somnambulent solo debut, Mer-
chant wasn't a Maniac at all. In fact, she
barely has a pulse.

The 13 tunes of "Tigerlily" seem to
crawl along. While the intro to Wonder fea-
tures a little guitar pizzazz and / May Know
the Word quickens its tempo slightly for the
chorus, neither is the sort of thing to get
you dancing in the aisles (true, the Maniacs
were never actually maniacal, but they did
crank it up at times). If the lyrics had a little
snap of their own, that might be compensa-
tion, but what you get here is vague, self-
pitying, and surprisingly naive. On Carni-
val, for example, Merchant actually seems
startled to learn that desperate and crazy
and insincere people can be encountered on
the street (duh!). And her vocals compound
the staid, airless quality of the songs. With
few exceptions, she sings without dis-
cernible emotion, so that in Beloved Wife.
the saga of a man so despondent over the
death of his longtime spouse that he con-
templates suicide, Merchant doesn't seem
mournful at all.

Three words: had career move. R.G.

MUDHONEY
My Brother the Cow

REPRISE 45840 (74 min)
Performance: Lively! (lyleviL)
Recording: Grungy (ygnurG)

ne of Seattle's most deafening - make
%/that deserving - bands, Mudhoney fi-
nally seems to be getting its due with "My
Brother the Cow," a near -perfect summa -

Maggie, Terre, Suzzy Roche: beguiling

tion of its strengths in the humor and hard -
rock departments. The album starts off with
the guitar -and -vocal lacerations of Judg-
ment, Rage, Retribution and Thyme, set to
an avalanche of grunge-metal barre chords.
Generation Spokesmodel takes the piss out
of indie rock's rulebook of hip etiquette:
"I got a guitar / Check it out, I'm a star /
Hey kids, how would I look on the cover
of Spin?" smirks singer/guitarist Mark
Arm. The twelve songs here - only one
of which clocks in at more than four min-
utes - are locomotive -fast, spiky, and sar-
donic as hell.

But Mudhoney also fires well -aimed
barbs at the, ahem, pro -life movement in
F.D.K (Fearless Doctor Killers) with lines
like "I'm all for life until the bastard's
born / After that he's out on his own." And
the album's moral undercurrent suggests
that Mudhoney isn't always laughing after
all; in fact, What Moves the Heart? might
even be a semi-serious query. As a grace
note, "My Brother the Cow" segues from
the closing track - a fierce Stooges up-
date/homage called 1995 - into a sound
collage that turns out to be the entire album
played backwards. Brilliant! P.P

THE ROCHES
Can We Go Home Now
RYKODISC 10299 (54 min)

Performance: largely invigorating
Recording: Very good

What is that?" asked a friend who
wandered in during the Roches'

eight -minute tongue-in-cheek tribute to
Seventh Avenue, My Winter Coat. "It's a
sister act," I replied. "Well, somebody
ought to squash 'em," she said. "They
sound just like a female version of the
Chipmunks."

Okay, so the Roches aren't everyone's
cup of tea. But their acoustic folkie-pop
grows on you, the playful melodies, eccen-
tric harmonies, and left -of -center observa-
tions on love and life often hitting the aural
bull's-eye. "Can We Go Home Now," their
most satisfying record in years, finds Mag-
gie, Terre, and Suzzy moving from quirky
entries like Christlike, which uses religious
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metaphors to describe the rage and desire of
a jealous boyfriend, to heartfelt songs such
as Home Away from Home, about a child-
hood friendship with an adult neighbor.
There's also a perfect nugget of domestic
hell in the title track, which might be about
the mental wrestling between mother and
daughter (or intimate friends), as well as a
funny/sad portrait of a woman who lives
alone, dreading the Holidays.

The Roches are capable of turning out a
bad line ("My heart was wounded on emp-
ty"), but on the whole their writing is clear,
concise, and beguiling, even if you don't
always immediately know it. Whether you
think they're squashable or lovable, of
course, depends on how musically adven-
turous you are. And on how you feel about
sister acts. A.N.

lh
Ira LT

SHAVER
Unshaven

ZOO 72445-11104 (47 min)
Performance: Smokin'

Recording: Good remote
Still country music's best -kept secret,
Billy Joe Shaver follows his brilliant

1993 "Tramp on Your Street" with a blast-
ing live set that leaves all the rough edges
intact. Revisiting such chestnuts as Fast
Train to Georgia, Hottest Thing in Town,
Honky Tonk Heroes, and Old Chunk of
Coal, Shaver and his son, Eddy, whose gui-
tar rides a lightning bolt to work, turn out a
splendid romp, Billy Joe's creaky tenor
sometimes evoking Jerry Lee Lewis and
otherwise sounding like the eternal lost
hobo communing with the angels. As for
Billy Joe's songwriting, it's simply the best
workingman's poetry that Nashville's seen
for decades. The next time somebody tries
to educate you on the virtues of Garth and
Vince, slip this one on the stereo and watch
'em crawl. A.N.

ROD STEWART
A Spanner in the Works
\R \I i.sx67 157 min)

Performance: The usual
Recording: Glossy

You can't tool inc, "A Spanner in the
Works" isn't really a new Rod Stewart

album. It's the same one he's been releasing
under various titles for something like two
decades now. Once again, rock tunes take a
back seat to big, glossy ballads (a good
idea, since Stewart's current band of ses-
sion hacks couldn't shake any rock-and-roll
action if you stood over them with a cattle
prod). There's an oddball song, usually by

Tom Waits, to prove he can take chances.
There's a song that hauls out the damn bag-
pipes (here, the oft -recorded traditional
Purple Heather, for which Stewart claims
authorship). There's an obvious "aging
rocker salutes his roots" song - last time
it was The Motown Song, now it's Muddy.
Sam and Otis. And as usual, there's also
one song that proves he's not completely
out of gas, though here that song isn't the
Tom Petty -written single, Leave Virginia
Alone (whose backwoods imagery is ill-
suited to Stewart's voice), but rather Bob
Dylan's Sweetheart Like You, an over-
looked gem that's performed in folkish.
Gasoline Alley style.

Stewart went Adult Contemporary long
before his time; by now he holds the record
for rock's longest -running creative cop-out.
His last album, the surprisingly good "Un-
plugged," where he did early Seventies ma-
terial with old pal Ron Wood, only proved
how far sidetracked Stewart's gotten. Of
course, critics have been saying such things
ever since 1975's "Atlantic Crossing," but
if Rod doesn't mind rehashing the same old
album, I don't mind rehashing the same old
review. Brett Milano

The ages of Skin

Remember Carol Shaya, the New
York City policewoman who once

bared it all for Playboy magazine
and then got bounced from the force
and plastered all over the tabloids?
Well, weep not for the famously
unemployed officer. Here, enjoying
her fifteen minutes of fame, we find
Shaya filming a new video (Girls -
town) with Columbia Records dance -
hall reggae star Super Cat. Food for
thought: Can Divine Brown be far
behind? S.S.

TERRELL
Angry Southern Gentleman
POINTBLANK 40099 (49 min)
Performance: Confessional
Recording: Good enough

Five
years after his well -reviewed debut,

"On the Wings of Dirty Angels," Terrell
returns with an autobiographical album
about his physical and psychological relo-
cation from Alabama to L.A. The problem
here is that the info in the press release -
the journey was financed by Terrell's stint
as a human guinea pig at Vanderbilt Uni-
versity's medical school - is far more in-
teresting than the musical trek itself.

While the lyrics sometimes conjure up
an arresting image ("Whispered like a cot-
tonmouth drinking lemonade"), and the mix
of blues, folk, rock, and country occasional-
ly packs a punch, Terrell never makes us
feel the chill of his real -life saga, whether
he's hustling women as a Redneck Gigolo,
setting up a bank heist (Strawdogs), or de-
claring himself at the end of his rope (Bro-
ken Man). Sell it to the movies, dude. They
like that surface stuff. A.N.

THE TRAGICALLY HIP
Day for Night

ATLANTIC 82729 (60 min)
Performance: Turgid
Recording: Annoying

The Tragically Hip are the biggest thing
since back bacon in the Great White

North, but they elicit no such sizzle in the
United States. "Day for Night" isn't likely
to change that, since R.E.M. has already
covered the territory - dense post -post-
modern rock - in "Monster." A turgid re-
hash by comparison, "Day for Night" is
long-winded and tedious, from the clotted
web of guitars that fulminate redundantly to
the doomsday vocal exertions of Gordon
Downie. There are intermittent flashes of
excitement, such as the neopsychedelic
bungee jump of Daredevil, but by and large
the album is an hour-long exercise in heard -
it -all -before. (Note: When will bands that
don't have even a half-hour of decent mate-
rial stop making 60 -minute CD's?) P.P.

KEVIN WELCH
Life Down Here on Earth

DEAD RECKONING 003 (43 min)
Performance: Hit and miss

Recording: Very good
AAlternative country artist Kevin Welch

recorded two impressive albums for
Reprise - the 1992 "Western Beat" is an
overlooked classic - before the label de -
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cided he wasn't selling enough and dropped
him from the roster. Too bad, because no
matter how few of his albums crossed the
cash register, Welch clearly demonstrated
he was a prestige act, a singer/songwriter
who could craft catchy, dignified commer-
cial tunes (Trisha Yearwood's That's What I
Like About You) as well as handle mystic
images and ideas.

Now recording for the indie label Dead
Reckoning, Welch does some experiment-
ing in "Life Down Here on Earth." Previ-
ously he was backed by his muscular and
eclectic band, the Overtones, who dipped
into rock, folk, and almost New Age. By
contrast, the new record features spare,
mostly Celtic instrumentation - Irish fid-
dle, pennywhistle, and accordion. Alas, the
experiment doesn't always work: The gen-
tle loper Troublesome Times, for example,
mostly sounds like Fellini movie music un-
til a classic soul guitar arrives, seemingly
out of nowhere, at the end of the track.

That said, Welch has made a more reflec-
tive album than his earlier collections, this
one seemingly about the choices you make
in life, good and bad, and learning to live
with the consequences. While a couple of
the songs sound too much like past efforts.
and the one story song, Kicking Back in
Amsterdam, doesn't really go anywhere,
there's at least one gem in The Love / Have
for You, a portrait of romantic obsession
that's stirring in its quiet intensity. This
may not be Welch's best work, but anyone
who cares about progressive country and
the poet's path will surely find something
to like in it. A.N.

YO LA TENGO
Electr-O-Pura

\I \ I ADOR 92550 (59 min)
Performance: Heartfelt

Recording: Murky

0 -or
a long time Yo La Tengo looked like

the ultimate critics' band, which isn't
necessarily a compliment. Led by singer/
guitarist and former rock scribe Ira Kaplan,
Yo La's early albums pursued a moody
shade of pop with some success, but there
were so many musical cross-references
and lyrical inside jokes (one song listed hits
of the group America) that the band's own
personality was lost in the shuffle. That
changed in 1991 with "May I Sing with
Me," where they mastered their influences
- jangly garage rock, folk/rock harmonies,
droney psychedelia. Their 1993 follow-up,
"Painful." was both moodier and catchier.
And the new "Electr-O-Pura" is the darkest
and most challenging of the three.

Much of "Electr-O-Pura" recalls Neil
Young's "Tonight's the Night," not so much
in its theme as in its murky sound and gen-
eral sense of dislocation, and there's some
pop reassurance between the lines. Kaplan
is a highly imaginative (if not technically
stunning) guitarist, and he knows the ex-
pressive possibilities of vibrato and fuzz -
tone. In fact, the lengthy closing track, Blue
Line Swinger, piles up so much guitar -
driven tension that it's a major relief when
the song resolves in an uplifting chorus.
You'd want to hunt the band down and
strangle them if it didn't. Brett Milano
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JAll
FREDDY COLE

Always
FANTASY 9670 (54 min)

Performance: Heart and soul
Recording: Very good

Twelve years younger than his famous
brother Nat, Freddy Cole is finally - at

64 - beginning to get the recognition he's
always deserved. Here, with a voice that

belies his age, Cole has come up with an al-
bum so drenched in romance that the pro-
gram might have been selected by an open
fire. This is mostly a lush orchestral affair,
with arrangements by Tom McIntosh, Rob-
in Eubanks, Joe Locke, Cole, and his son,
Lionel. But the singer isn't swamped by the
strings, and he is equally effective render-
ing Buffy Sainte -Marie's Until It's Time for
You to Go accompanied only by pianist Cy-
rus Chestnut. What a lyrical player Chest-
nut is - and, for that matter, what a great
crew producer Todd Barkan assembled for
this set. Chestnut, Eubanks, Antonio Hart,
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and Grover Washington, Jr., all contribute
beautiful solos. A wonderful album. C.A.

RICKY FORD QUINTET
Tenor Madness Tool
MUSE 5478 (51 min)

Performance: Hard-hitting
Recording: Good

UMerschel Evans was the tortoise and Les-
ter Young the hare in the Count Basie

Orchestra of the late 1930's, and together
they set the ground rules for tenor saxo-
phone competition. But the later model re-
ferred to here by Ricky Ford and Antoine
Roney is "Tenor Madness," Sonny Rol-
lins's 1957 album encounter with John Col-
trane. Though "Tenor Madness Too!" isn't
in that weight class, it's hard-hitting and en-
joyable. In addition to turning in his usual

TENOR
MADNESS

commendable job as a soloist, Ford has
crafted five more -than -functional originals
(the most ambitious is the moody but fluid
Blues Abstractions) and imaginative arrange-
ments of four standards, including Hank
Mobley's Up a Step and Dizzy Gillespie's
Con Alma. Best of all, Roney - Coltrane
in this match, which is to say the puncher to
Ford's boxer - for once sounds as explo-
sive as he usually does live, with his broth-
er Wallace's band. F.D.

KENNY GARRETT
Triology

WARNER BROS. 45731 (57 min)
Performance: On fire
Recording: Excellent

ir he most taxing part of a jazz critic's job
0 these days is listening to lots of albums

by musicians who have listened to lots of
albums. It isn't very often that a record as
good as Kenny Garrett's "Triology" comes
along - the first album I've heard by this
alto saxophonist that captures the fire he
showed in concert with Miles Davis in the
late 1980's.

The album is pianoless, just like Sonny
Rollins's "A Night at the Village Vanguard"
and Joe Henderson's two Eighties record-
ings from the same venue, but that isn't the
only similarity. Garrett is inspired and fully
equal to the very different challenges pre-
sented by Cole Porter's Just One of Those
Things and John Coltrane's Giant Steps on
one hand and by Johnny Mandel's A Time
for Love and Dave Brubeck's In Your Own
Sweet Way on the other. Even so, the most
enjoyable performances here are Garrett's
three witty originals, especially the careen-
ing Wayne's Thang -a clever twist on Fee
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Kenny Garrett: the fire this time

Fi Fo Funi, Wayne Shorter's twist on the
chords to Giant Steps.

Like Shorter (and Rollins, too), Garrett
at his most impassioned is Garrett at his
most jocose, but I won't ruin things for you
by itemizing his interpolations. Suffice it to
say that this is one of the year's most im-
pressive jazz releases, thanks in no small
part to the responsive support Garrett re-
ceives from the talented young drummer
Brian Blade and alternating bassists Char -
nett Moffett and Kiyoshi Kitagawa (hey,
if he's not offended by Oriental Towaway
Zone, you shouldn't be either). F.D.

BENNY GOLSON
Benny Golson Quartet Live

DRL1N I-L,S 36552 (67 nun)
Performance: Excellent

Recording: Excellent remote

Benny
Golson is a prolific composer

whose work includes many songs that
have become jazz standards as well as
countless TV show and commercial themes
you probably never associated with him.
That he is also an outstanding tenor saxo-
phonist is sometimes overlooked - unless,
of course, you are old enough to remember
the Jazztet, which Golson co -led with trum-
peter Art Farmer in the early Sixties. That
Golson is still the superlative player he was
thirty years ago is very much in evidence in
"Live," a 1989 quartet date recorded in
Italy. The group is completed by pianist
Mulgrew Miller, bassist Peter Washington,
and drummer Tony Reedus - three young
players who probably weren't even born
when Golson and his friend John Coltrane
were running around in their hometown of
Philadelphia looking for some place to play.
There is no indication of a generation gap
as these men perform, in a most cohesive
manner, the standard Sweet and Lovely,
Tom McIntosh's The Cup Bearers, and
three Golson originals, including his classic
bebop anthem, I Remember Clifford. Gol-
son clearly also remembers Coltrane; his
style is brisk, vigorous, and decidedly in
the hard bop vein. This is excellent no-
nonsense jazz. C.A.
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POPULAR MUSIC
LEROY JONES

Mo' Cream from the Crop
COLUMBIA 66628 (62 min)

Performance: Very interesting
Recording: Very good

Trumpeter Leroy Jones, a stylistic cha-
meleon who has spent three years

buried in Harry Connick's big band, is now
stepping out with his own album. A New
Orleans native, Jones is steeped in that
city's jazz tradition but not restricted by it.
"Mo' Cream from the Crop" shows the
young trumpeter maneuvering with ease
and creativity through an eclectic program
of standards and intriguing originals. The
opener, When My Dreamboat Comes Home,
is so weak I would have discarded it. The
rest, however, is just fine, and Jones plays it
with engaging flair, occasionally adding a
boppish stroke to moldy fig fare. Six excel-
lent musicians enhance these performances,

IP II 7C IE

THE BENT BACKED TULIPS
Looking Through ...
EGGBERT 80015 (58 min)
The nom du disque is from a Beatles song,
but the players are actually should -have -
been -big cult faves Dramarama. What's
here got left off a projected mid -Eighties
double album, and it's in the band's best
mode - ironic retro hard rock with gobs of
wit and intelligence, including a great take
on the Rolling Stones' version of Stevie
Wonder's I Don't Know Why. S.S.

THE BEST OF DICK & DEE DEE
VARESE SARABANDE 5576 (37 min)
Thanks to one of the odder vocal blends of
the Sixties, these kids' hits - The Moun-
tain's High and Thou Shalt Not Steal -
remain sui generis in 1995. Collector's
note: The real curiosity is. a version of Jag-
ger/Richards' Blue Turns to Grey, with the
Stones themselves as backing band. S.S.

ESQUIVEL
Music from a Sparkling Planet
BAR/NONE 056 (37 min)
More late Fifties and early Sixties space-age
bachelor -pad music from the suddenly cele-
brated creator of the genre. To be sure, the
vogue for this sort of thing is in part a Gen
X joke - but kitsch or not, the stuff isn't
stupid. On its own big -band terms, it's actu-
ally wildly inventive, not to mention a great
way to show off your stereo system. S.S.

notably trombonist Lucien Barbarin (now
there's a historic N.O. surname) and bassist
Walter Payton. More, please. C.A.

PAT MARTINO
The Maker

EVIDENCE 22121 (51 min)
Performance: Smoldering

Recording: Excellent
Recovered from the various neurological
and other medical problems that ren-

dered him inactive for much of the Eight-
ies, Pat Martino has made what might be
his best album ever. He's never been the
sort of guitarist who confuses volume with
intensity, but his playing here is smoldering
- it burns quietly and slowly, but it does
burn. His piercing tone in two original bal-
lads is testimony to his awareness that a
hornlike approach to guitar is as much a
matter of pitch as of flying fingers (not that

NAND IN HAND:
SONGS OF PARENTHOOD
MUSIC FOR LITTLE PEOPLE 42569 (51 min)
Some of my best friends are parents, but
find this collection of songs by the likes of
Joni Mitchell, Bobby McFerrin, Judy Col-
lins, and John Lennon so smug and self-sat-
isfied that it could be used to promote the
sale of birth -control devices or complete
sexual abstinence. William Livingstone

THE POLICE
Live
A&M 540 222 (two CD's, 147 min)
Everybody's favorite bottle -blond power
trio at the beginning of their career (in a
Boston club) and on their final tour (at an
Atlanta arena). Verdict: a terrific memento
of a great band, Sting's faux Jamaican ac-
cent notwithstanding. S.S.

THE SMITHEREENS
Blown to Smithereens
CAPITOL 31481 (61 min)
Question: Why aren't the Smithereens one
of the biggest bands on the planet? Only
conceivable answer: Some sort of prejudice
against regular guys from New Jersey. And
if you doubt that, check out this quite re-
markable best -of compilation, in which
their Beatles-meet-AC/DC synthesis is dis-
tilled to its absolute essentials. Pop -rock
doesn't get any better. S.S.

TRANCE 1
ELLIPSIS ARTS 4000 (77 min)
Just as Christian monks used chant to
heighten spiritual awareness, the other great
religions of the world have employed music
to open the mind to alternate realities. This

Art Pepper: triumph at the Vanguard

disc provides excellent examples, including
hymns to Hindu deities and music from
Turkish dervishes and Tibetan Buddhist
monks. It's wonderfully exotic. W.L.

CARLOS WARD
Fates
PM 0001 (75 min)
Ward is a veteran alto saxophonist and
flutist who's never received a fraction of the
attention due him. This self -produced CD
- only Ward's second as a leader - isn't
quite the showcase it might have been,
but it's worth hearing; I wouldn't want to
have missed his keening version of The
Gypsy, a song indelibly associated with
Charlie Parker. (Available from PM, phone
718-778-2947.) F.D.

SPEEDY WEST & JIMMY BRYANT
Stratosphere Boogie
RAZOR & TIE 2067 (36 min)
The duo of pedal steel guitarist Speedy
West and lead guitarist Jimmy Bryant was
well known in Nashville circles, but their
astonishing, breakneck country -jazz instru-
mentals (recorded for Capitol) have lan-
guished in obscurity since the Fifties. What
do they sound like? Imagine Les Paul's ear-
ly records rendered without the benefit of
overdubbing and you get a vague idea; in
any case, you can take the title literally.
Great fun, and a real historical find. S.S.

THE WHO
A Quick One
MCA 11267 (56 min)
Sell Out
MCA 11268 (72 min)
The restoration of the Who catalog contin-
ues in the revelatory fashion established by
the recent "Live at Leeds" reissue. Which
means both of these Sixties classics now
run twice their original length, with bonus
tracks quite often as sublime as the familiar
stuff. Great moment (on "A Quick One"): a
heretofore unreleased 1966 medley of My
Generation and Land of Hope and Glory (!)
that pretty much puts the Sex Pistols in
perspective. S.S.
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POPULAR MUSIC
his fingers don't fly, especially in his own
The Changing Tides). Pianist James Ridl,
bassist Marc Johnson, and drummer Joe
Bonadio help make this an exemplary al-
bum of modem chamber jazz. F.D.

ROSCOE MITCHELL
Hey Donald

Dla.AI:ARK 475 (57 min
Performance: Not so straight -ahead

Recording: Very good

Scome
of the folks I know who've heard

"Hey Donald," a Roscoe Mitchell quar-
tet date with Jodie Christian on piano and
Tootie Heath on drums, have been referring
to it as the veteran Art Ensemble of Chica-
go member's first straight -ahead album.
Maybe, but only comparatively speaking.
The quizzical tilt of Mitchell's tenor phras-
es on the semi-R&B title track confirms
that straight -ahead for him is pretty twisted
for anybody else, and his duets with bassist
(and fellow AAC member) Malachi Favors
are exploratory by anyone's standards. It all
makes for a stimulating hour of music, with
the underrated Christian giving occasional
lessons in the art of hard hop piano. F.D.

ART PEPPER
The Complete Village Vanguard Sessions

CONTEMPORARY/FANTASY 4417
(nine CD's. 388 min)

Performance: Monster in a box
Recording: Excellent

Phase I of Art Pepper's career included
his days as a star soloist with the Stan

Kenton Orchestra, his 1950's LP's for Con-
temporary, and his anomalous position as a
white West Coast hard bopper, as well as
his enslavement to heroin, numerous jail
sentences, and many tentative comebacks.
Phase 2, which ended with his death in
1982, began with his triumphant week-long
gig at New York's Village Vanguard in
1977. during which he fronted a quartet
featuring pianist George Cables, bassist
George Mraz, and drummer Elvin Jones.

In the 1980's, Contemporary released
four LP's of Pepper live at the Vanguard,
and now we have nine CD's from the gig,
each including one complete set (intros,
false starts, and all) recorded during the last
three nights of Pepper's engagement. This
represents one of the few opportunities
we've had to follow a great musician's
progress from night to night. Pepper holds
up brilliantly under this close scrutiny, lib-
erated (despite Jones's presence) from the
Coltrane influence that gripped him in the
years just before and audibly gaining in
confidence as the nights wear on. To say
that a jazz improviser "talks" through his
horn might be the hoariest of clichés, but in
Pepper's case it applies. Beginning with
this gig, "He shouted, squalled, moaned,
cried, whimpered, and shrieked whenever
he felt like it," observes his widow, Laurie,
in her eloquent essay. aptly titled "Mon-
ster," in the notes for this set.

Pepper, then in his early fifties, apparent-
ly was determined to prove that he was the
equal of any musician ever to play the hal-
lowed Vanguard, and he came pretty damn
close. This music still pricks, almost twenty
years after the fact. F.D.
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URAL Music
BARTOK: Bluebeard's Castle

Szendrenyi, Struckmann; Frankfurt Radio
Symphony, Inbal

DENON 78932 (60 min)
Performance: Big

Recording: Revealing

Bluebeards
Castle, Banok's only opera,

a powerful single act of psychological
music drama, has had numerous revivals
over the years and more than one memo-
rable recording. The rooms in the castle are
the dark recesses of Bluebeard's mind, and
his wife, Judith, who tries desperately to
fling open the doors, is ultimately trapped
behind them. That may sound like old-fash-
ioned Freudian hokum, but, in fact, as
transformed by Bartok's stunning score, the
piece is extraordinarily effective. The big-
gest problem is that the libretto is in Hun-
garian, and the vocal writing is profoundly
wrapped up in the sound of that strange lan-
guage. A translation is probably desirable
on the stage but doesn't seem to work in a
recording.

The solution here involves a strong Hun-
garian singer as Judith, soprano Katalin
Szendrenyi, and a vocally and dramatically
outstanding German, baritone Falk Struck-
mann, as Bluebeard. The Frankfurt Radio
Symphony may not be a major-league out-

fit, but under conductor Eliahu Inbal - the
real star of the production - the perfor-
mance has size, and the recording throws
considerable light on Bartok's most colorful
and evocative work. E.S.

BRAHMS: Clarinet Quintet
WEBER: Clarinet Quintet

Stoll/man: Tokyo String Quartet
RCA 68033 167 min)

Performance: Fine Weber
Recording: Agreeable

Scome
twenty years ago the young Rich-

ard Stoltzman and the Cleveland Quar-
tet made an irresistibly warm and compas-
sionate recording of the Brahms Clarinet
Quintet. The remake at hand with the To-
kyo Quartet is not irresistible. It is impecca-
ble in respect to technical assurance, but
somehow a little less convincingly Brahms-
ian. I get the feeling that Stoltzman and his
associates this time around felt they should
take a more overtly dramatic approach, and
in so doing came off sounding constrained
and "uptight." There is drama in the work,
to be sure, but it is drama on Brahms's own,
generally expansive terms, which seem to
have been rejected here in favor of a more
objective or more externalized view that
simply doesn't work as well.

'hem McFerrin
obby McFerrin, best known as a

Eljazz and pop vocalist and compos-
er, has now made his debut recording
as an orchestra conductor. "Paper
Moon.- released by Sony Classical in
mid -July, features McFerrin conduct-
ing the Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra
in Mozart's Eine Kleine Nachtmusik
and his overture to The Marriage of Fi-
garo as well as in excerpts from Stra-
vinsky's Pulcinella and Mendelssohn's
Midsummer Night's Dream. McFerrin
also displays his unique talents as a
vocal "instrumentalist" by performing
the solo part in Bach's A Minor Violin
Concerto, Boccherini's String Quintet
No. 1. Faure's Pavane, and Tchaikov-
sky's Andante Cantabile and joining
the orchestra's principal cellist as one
of the soloists in a Vivaldi concerto for
voice and cello. Bobby McFerrin, conductor

NEW RECORDINGS

REVIEWED BY ROBERT

ACKART, RICHARD FREED,

DAVID HALL, JAMIE

JAMES, GEORGE JELLINEK,

ERIC SALZMAN, AND

DAVID PATRICK STEARNS

Weber, on the other hand, is certainly
taken on his own terms in his somewhat
lighter but downright adorable quintet;
everyone involved seems to be wholeheart-
edly and uncontrivedly relishing its affec-
tionate good humor. There is simply no
more fetching current version of this work.
The sound is generally agreeable in both
concertos, though the cello might have been
a bit more in the picture. R F

BRUCKNER: Chamber Works
LArchibmielli

SONY 66251 176 (mu
Performance: Conscientious

Recording: Very clear
istorically informed string -instrument

WU performances are the stock in trade of
L'Archibudelli, the Netherlands -based group
of players centered around cellist Anner
Bylsma, who is here joined by violinists
Vera Beths and Lisa Rautenberg and vio-
lists Thrgen Kussmaul and Guus Jeuken-
drup. The CD comprises all of the rare
chamber works by Bruckner, whose output
was otherwise almost wholly devoted to the
symphonic and ecclesiatical.

The four -movement String Quartet in C
Minor dates from 1862, a period that also
saw completion of Bruckner's first orches-
tral work, the Overture in G Minor. Along
with a rondo in the same key, the quar-
tet makes for pleasant listening, with spo-
radic glimpses of the mature composer in
the middle movements and some real virtu-
oso writing in both the finale and the ap-
pended rondo.

The String Quintet in F Major dates from
the end of the 1870's, when the composer
was taking a breather from the stormy dra-
ma of the Fifth Symphony, not only by this
brief detour into chamber music but also by
way of the most amiable yet enigmatic of
his nine mature symphonies, No. 6. I side
with those who find the quintet, for all its
absorbing episodes, something of a misbe-
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Aiwa NSX-999 NEW!
:, duatioo-rev us 120 watts/ct CALL

Aiwa NSX-0858 NEW!
assette &make CALL

Loudspeakers

1376
YAMAHA

Yamaha NSA -636
3 -Way Speaker System

design .8 inch woofer
...,drange & dome tweeter

Nor rating 10.140 watts .8 ohm impedance
Mfr. List Price $175

$9 9 y9 5/P a(jrAM NSArir,

Design Acoustics PS.CV55
. 5. wod.e shielded each 869"

Pinnacle PN5e/Oak. 5 25' woofer parr s9995
Technics SB-LX50-BK

...ay 10" woofer. NEW! parr $1 1 995
Aiwa TS -W5

:..red'Swans. shielded each $1 49"
Technics SB-LX90

"+0. P. . 15' woofer paIr $1 999°
Recoton W-440 99"

CALL US

Annps/Preamps/Tuners
(NMI JVC

63%OFF /wml

re,
JVC AXZ911BK

Stereo Integrated Amplifier
 *00 watts per channel l- rwertr

th 4x oversampling OptiCa
axial & DAT digital connections TGOld-plalel

 --mats *Remote 'Mr List Price $1100. 00

v. $39995
Proton AA -2080

T. -; irler, 30 wafts per sham* $49995
Proton AA -1660
- -..annel Power Amplifier for Home Thar, $59995
Carver PM -700

al Power Amp. 225 wattsich CALL
Proton AP -2000

.!enirecv-S25995
Carver PSC-50

Hurographyt CALL
JVC FX1100BK 57% OFP ,,,

0470 00

Turntables/Equalizerst.

33/45/78
SPEEDS!

Thorens 180
3 -Speed Belt Drive Turntable

35. le r p m AulornatrC shutoff & au'
tract *Synchronous motor Adiustable ar
-rating *External power supply Includ.
santon cartridge Mfr. List Price 9429.95

$29995rice (THN 180)

Teac P-595
T urntable. semi -auto. Belt -serve. w/ cartndpe$8995

Aiwa PXE850
Thrtable, includes tannage - . $1 1 9"
Technics SL-BD22K
 ,ern, -aut, I  . $1 4595

56595

 arrafize Arum Or, 55595
Technics SH-GE70

analyzer $18995

Teac E0A-11 0
oualize

Teac ECIA-220

JBL (@)

JBL 4312
Studio Monitor Loudspeakers

dnver. midran
n 'r t,anel controls Bla

.,sh *Et ohms 100 watt capacity

Mfr. List Price 689995

$499r
ow
icer

95/pair
kJBL 4312BK)

Cerwin Vega L7
: way, 7' woofer parr $16995
Advent Gallery

- wad speakers. Mute ..,s1 999'
Recoton W-410
Wrreless Indoor/Outdoor Speakers parr $19995
Acoustic Research 570

.,artneT 35 waftsJspkr pair S24995
Celestion MP1'lour ..adret pair $26 995
C e rwin Vega AT15

$59915

Compact Disc Players

RCA CD -1051M
Compact Disc Player

Midi size 9 -key remote control 2 -digit
display 2x oversampling Dual 16 -bit C. A
converters 20 program memory 1 year parts

labor warranty WWI Price 6169.95

$89$5nee

Technics SL-PG450
. 1 -bit. 20 -track pruciranyurnci. remote 5149"
Sherwood CDC -5030R
5 -disc Changer. remote

$149"
Magnavox CDC7451 7 A 95
..5 -disc Changer. 192x oversam( smote -1
Technics SL-PD78755-disc

XLM-417
51 7995

-disc Changer. front-tw irls;

-isle-play. remote CALL
Aiwa DX-C100M

CALL

Phono Cartridges .

sudalschnice

Audio Technica DR950
Universal Mount Phono Cartridge

T standard & F. -mount s ?stems -

' I stylus  10-301300Hz frequency resp
force 1-16 grams

Was $69.95

PrIOur $2995
rice (AT 011950)

Audio Technica PT300
-Universal mount, elliptical stylus

Audio Technic. PT600
*Universal mount, elliptical stylus $249$
Stanton 500ALMP
,,tanclard mount. rOr DJ 2 -pack .

Ortofon CCPRO Kit
,,orde, tor DJ. std mount. w/ eftra styles

Stanton 680ELMP
-Standard mount, Deluxe DJ model. 2 -pack

Ortofon CCE-Kit
,rde light Club ribpraled heathel stviu 59995

S1995

$3995

57 995

58995

7212±±±10-1
_ffgrys -^5"1ole7exw

Bose' Acoustimase 3 Series III
Direct/Reflecting* Speaker System
Two cube speakers pl
module provide deep bus_ a r , . ,r.g

with minimal space used *Black or while finish

Our $399
nue (BD5 AMMII

00 (133S AM3111BK)

B OW VS -100-
-Center Channel Speaker, shielded ear. 5999'
Bose' 100

$14900-Compact Speakers, black or white pair

Bose* 201 Series Ill $ 1 980.
. 1:lima/Reflecting' Compact Speakers par

B ose' 301* Series III
.1:erect/Refl. way

B ose' 50 1V
$51 8°°

Bose' AM 7
Ilechrre par4toor Stand's;

$89900

pairt31800

TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD
SHOP BY PHONE For PHONE ORDERS ONLY24 HOURS A DAY 1 800 221 8180
7 DAYS A WEEK Outside U.S.A. Call:

FROM ANYWHERE IN THE USA 1-718-417-3737
J&R Music World, Dept. 580995, 59.50 Oueens-Midtown Expressway, Maspeth N.Y. 11378 _ cow
FAX 1-800-232-4432 N.Y. Dept. Of Consumer Affairs Licensee 0900310, 0900615, 0900616, 0900617 Wfs- 90005

This Month's
CALL To ORDER

mMusic &aw) IN THIS ISSUE
New Classical Music

PAVAROTT I
& friends 2

-=4=it""

Luciano Pavarotti
Pavarotti And Friends 2

s'12" $8"CO Cann

Mario Lanza: Mario! Lanza At His Best
RCA 68130 CD $7.99

Cassette $4.49
Itzhak Perlman: The American Album

ANG 55360 CD $11.99

G orecki: Kleines Requiem
NON 79362 CD $11.99

Cassette $7.99
Mahler: Symphony 16, Boulez

DG 445835 CD $11.99
Alexander Nevsky, soundtrack,
Slatkin. RCA 61926 CD $11.99

Cassette $6.99
Adagio, Herbert Von Karajan

DG 445282 CD $11.99
Beethoven: Piano Concerto #5,
Glenn Gould, SON 52687 CD $11.99

Cassette Decks
JVC

a

JVC TDW309
Dual Cassette Deck

 -dal auto -reverse *Deck 1 play, Deck 2 plea.
ecord Dolby B, C & HX-Pro *Pitch control s
c mixing *Full logic silent mechanise

 .3 -selection music scan wr. List Price
$259.95

$169950 MIN309)

Teac V-375
enter mounted mechanism 57 495

Technics RS-TR262
al deck, auto -reverse, Dolby KM -Pro -15995

Sherwood DD -6030C
- .al auto -rev. Dolby ti/D/HX-Pro $1 9 995
Technics RS-TR575

Al auto -rev. Dolby ESC-. HT

Aiwa AD -S950
:olby S.

Teac W -6000R

$22995

'299"
$42995

SE HABLA ESPANOL



PRINTER MONITORS/COMPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY DISKS/COMPUTER S
ESS SYSTEMS/HOME SECURITY/PERSONAL COMPUTERS/PORT

IUS1C®
WORLD

00

Super Specials!

ASK ABOUT OUREXTENDED WARRANT/

Music Videos

(2.1.freverk
n!..

99
VHS

$68"LASER

Bach: Cello Suites Rostropovich

s24"VHS

53499 iptift
LASER

Three Tenors In Concert 1994

Pavarotti: In Central Park ...VHS $24.99
Laser $30.99

Pavarotti: In Confidence
with Peter Ustinov VHS $15.99
Wynton Marsalis & Peter Martins:
Accent On The Offbeat VHS $20.99

Laser $24.99
termini& Zeffirelli VHS $15.99

Laser $30.99
Yo -Yo Ma: At Tanglewood VHS $24.99

Laser $24.99
Garth Fagan Griot New York

VHS $20.99
Laser $24.99

Madams Butterfly, Freni,
Pavarotti VHS $30.99

Laser $50.99

Electronic Reference

Panasonic C -CR100
Business Card Reader

Compact. lightweight design Builtan scanner *Holds
up to 500 cards on record *World clock, calculator,
calendar, organizer, address file, and currency
converter *Appointment minder .precip,pp OCR

Owe

Our $39995
(PAN CFCRI00)

Franklin MWD-440
t,onaly/Thesiurus. wAOOKMAN cartridge slot $401/5

Sharp Y0110
.'a Organized. 34K .11-charader/34ine display

$49$$
Casio SF -8900

.,cutive B 0 S.S.. 256K memory

Psion Series 3
$12995

ter 256K. biiiEn 51 99"
Sh..rp r's- '499"
H ewl k.f rcl HP 200LX $49995

33.

Hi-Fi Stereo VCRs

Panasonic PV -4562
VHS Hi -Fl Stereo Recorder

 4 -heads VCR Plus. programmer *Program
Director` *English, Spanish & French on -screen
programming 'Universal remote

MN List Price $379.95

Our

1,?)'c$32995'e (PAN evir r:')

Samsung VR8705
4 -heads. 8-event/1-month programmable $229 95
Panasonic PV -4561
-1-heads. VCR Plus.. universal remote .. $29995
JVC HR -J620 NEW!
4 -heads. I -year/B-event, remote ...... $2999$
Sony SLV-740HF NEW!
-1-heads, shuttle control. 13-event7I-marth CALL
Sony SLV-940HF NEW!
-0-heads, VCR Plus., unified remote CALL
JVC HR -S7100

-p Plus., pg/shuttle CALL

DJ Equipment & Lighting

Gemini CD9000
Dual CD Player

 Perfect for the DJ  18-mt with 8 times
oversampling Pitch control Ef fects  19'
rack mountable  110/220 v plts for worldwide
use MB. Jul Price $1375.00

Our $ 79995
(GMI CD90001

Ness UL36
Pin Spot Light. includes lamp. gruel $2995
Ness MB012 :3795
12' Mirror Ball

Gemini PFAX- 1 5A
-Scralchmaster Disco Mixer '109"
Gemini MB -460
-Disco Speaker. IS' woofer ear $17950
Audio Technics AM400 si 9995
DJ Muer, voice changer

Gemini PMX-3000
*DJ Mixer. EQ 2-phono/5-fine $254"

Cameras/Optics

MCI
CASIO. NI

Casio QV -10
Liquid Crystal Digital Camera

Built-in LCD lets you view images 3S soon as you
them *Up to 96 images can be selected, display,.
saved in memory *Macro capablieConnects to
big -screen viewing -*Download to /our corrputer

O

Our

$ 79995
(CAS OVIC)

Olympus Infinity Mini 6666965
LtraCompact Weatherproof Camera. 35ern

Olympus SuperZoom 3C00
-Compact Zoom Camera, weatherproof $22995
Pentax112Zoom 120
*38-120mm Zoom Camera $32995
Nikon N50" Outfit
-Autolocus SLR Canera Nikko, 35.8Curn lens CALL
inviter 310375 $5995
.8021 Compar ....
Canon 12x3615 '899"

_

).33 INN II

Camcorders/Laser Disc/TV

Panasonic PV -1Q505
VHS -C Palmcorder Camcorder
 Color viewfiu'J Digital EIS Digualszoon
Aith viewfinder display Suilt-in light 14

speed zoom. 20:1 digital zoom
Mt List Price$999.95

95779 (PANPV 050,

Panasonic PV -10405
,,S -C Camcorder 14 1 enable sp power mum --
JVC GR-AX900
-VHS-C Camcorder. hens color viewfinder CALL
Sony CCD-TR400
e-fi Brnm Camcorder. SteadyStior. soorrs899 95
Panasonic LX -H670
4.V Auto -Reverse Laser Disc Play.

Panasonic CT -20G20
:?0" Steno Color N. universal remote.

JVC AV26BM4
.16' Steno TI/

'429"
'279"
'369"

DAT Recorder & Accessories

Sony TCD-D
DAT Walkman Player/Recorder

Lonc play mode for up CD 4 hr of ecordm;
& playback Anti -shock -nechanix m *Hi
speec AMS searchDigifal coaxia & optica
input 4 output -Carrying case supplied

$6 4995
I Ct (SON IC 0071

Sony ACE6OHG
,or for TCD-D7

Sony POCDA12
g1.31 Optical CAN

Sony MDR -D33
: gdal Monitor Headphones

Sony ECM -909A
-,e-Pont Stereo Microphone

Sony RMD3K
"AT Stereo Integration Kit. Inducts remote$1 9995
Maxell R120DPA-2PK
AT Tade. 120 minutes . _2-gic $1 1 $8

$.1995

57995

$7995

$9995

MVPRMS.,,,Ma,

Computers
Dots say ems me
A IMP MCI ION
A COLOR 11071180Old

Com 3aq Aen 4/33C
486SX 33MHz

Color N ztebook
1 70MB had drive ..IMB RAM

Backlit passive matrix color:
display  1 44MB sot floppy

drive 4.2 lbs *Trackball
speaker

'Software library9995 CCIMPACI

Add-Ons For Compaq Aero 4,33C

8MB Additional RAM
(CPO AE/10-81.41) S1 9995.

'When parchased Alm with km 4/33C

Slip Case (CPO AERO-CASE
$1993

Mobile Port Expander (CP3 PORTEXP) $1996

Dock Station icvoitERO-Dosri $49"
1412u41r.cP-ett NIMANi 3atte" $9958
LcomFurre I PALDAIEDIA

[ MON T

PRINTERS I

SC.FTWARE

!PEI IPHFRALSI

AudioSource Specials
AudioSource'

ee QQ
AudioSource AMP One

Power Amplifier
.80-watts/che *Bridged output of 20CI-watts mono
. 1_0(i right outL at level controls *Separate high
medium level inputs (for direct connection of CD
players) Mr. List Price $349.95

Price
m$2699$
AudioSource EQ-8/1I
'1,A Pic Equalizer. 10 bands/channel

AudioSource VS Tvo
:, Channel Powered Speaker

AudioSource EQ-11
-Graphic Equalizer. cape -to -tape dubbing $1 1 9"
AudioSource Ea -12
-Graphic Equalizer/Spectrum Analyzer $ 1 9995
AudioSource SS Five
-Surround Sound Processor tett, Ampliters1299"
AudioSource SW Four
-Powered Subwc

$9995

$9995

Sennheiser Headphones

5NRINHEISER

50TH APOSSIESSARY

SPECIAL OMAN 1/4

Sennheiser HD414
50th Anniversary Open -Aire' Headphones

 T he headphone that broke the comfort
returns, in a special signed edition Lightwc
comfort for hours of fatigue -free listening
crystal-clear sound

Dar $4995
Price (SEW HD414)

Sennheiser HD320
-Supraural. digitally compatible. dual plugs '5995
Sennheiser HD340
-W.de-response supraural. *death compat dual plug,$ 7995

Sennheiser HD52011
-Drcumaural Open -Aire. great at high vc4,4, $9995
Sennheiser HD545
.013tn-Aire., vewet headband. dual plugs

z13996
Sennheiser 13450
Intrared Wireless System '179"
Sennheiser HD580
Aucophile. top-nted, circumaural $19995

J&R Catalogue

For FREE Catalogue, Please Mail in:
Or Call Toll -Free 1-800-221-8180 Write To:

J&R Music World
Department SR0995

59-50 Queens -Midtown Expressway
Maspeth, NY 11378

NAME

ADORE

CALL US TOLL FREE FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED IN THIS AD
TO ORDER BY MAIL: SEND MONEY CEDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CUECK. MASTERCARD. VISA. AMERICAN EXPRESS or OISCOVM1 CARD (Include
Interbank No expiration date & signature) To J&R MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SR0995, 59-50 OMENS -MIDTOWN EXPFESSWAY, MASPETH,
QUEENS, NY 11378. Personal & business checks must clear our Authorization Center berme processing. Shipping. handling & insurance
charge (for Continental US) is 5% of total order with a $4.95 minimum Tor orders up to $5313; 4% for orders over ;500 to 01000: 3% for
orders over $1000. For heavy/oversized items, shipments by air. or to Ci nada, Alaska. Havaaii. Puerto Rico or Virgir Islands 'please call for
information. DO NOT SEND CASH. Sorry. r o COD's. NY residents. please add sales tax
ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION & ACCEPT1NCE. SOME QUANTITIES MAY BE LIMITED. NOT RESPO4SIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL OR PICTORIAL ERRORS
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. Copyright 1995 J&R Music World
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CLASSICAL MUSIC

Anton Bruckner
!,onit Intet

t,tring Quartet

ATchihudelli

gotten symphony. Heresy or no, I keep
wanting to hear a full orchestra, or at least a
full symphonic string body. As is almost al-
ways the case with Bruckner. the heart of
the quintet is in the richly textured polypho-
ny of its slow movement. The episodic last
movement has a decidedly symphonic end-
ing. The remaining work on the CD, the
somewhat rough-hewn, Landler-like D Mi-
nor Intermezzo, was composed as an alter-
nate to the quintet's scherzo; while pleas-
ant, it is not as individual in character.

While L'Archibudelli's musicianship can-
not be faulted, the recording, done in what
seems like a small but nicely airy church, is
very clear and bright, notable more for an
almost analytical sorting out of linear ele-

ments than for a sonic blend. The music re-
ally needs both qualities. D.H.

D MUSSY: La Mer; Nocturnes; Jeux;
Rhapsody for Clarinet

Cohen: Cleveland Symphony Chorus and
Orchestra, Boulez

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
439 896 (71 min)

Performance: Superb
Recording: Spacious

Pierre
Boulez has by now rerecorded

with the Chicago and Cleveland Sym-
phony Orchestras on Deutsche Grammo-
phon most of the Debussy. Bartok, and
Stravinsky works he recorded twenty-five
or thirty years ago in Cleveland, New York,
and London for what was then Columbia
Records, and the new versions have super-
seded the earlier ones in every respect. The
new performances benefit, of course, from
glorious orchestral playing and spacious
digital recording, and Boulez has added a
welcome degree of interpretive warmth to
the insights and technical precision he has
always brought to this music. The three big
works on this new disc benefit enormously
from all of those developments.

In his earlier recording of La Mer Boulez
took a curiously deliberate view of the mid-
dle movement ("Jetty de vogues"). The new
performance is nearly as slow. and almost

certainly the slowest among current record-
ings of this section. and yet this time the
pacing seems only mildly "expansive" -
neither at odds with the imagery in the mu-
sic nor a breakdown in its continuity - and
the grandeur of the work's final section is
quite remarkable.

So is everything else in this collection.
There is certainly nothing hinting at delib-
erateness in the Nocturnes, which move
with an otherworldly lightness and grace,
nor in the still underacknowledged Jeux,
which is not merely X-rayed as it was be-
fore but comes off as a work of great com-
municative power. Franklin Cohen, the
Cleveland Orchestra's principal clarinetist,
brings a high level of distinction to the
Clarinet Rhapsody to round out a truly out-
standing issue. R.F.

GLASS: La Belle et la Bete
Soloist,; Philip Glass Ensemble. Riesman

NONESUCH 79347 (89 min)
Performance: Musically magical

Recording: Excellent

Philip
Glass's first music -theater work

based on films of Jean Cocteau, Or-
phee, was more or less a traditional opera.
but La Belle et la Bete (the non -Disney ver-
sion of "Beauty and the Beast") uses live
performers to accompany the original film.
There is an aspect of Glass's work that

Schumann and "The Romantic Generation"
wo of this year's most appealing pi-
ano oreleases have come out at the

same time, complementing each other not
only in respect to repertory (none of
which is directly duplicated), but in per-
forming style as well. The repertory link is
the music of Schumann, to which Abdel
Rahman El Bacha's Forlane disc is devot-
ed in full. A somewhat broader link is a
shared view of the music produced in the
quarter -century that followed the death of
Beethoven. Charles Rosen's illuminating
and enjoyable MusicMasters CD, "The
Romantic Generation, released around
the same time as his new book The Ro-
mantic Generation: Music 1827-1850 (Har-
vard University Press), also includes
some small works of Chopin and Liszt.

Rosen's book itself comes with a CD,
and three of the performances there are
duplicated on the MusicMasters record-
ing - Liszt's Reminiscences de Don
Juan, his piano arrangement of Chopin's
song My Joys, and one of Chopin's own
nocturnes. Along with another Chopin
nocturne and Liszt's transcription of his
own song Die Loreley, the MusicMasters
CD offers one of the richest of Schu-
mann's sets of "characteristic pieces,"
the Davidsbundlertanze. Rosen plays the
first edition of this big suite, which, as he

points out in his annotation, is richer in
"fantastic details" than the revised ver-
sion. He does not go in for any sort of
empty showmanship in the Liszt or Schu-
mann pieces, but in going for substance
he does not neglect tonal beauty either.

El Bacha, a 36 -year -old Lebanese who
won the Queen Elisabeth of Belgium
Competition at 19, shows a similar seri-
ousness toward the musical integrity of

Pianist Charles Rosen

the Romantic era's defining works and
is likewise equipped with technical re-
sources that enable him to devote his en-
ergies to interpretation and communica-
tion. His Schumann program is an imagi-
native one - the Sonatas No. 2 and No. 3
(the so-called Concerto without Orches-
tra) framing the Waldszenen - and his re-
sponse to it is refreshing. His touch is
light, his sense of proportion is unfailing,
and every phrase shines with a radiant,
clarifying intimacy that is never at odds
with the music's essential vitality. In

short, he gives the impression of unlimit-
ed confidence and belief in these works.

The sound is first-rate on both discs.
Richard Freed

SCHUMANN: Davidsbandlertanze
CHOPIN: Two Nocturnes; "My Joys"
(arr. Liszt)
LISZT: Reminiscences de Don Juan; Die
Loreley
Charles Rosen (piano)

MUSICMASTERS 67154 (73 min)

SCHUMANN: Piano Sonatas Nos. 2
and 3; Waldszenen
Abdel Rahman El Bacha (piano)

FORLANE/KOCH IMPORTS 16722
(63 min)
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The Largest Selection Of Name Brand Electronics At
The Absolute Lowest Prices! From 20%-40% Off List!
SONY Panasonic .JVC _HOSE
Technics Ca11011 SHARP A MITSUBISHI

RCA G .VIDEO 0)) PIONEER'
The Art of Entettninmert TOSHIBA.

Now a days, more and more people want the latest in technology like Toshiba Perfect Flat, Panasonic
Super Flat, Hitachi Ultra Vision, Sony, JVC on other high resolution monitor at great low prices!

the home theater stem
laser combi players

At Authorized Electronics we have
new arivals daily & carry thousands of

name brand camcorders
all at the guaranteed lowest prices.
SHARP VLE-42 4" Color LCD $819
Panasonic PV-IQ505 Hifi, Color VF . . . Reduced,
Sony VX-3 Pro 3 CCD Hi 8mm Hi . . In Stock!
Hitachi Compact Hi8 Color VF Stabilizer . $799

Sony Camcorders at the Lowest Prices!

Authorized Electronics also carries

8mm, beta, & vhs
decks all at the guaranteed lowest prices.

Hi Band 8MM Play and record $399
Super Beta slow motion $399
Panasonic 4 Head Hifi Stereo $219
Toshiba Flying Pre -amp 6 Hr recording $350
PANASONIC PV -4366 S -VHS HitI Shuttle $379

For that finishing touch we carry

car audio siistems
AMIFMCASS removface 25 wps $99
AM/FMCASS rem/ face CD control 25 ups . . $149
6 Disc CD Changer Ultra Compact $219
6 Disc CD Changer RF Modulator & rernote$289

The first essential for your home
theater
is of
course a

big
screen
we carry
all your
favorite
brands!
100" High Resoled' on LCD Front P -o) . . . $1995
60" RCA PIP, Surround, Univ Remote . .$1999
50" Dolby Pro Logic Rear Projection . $11999

45" Cinema Wide PIP Surround $2599
35" Tube MTS Stereo & Surround $999
25" Philips Table Top w/ Remote $249

The next step is quality audio, a

hi fi stereo receiver

Dolby Pro logic 100 watts per channel . . . $199
NEW Dolby Surround AC-3/Pro Logic. . . CALL
TIDCIDolby Pro Logic Receiver 5799
Dolby Pro Logic 125 wpc, multi room -multi source
programming, 5 Spkr outputs 5669

CALL FOR THE LATEST MODELS!
For the latest in digtal technology

digital recorders
Digital Compact Cassette,

Digital Audio Tape,

DAT,Mini Disc,

DCC, & KM

STARTING AT

$499

MY Eli

425 lines of resolution & CD audio
all wrapped into one package!
Pioneer CLDV-860 Laser Karaoke Retideci 1
New 60 Disc CD Changer $249
24 Disc CD Changer $1$9
100 Disc CD Changer $349
CD & Laser Video with auto reverse $379

To finish the system off a great pair of
room shaking hair razing

beakers
We carry hffi brands like Bose, BTC
Advent and much more!

Two Rear & Otte Center Channel Pkg
Front Channel Bookshelf Speakers
Mitsubishi Dual Satellite Speaker &
Subwoofer System (Orig $549) $299
6 Pc. Full Surround System w/subwoofer .$549

$)9
$79

bookshelf f mini systems
Dual Cassette, 24 CD Changer 200 watts. $369
Dual Cassette, 3 CD Changer 100 watts. SLc9

Technics, Sony,
Aiwa, & JVC

p

EN to tit swats Ng ati.Asiw---)

-J

4, 4.

1-800-937-3537
SAMMAN'S ELECTRONICS 1166 HAMBURG TPKE. WAYNE, NEW JERSEY

All prices q _toted include Manufacturer's standard accessories & U.S. Warrarty.
All units are factory sealed. We ship within 24 hours. Customer Service 201-696-65"31

/PM MEM 0110 MOMS =1" =Pa IMP  =11 AMP

OM fir  MN 41 El ins ....el
Ninw kilmo re es I 4imii w or mmo -

ONE CALL
DOES IT ALL!
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
might most simply be called "music as
magic." The incantatory and transformative
qualities of his style lend themselves per-
fectly to fairy tales and other otherworldly
subjects, and this one is perfect material for
his imagination.

But what a difficult task Glass has set
himself! Replacing the original soundtrack
of a film, with singing where there was spo-
ken dialogue, requires Glass to set, and the
performers to sing, every single line of the
original in a quasi -lip -sync style. It is not
just a matter of timing. Spoken dialogue in-
variably moves along much faster than nor-
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mal sung text; thus, everything in this opera
has to be quick, beyond recitative, breath-
less in its pacing. The result is that there is
almost no chance for lyric expansion in the
voices. All the musical development must
be left to the orchestra, and even the or-
chestral music, although more varied in
pacing than the vocal parts (you can sing
quick syllables against slow music), tends
to stay on the move as it tries to keep up
with the film.

In live performance and also in this re-
cording, the opening scenes seem, if not
quite frenetic, perpetually out of breath.
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And the problem is exacerbated by the clas-
sic difficulties that confront non -French
singers trying to sing in French; sometimes
you feel they can barely spit out the sylla-
bles. Eventually, though, both singers and
audience adjust and begin to get wrapped
up in both story and music. Even a small
relaxation of the pace creates a big lyric
feeling. Glass's clear linear/harmonic style
has real affinities with Cocteau's classical
clarity; both artists play continually with
strong emotions captured within very se-
vere restraints.

Glass's theater music works best when it
involves his own ensemble of winds and
keyboard instruments, here augmented by a
string section and brass. There are no stand-
outs in this ensemble cast, although John
Kuether's uncanny ability to switch vocally
between the Father and the Moneylender is
striking. The somewhat goody-goody char-
acter of Beauty, the unrelentingly intense
parlando of her part, and the linguistic dif-
ficulties all leave Janice Felty hovering on
the edge of a difficult role. Gregory Purn-
hagen, who sings both the Beast and Beau-
ty's would-be lover Avenant (who turn out
to be, more or less, two aspects of the same
creature), shows a somewhat surer com-
mand of French; he also has the best oppor-
tunity to create character through music,
and he makes something of it. The ample
booklet contains an interview with the com-
poser and full texts and translations. ES.

GRIEG: Piano Concerto; Symphonic
Dances; Elegiac Melodies; Peer Gynt

Suites; Holberg Suite; Lyric Pieces
I',,hlocka; Polish Radio Symphony,

Wojciechowski
CONIFER/RMG 51750 (two CD's. 153 min)

Performance: Pristine!
Recording: Excellent

Put this budget -price two -CD Grieg col-
lection down as a real sleeper even

though the public is not exactly crying for
yet another recording of the Piano Concerto
or the two Peer Gym Suites. My anticipato-
ry "What, again?" feelings turned to enor-
mous satisfaction and pleasure as the rela-
tively unknown pianist Ewa Poblocka
launched into the concerto with a combina-
tion of beguiling warmth and impulsive
vigor that simply disarmed all criticism.

There was never any letdown through-
out the set, either on Poblocka's part or by
the excellent Cracow -based orchestra under
the direction of Tadeusz Wojciechowski.
The orchestral pieces, ranging from the all
too familiar Peer Gynt excerpts and Two
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
Elegiac Melodies to the boldly scaled Sym-
phonic Dances, are all performed as though
they were written yesterday, with pristine
freshness, verve, and poetic sensibility. The
dance movements of the Holberg Suite are
featherlight, and there is a deeply moving
pathos in the fourth movement.

In many respects the most surprising
parts of this collection are the eight ex-
cerpts from the Lyric Pieces, all originally
written for piano. Listen to the magical
Evening in the Mountains from Op. 68 and
the amazing proto-Debussyian Bell Ringing
from Op. 54. The recording is just fine,

with brightness and punch, and plenty of
warmth in the strings. D.H.

LEHAR: The Merry Widow
Studer, Bonney, Skovhus, others; chorus;

Vienna Philharmonic, Gardiner
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON

439 911 (79 min)
Performance: Creamy

Recording: Rich

If you still regard the early -music scene
the way a steak eater thinks of tofu, the

idea of musicological revisionist John Eliot
Gardiner conducting The Merry Widow
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DISCOVER

must seem breathtakingly perverse. Sur-
prise! He provides all of the schmaltz and
Viennese sensibility anyone could want,
though not without significant emendations.

Normally, The Merry Widow is per-
formed with only the piano score; apparent-
ly an orchestral score simply doesn't exist,
or didn't until Gardiner had one made from
parts supplied by the Lehar estate. It makes
all the difference. Numerous orchestral de-
tails emerge, giving the whole operetta a
much greater sense of musical foreground
and background. In many ways, Gardiner
achieves a sumptuousness to equal that of
Herbert von Karajan's 1972 account, though
when he tarries over a passage here and
there, it's with a much greater sense of pur-
pose. Those who know Gardiner through
his unyielding Beethoven symphony set
won't believe this is really him.

Soprano Cheryl Studer creates a sexy,
coquettish Hanna by reining in her Wagner-
ian pipes. As Danilo, the bright young Dan-
ish baritone Boje Skovhus portrays his Act
II rejection by Hanna with an unusual grav-
ity that gives the opera's action a stronger
dramatic counterpoint. Soprano Barbara
Bonney is an elegant Valencienne and bari-
tone Bryn Terfel an appropriately blustery
Baron Zeta. D.P.S.

MENDELSSOHN:
A Midsummer Night's Dream

Battle. Von Stade. Dench: Tatiglev,00d
Festival Chorus; Boston Symphony, Ozawa

DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
439 897 (56 min)

Performance: Musically splendid
Recording: Likewise

Musically, this is a beautiful issue. Fred-
erica von Stade, who sang the Second

Fairy's music in German in the lovely Or-
mandy recording on RCA Victor, is every
bit as persuasive in this English -language
version. Kathleen Battle, the Tanglewood
Chorus, and the orchestra are similarly com-
mitted. Seiji Ozawa is obviously in love
with the work; he even helped edit the spo-
ken text for a single narrator - and there's
the rub.

Kurt Masur's recent Teldec recording of
the Midsummer Night's Dream music was
spoiled for most Anglophone listeners by
having narration in German. Ozawa's,
which otherwise exudes more charm than
Masur's, is also spoiled by the narration
even though it is in English. Actress Judi
Dench has distinguished herself in the the-
ater, but there is just too much of her here
in relation to the music. I'm put off by all
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CLASSICAL MUSIC
the intensity, by the jarring entrances, and
by her pauses after each line of verse, irre-
spective of expressive sense. It doesn't help,
either, that in many of her segments she
seems to have been recorded from the
depths of a cistern.

Ozawa's singers and players are recorded
handsomely, and some listeners will not be
distressed by the narration. My own feeling
is that this glorious music works best either
in the context of the play itself, with its var-
ious characters taken by different actors, or
as a pure concert work with the barest mini-
mum of spoken material - or none. R.F.

MOZART: Three Fantasies (K. 396, 397,
and 475); Piano Sonata in C Minor
(K. 457); Adagio in B Minor (K. 540)

Valery Afanassiev (piano)
DENON 78945 (69 min)
Performance: Intriguing

Recording: Lifelike
All five n (irks here are in minor keys,

Mind three of them bear the title "fanta-
sy," which might have suited the K. 540
Adagio as well. More than an hour of dark,
minor -key Mozart in Valery Afanassiev's
hands may be rather too much - in fair-
ness, though, the monotony may reflect
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$249

. $199
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YAMAHA CDC555 5 Disc Changer . .

ONKYO FULL LINE IN STOCK
DYNACO CDV1 Vacuum Tube CD .

SONY CDPCA9ES 5 Disc Carousel . .

SONY CDPCA7ES 5 Disc Carousel
SONY CDPC365 Play & Change . .

SONY CDPC445
MARANTZ CD63SE Audiophile .

SEPARATES
ADCOM GFA6000 Multi Channel Amp...$699
B&K FULL LINE BEST PRICES!
LEXICON CP3+ THX Processor . $2299
HARMON KARDON FULL LINE CALL!
ACURUS A-150 Power Amp. . . $599
DYNACO FULL LIN IN STOCK!

MINI SYSTEMS
DENON D-700 Best Mni System .

YAMAHA CC -90 3CD Changer .

AIWA NSX-V70 100W + 100W
SONY MHC-055
AIWA LCX70
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$4 6 9
$329
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 ADCOM  BROTHER  HARMAN KARDON 

more on his programming sense than on
his playing. Of course, no one has to listen
to all of any recorded collection at one sit-
ting, and this one may be worth trying in
shorter takes.

As with his earlier recordings, Afanas-
siev has provided bizarre annotation con-
sisting largely of philosophical -autobio-
graphical -confessional essays and "poems"
sprinkled with references to the Tibetan
Book of the Dead and citations of his own
other writings. If you don't look at the an-
notation you may well find that his per-
formances are intriguing, credible state-
ments of the music (if you do read it, you
may feel he succeeds musically in spite of
himself). He has no apparent technical
problems, he clearly knows the material,
and he only occasionally belabors a dramat-
ic point. He presents the C Minor Fantasy
(K. 396) in the unfinished form in which
Mozart left it; the piece is certainly more
poignant that way than with any of the con-
clusions that have been suggested. There is,
in fact, a good deal more poignancy than
bluster in these performances, and the ex-
ceptionally lifelike piano sound is quite a
boost. R.F.

PURCELL: Dido and Aeneas
Gens, Martin-Degor, Berg, others; Les Arts

Florissants, Christie
ERATO 98477 (52 min)
Performance: Superb
Recording: Natural

PURCELL: Dido and Aeneas
Bott, Kirkby, Ainsley, others; Chorus and
Academy of Ancient Music, Hogwood
L'OISEAU-LYRE 436 992 (52 min)

Performance: Luxuriously cast
Recording: Excellent

Few
pre -Mozart operas deserve so many

wonderful recordings as Dido and Ae-
neas. And though neither of these two new
ones is as vividly characterized as Nicholas
McGegan's on Harmonia Mundi with Lor-
raine Hunt, William Christie's set on Erato
offers soprano Veronique Gens as the most
vocally lustrous Dido on the early -music
scene, and Christopher Hogwood's set on
L'Oiseau-Lyre has all manner of musico-
logical alternatives even though its music -
making is one-dimensional.

While some of Christie's recordings have
emphasized polish at the expense of expres-
siveness, this is not one of them. Dido's fa-
mous "When I am laid in earth" has a near -
shattering emotional impact thanks to the
funereal pacing - and also to Gens's regal
vocalism, which so naturally conveys the
gravity of the situation. Instrumentally,
Christie makes much of the harmonies, col-
ors, and dance -like rhythms. And while
there is a welcome French accent to the
playing, the singing is idiomatic and unac-
cented.

Hogwood's Dido, Catherine Bott, initially
seems vocally thin for the role, though she
is ultimately satisfying by virtue of her ver-
bal nuances. Elsewhere, Emma Kirkby is
happily cast as Belinda, especially when
she matches pipes with Julianne Baird in
the cameo role of the Second Woman. In
general, this recording is luxuriously and
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CLASSICAL MUSIC

QUICKFIXES
BACH: Goldberg Variations
Konstantin Lifschitz (piano)
DENON 78961 (79 min)
Bach composed his "Goldberg" Varia-
tions to provide diversion for an aristo-
cratic patron who suffered from insomnia.
Lifschitz's deeply felt interpretation has
virtuosity and great clarity of articula-
tion as well as the elegance, delicacy, and
liveliness Bach's patron asked for. He
keeps me awake and alert throughout
the piece. William Livingstone

BRAHMS: Symphony No. 3;
Alto Rhapsody
Van Nes; Tanglewood Festival Chorus;
Boston Symphony, Haitink
PHILIPS 442 120 (54 min)
Bernard Haitink and the Boston Sympho-
ny deliver some burnished -gold Brahms-
ian moments, but both he and contralto
Jard van Nes are less persuasive here than
in their own earlier recordings of the re-
spective works. Van Nes showed more
conviction in her recent Alto Rhapsody
with Herbert Blomstedt and the San Fran-
cisco Symphony, and Haitink himself
achieved greater overall momentum in the
Third Symphony he recorded with the
Concertgebouw Orchestra some twenty-
five years ago. R.F.

ANUS
HAYDN

10(001.014,1101110
ft. . 1.141M

LA PETITE BANDE

HAYDN: Symphonies Nos. 99 and 100
La Petite Bande, Kuijken
DEUTSCHE HARMONIA MUNDI
77328 (52 min)
Sigiswald Kuijken has given us some
superb Haydn performances, but these
newest ones are curiously underanimated.
The witty syncopations in No. 99 are
smoothed almost entirely away, and there
seems to be a determination to avoid the
slightest hint of a smile, let alone real
sparkle, in the "Military" Symphony.
Roger Norrington's similar coupling on
EMI is far more fetching and comes with
a little bonus: Haydn's seldom -heard
Covent Garden Overture. R.F.

PROKOFIEV: Romeo and Juliet, Suite
Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra. Chung
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON
439 870 (63 min)
Prokofiev made three suites out of the
score for the ballet Romeo and Juliet, and
Myung-Whun Chung has drawn on all of

them to make a fourth. This is a big -size
effort recorded in the Concertgebouw hall
itself. Alas, Chung's selection of numbers,
the glossy, brilliant style of the perfor-
mance, and the fatness of the recorded
sound have the curious effect of acousti-
cal overkill, making the music seem alter-
nately bombastic and trivial. E.S.

SCHUBERT: Symphonies Nos. 4 and 8
Ilelsinghorg Symphony. Ostrowsky
DISCOVER 920213 (64 min)
Here's a fine budget CD that not only in-
telligently pairs Schubert's two "tragic"
symphonies, but also presents them in
readings imbued with both verve and pas-
sion. Virility and sensitivity are displayed
throughout No. 4, called the "Tragic"; I
especially like the weighty menuetto. The
performance of the truly tragic "Unfin-
ished" (No. 8) is deliberate and highly
charged in the first movement, heart -
clutching in the second. Israeli -born Avi
Ostrowsky bears watching. He has his
fifty Helsingborg musicians on their toes
all the way. Excellent sound. D.H.

TALUJON PERCUSSION QUARTET
Hum
I ALUJON 001 (60 min)
Talujon starts out this self -produced re-
cording debut with a whopper reading of
the Cage Third Construction and then
goes on to a knife-edge performance of
Part I of Steve Reich's Drumming, Dean
Drummond's tricky Dirty Ferdie, and a
few items from the quartet's own bag of
tricks, including four players on a single
marimba, vibrating metal dipped in water,
even a bit of collective wit billed as Their
Four and Sow Three (the music is as odd
as the title). If you want this exciting and
amusing album you will probably have to
write directly to Talujon at 140 Riverside
Dr., #9C, New York, NY 10024. E.S.

FREDERICA VON STADE
Voyage a Paris
RCA VICTOR 62711 (70 min)
Frederica von Stade has long made a spe-
cialty of early twentieth-century French
art songs, and she brings her usual verve
and charm to bear upon the ones in this
generous collection. Her voice sounds
whitish and thin at moments of stress,
however, and she is just a touch heavy-
handed with feathery -fine trifles such as
Satie's Trois Melodies and the Poulenc
miniatures she has selected. Martin Katz
gives her expert support on the piano,
and the recorded sound has a pleasing
resonance. J.J.

innovatively cast, with a male Sorceress
(David Thomas) and a boy soprano as the
First Sailor (Daniel Lochmann). There are
even authentic sound effects (mostly thun-
der) borrowed from Baroque -era machines
at the Drottningholm Court Theater, though
they sound more like offstage car accidents.

Hogwood has also plugged all of the
holes that musicologists have found in the
score with dances and ritomelli derived from
existing music in the opera. The Christie re-
cording plugs only the Act II finale, round-
ing out the opera's tonal scheme with an
animated, gloating witches' chorus written
by Bruce Wood in the style of Purcell.
Though some might frown on the practice
of inserting newly composed music, it's the
most dramatically effective solution. D.P.S.

SCHUBERT: Schwanengesang;
other songs

Holzman; Cooper
PHILIPS 442 460 (77 min)
Performance: Beautiful

Recording: Excellent

Recitals
have become endangered spe-

cies in our musical landscape, but we
can always hope for a turnaround with
artists like the Austrian Wolfgang Holzmair
in our midst. It's the beauty of the voice it-
self that first grips the listener: a light bari-
tone of moderate size and range, used with
great skill and refinement. Within a rela-
tively limited dynamic scale he displays a
sensitive pointing of words and abundant
coloristic variety. Songs of an intimate na-
ture, like Die Taubenpost and Friihlings-
Sehnsucht, bring out his artistry most im-
pressively, but he doesn't slight the bitter
Heine songs either, capturing the wrench-
ing despair of Der Atlas and the ghostly
aura of Der Doppelganger. At the risk of
carping, I do find his temperament a shade
too placid, too concerned with sheer beauty
of sound. A bit more defiance in Aufenthalt
and a jauntier approach to Ahschied would
be welcome.

Five additional songs on texts by the
Schwanengesang poet, Johann Seidl, and
two additional rarely heard songs on poems
by Ludwig Rellstab (Lehensmut and Herbst),
all dating from Schubert's final year and
thematically attuned to the spirit of the cy-
cle, complete the program. Imogen Cooper,
a distinguished concert pianist in her own
right, is an outstanding collaborator. G.J.
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by Lorentz Design

Featuring our patented ALLSTOP STORAGE SYSTEM, no slots.
no plastic molds, no wasted space  Full -extension drawer
slides  From high quality oak veneers and hardwood 
23" H x 19 1/2" W x 17 1/2" D  Fully assembled  Stackable 

Available in Light, Medium. Dark Oil Stain ($225) &
Black ($235) - Plus shipping and handling.

To order or for free brochure

800-933-0403
Lorentz Design, Inc.  P.O. Box 277

209 Parkway Ave. N.  Lanesboro, MN 55949
FAX 507-467-2468

To place a classified ad in the industry leading titles of
Hachette Fillipaccbi Magantses, hfc,
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In Canada: 1.212-767-S790
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At last
the perfect way to store
CD's; our CD box holds

60 CDs
in light or dark oak,
@ $69.00, or walnut,
@ $74.00, all plus $7.00
for shipping 8 handling

Hills Products

P.O. Box 55 Candia, NH 03034 - call us at
1-800-247-2018 with orders - or for a free
catalog of all our fine products!

CD STORAGF+
SORICE SYSTEMS Include...
Video, Cassette, LP, Laserdisc
and Component Storage Units.

O Our A300 Model shown stores 30C CD's.

 Impeccably crafted in these Premium Solid
Hardwoods: Oak,Walnut, Teak or Cherry.

O Adjustable aelves store any combination of
CD's, Video! 6' Cassettes - all in One cabinet.

 Adjustable Solid Brass Bookends keep Discs 69
Tapes upright and in place.

Cabinets can be stacked, wall mounted or left
free standing.

 Optional Wald or Glass Doors are available.

Enclosed basic provides dust protection.

Compact size: 391/2"H x 231/2"W x 71/2"D.
Cabinet comas assembled.

No. A300 (Shown in Solid Brown Oak)

L soRice
PO Box 747.21, Nutley, NJ 07110
Credit Cards, Checks and Money Orders acceine,1
30 Day Money Back Guarantee and a Full t. hi,

\......Year Warranty on all Models.

For FREE Color Literature & Prices
on our Full Line of Quality Products

Call: 1-800-432-8005
Fax: 1-201-667-8688
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CD -576 $159.95
 Holds 576 CDs or 345 Audio

Cassettes (top 2 tiers also
hold 56 Video Cassettes)

 Solid Oak wood with hand
rubbed finish

 Includes 8 dividers
 Assembles easily
 58 1/4"Hx32 1/4"Wx10"D
 Also available in Black

CD -260 $59.95
Holds 260 CDs or 160 Audio

Cassettes (top tier also holds
20 Video Cassettes)

 Solid Oak wood with hand
rubbed finish or Black

 Includes 6 removable dividers
 Assembles easily
 35"Hx22"Wx9"D

CDV-80 $59.95
 Holds 80 Video Cassettes or

212 CDs or 128 Audio Cassettes
 Solid Oak wood
 Includes 4 removable dividers
 Assembles easily
 34 1/2"Hx23 1/2"Wx8 3/4"D

CD TOWER $69.95
 Holds 100 CDs
 Elegant styling
 Custom crafted with Cherry

or Oak finish
 Stackable
 Convenient revolving feature

Free delivery in 48 states

Leslie Dame Enterprises, Ltd.
111-20 73rd Avenue
Forest Hills, NY 11375
Call (718) 261-4919 FAX: (718) 793-8804
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CD STORAGE CONNECTION

puts manufacturers of CD
storage units in touch with the

ideal audience...
CD purchasers

unsurpassed in size, buying
activity & the need for storage

of their ever-growing
CD collections!

Take advantage of this ideal
opportunity to increase your

company's sales by
participating in the next

CD STORAGE CONNECTION

For advertising information call:

1  800  445  6066
(Monday -Friday, 9-5 EST)

'n Canada: 1.212.76705750
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CLASSIFIED
For Advertising Information Call 1-800-445-6066, gam-5pm EST

PLEASE NOTE: It is impossible for us
to verify all of the claims of advertisers,
including product availability and exis-
tence of warranties. To confirm that an
advertiser is authorized to sell a product,
we suggest you contact the manufacturer
directly. Please review our Tips for Mail
Order Purchasers in this section.

RECORDS

LV/CD/RECORD COLLECTOR'S SUPPLIES. Jewel boxes, record
jackets, sleeves, storage boxes, 78 sleeves, dividers. much
more! Free brochure: CABCO PRODUCTS, ROOM 641. P08
8212. COLUMBUS, OH 43201. (614) 267-8468.

HALF MILE VINYL. AFFORDABLE PRE -OWNED LP& SELECTED
W/CARE. CLEANED & GRADED. CALL F/INFORMATION. SASE
CATALOG/WANTS: BOX 98. EAST WAREHAM, MA 02538
(508)295-2508.

AUTHORIZED

 ALCHEMY
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 CARVER
 GFtADO
 HAFLER
 HARMAN-KARDON
 KIMBER
 LEXICON
 MARANTZ
 M & K

 NAD
 NHT
 NILES
 PARADIGM
 PS AUDIO
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 SANUS
 SONY
 SONY ES
 SUMIKO
 THORENS

CAMBRIDGE  MASSACHUSETTS

617-547-2727

Q
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Q AUDIO
95 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA 02 139

SAVE 40% ON HIGH -END home speakers,
subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702.
1 (800) 283-4644.

Ix
For the Musical Oitterr,oce

Authorized Dealer For:

 NAD
 GRADO
 PROAC
 APATURE
 PSB
 CWD
 STAX
 SANUS
 M & K
 KEF
 ONKYO
 SONY ES
 ADCOM
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 TARGET

 CARVER
 LEXICON
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 AUDIOCONTROL
 CELESTION
 ALTEC LANSING
 NILES AUDIO
 NITTY GRITTY
 SOUNDSTREAM
 HARMAN KARDON
 MONSTER CABLE
 ROCKFORD/FOSGATE
 POLK AUDIO

2808 Cahill Road, P.O. Box 224
Marinette, WI 54143 (715) 735-9002

1-800-826-0520

HIGH -END HOME. AUTOMOTIVE. AN LOUDSPEAKERS AND KITS
WIDE SELECTION OF SPEAKER COMPONENTS V1FA DYNAUDIO.
MB. PEERLESS. AUDAK OTHERS. FOR BEGINNERS & EXPERTS. FREE

CATALOG. A&S SPEAKERS. 4075 SPRIG DR., CONCORD. CA
94520. (5101685-6400; FAX (510) 603-2724.
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'One of America's Finest
Audio/Video Stores"

AUTHORIZED DEALER
We stock 106 brands of Audio/Video and Car

Stereo, only a few Korea in America can
make this statement and virtually
all of us are located in college

towns adjacent to
hi -tech Universities.

Acurus Nakamichi
Adcom Niles Audio
a/dIsil Onkyo
Aloe Onkyo Integr 
Alpine Phase Tech
Aragon Panama
Atlantic Tech PS Audio
Audio Control PSB
AudloQuest Rock Solid
B tirK Sanwa
B&W Sennheiser
Bell'oggeUi Sharp Video
Cal Audio Lab Signet
Celustion Snell
CWD Sony
Demon Sony ES
Dunlavy Sound Anchor
Esoteric Straight Wire
Forte Sunfire
Haller Tara Labs
Kimber Kable Target
KEF Threshold
Klipsch Velodyne
Lexicon VTL
McCormack Yamaha ..8
Mirage 47 More at
Mitsubishi KEEP'S Boa 2
Monster Cable Lawny... KS 
MarK 12 Showrooms
NAD M.T W -T lOsts-Sprs
NEAR lOrtelas

A U111()/V I IIECI
913-842-1811

SAVE - BUILD YOUR OWN SPEAKERS! We have all the compo-
nents you need design books also. MENISCUS, 2575 28th St
SW Wyoming. MI 49509 (616) 534-9121

EXPERIENCED, FRIENDLY ADVICE! FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE, PS.
CWD. CARY. KINERGETICS, KEF, PHILIPS. AUDIOQUEST. FRIED
KIMBER KABLE, QUAD. SPICA, STRAIGHPNIRE, MORE!' READ
BROTHERS, 593-B KING. CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
294034803)723-7276.

OUR 20TH YEAR! CALL 1(800) 826-0520. *
NAD * SONY ES * ONKYO * CARVER * HARMAN
KARDON * KEF * GRADO * LEXICON * ATLAN-
TIC TECHNOLOGY * PSB * AUDIOCONTROL *
MONSTER CABLE * NILES AUDIO * SONY DSS *
THORENS * PROAC * PANAMAX * CWD *
CELESTION JAMO * ALTEC LANSING * SANUS
SYSTEMS * RECOTON * STAX * OMNI MOUNT *
TARGET * SOUNDSTREAM * SOUND ANCHORS
* KICKER * MTX * CLARION * ROCKFORD
FOSGATE * SOUND SELLER, BOX 224, 2808
CAHILL, MARINETTE, WI 54143-0224.

FOR SALE

PLEASE NOTE:
A * AFTER A PRODUCT INDICATES

THE ADVERTISER IS AN AUTHO-

RIZED DEALER FOR THAT PRODUCT.

B&W  CARVER  DENON  KEF  NAD  ONKYO -
POLK  OTHER LINES AVAILABLE  24 HOUR
AUTOMATED PRICING  COURTEOUS ASSIS-
TANCE  AMERICAN THEATER SYSTEMS  (904)
321-0100.

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

It is impossible for us to verify all of
the claims of advertisers, including
product availability and existence of
warranties. Therefore, the following
information is provided for your
protection.

1. Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
brand, model, color or finish, acces-
sories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the
allowable return period, who pays the
postage for returned merchandise,
and whether there is any "restocking"
charge.
3. Understand the product's war-
ranty. Is there a manufacturer's war-
ranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or
foreign manufacturer? Note that
many manufacturers assert that,
even if the product comes with a
U.S. manufacturers warranty card,
if you purchase from an unautho-
rized dealer, you are not covered
by the manufacturer's warranty. If
in doubt, contact the manufacturer
directly. In addition to, or instead of,
the manufacturer's warranty, the sell-
er may offer its own warranty. In
either case, what is covered by war-
ranty, how long is the warranty peri-
od, where will the product be ser-
viced, what do you have to do, and
will the product be repaired or
replaced? You may want to receive a
copy of the written warranty before
placing your order.
4. Keep a copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondance. For phone
orders, make a note of the order
including merchandise ordered, price,
order date, expected delivery date
and salesperson's name.
5. If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
or if no time was promised, 30 days
of receipt of the order, you generally
have the right to cancel the order and
get a refund.
6. Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not
allowed.
7. If you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
letter to the seller with all the perti-
nent information and keep a copy.
8. If you are unable to obtain satis-
faction from the seller, contact the
consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local Post Office.

If, after following the below guidelines,
you experience a problem with a mail
order advertiser that you are unable to
resolve, please let us know. WRITE to
Susan Ross, Special Marketing, 45th
floor, Hachette Filipacchi Magazines,
1633 Broadway, NY, NY 10019. Be
sure to include copies of all corre-
spondence.
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ORD PLAYER NEEDLES
AND CARTRIDGES. World's
Largest Selection an
Lowest Price!!

Proud to promote Audio Technics, Audloqusst,i
Bang & Olufsen, GoIdling, Grado, Ortofon,
Shure, Signet, Stanton, Nitty Gritty, Last,
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B & W KEF, MIRAGE. DIFINITIVE. NHT. CELESTION, POLK VE-
LODYNE. M & K NAKAMICHI, ADCOM. DENON. B & 0. CARVER.
DARMONT. LEXICON, & MORE. LOWEST PRICES. MOUNTAIN AU-
DIO. INC (615) 242-2600

Wholesale Connection
Call Toll Free 1-800-226-2800
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RX315 Call
9X515 Call
9X715 Call

Technics
SAGX470 Cal
SAG9057 Cali
SAGX670 Cal

Kenwood
KRV5560 Call

KRV6060 Call

KRV7060 Cal
Pioneer

VSX453 Call
VSXD503S Cal
VSXD603S Call

VSX0703S Call

Harms
40830

RX815 Call

951050 Cal

SAGX770 Can
SATN1000 Can

KRV8060 Call
KCX1 Call
KMX1 Call
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VSXD1S Call

VSXD2S Call

Kardon
Call
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Av3. Cal
AM4 Cal
MA511 Cal
AM7 II Cal
LS3 Cal

LS5. Cal
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RS225 Cal
RS325 Cal
RS425 Cal
RS525 Cal
RS625 Cal
SM115 Cal

SM125 Cal

Advent
Mini Advent Cal
Baby IN Cal
Prodigy. Tower Cal

Pinnacle
AC503 Cal
AC550 Cal
AC600 Cal
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MXS20 Call
MXC55 Call
MXC77 Call

Kenwood
UD351 Call
UD551 Call

A
6592700 Call
NSX3200 Call

EMSIIMIEC
J

KDGS40 Cal

KOGS50 Cal
KDGT7 Cal

KDAIK70 Cal
KDMK7IRF Cal

Pioneer
DE51205 Cal
DEH45 Cal

DEH505 Cal

DEH705 Cal
CDXP1200 Cal

CDXP606 Cal
Kenwood

KDC5001 Cal
KDC6001 Cal

KDC7001 Cal

KDC9000 Cal
KCCC602 Cal
XXCX..,11 C.

;

DAT Recorder
Portable Available

LS'.
901 CLASS..
42 Ca
22 Ca

VS100 Ca

IOIMMBK Ca

nity
SM155 Ca

SM85 Ca

KAPPA61 Ca

KAPPAVIDEO Ca

RSVIDEO C.,

VIDE01 Ca.

SERVOSUB Cali

Legacy Call
Laureate Call

Hentage Call

AC650 Call
AC800 Call

AC850 Call

C
PAXC99S Call
UXCI Call
0911 Call

UD751 Call
UD951 Call

WA
5513500 Call
5515200 Call

C

KSR145 Call

KSRT55 Call
KSRT60 Call
KSRT75 Call

CDXFM121 Call

CDXFM61 Call

KEHP4000 Call
KEHP570 Call
KEHP770 Call

KRC980 Call
KRO380 Call
KRC580 Call
KRC480 Ca
KRC380 (.,
.,P.':1,1,0(

,

Home.
Call

C.D.Players
JVC

XLF211 Call

XLM41S Call
XLV161 Call

Technks
SLPD667 Call

SLPD867 Call

SLPD967 Call

Kenwood
DPM3360
DPM5560 Call
DPR4060 Call

Pioneer
PDM423 Calli
PDA4703 Cali!

Tape
JV

TDW215 Call

10W309 Call
1DW315 Call

Technics
RSTR232 Call
RSTR373 Call
RSTR474 Call

Kenwood
KXW4060 Call

KXW6060 Call

Pioneer
CrAl403R Call

CP/Y503R Call

CTW603RS Call

Radar

6201 Call
6351 Call

Whistler
1125WH Call

1230SWH Call

Snider+
LRD1900 Call

IRD2100W Cal.

XLV261 car
X LMC 100 Call

SLP9066 Call

SLPD1000 Call

DPR5060 Call

DPR6060 Call

PDDM802 Call

PDF100 Call

Decks

Call

TDV661 Call

TDV1050 Call

95-9575 Call
I RS -R979 Call

I KYW8060 Call

I

CTW703RS Call
CTINT.162R Call

Detector
Sal

I 6451 Can

64501I Call

1 1250SWH Call

I 1280SWH Call

1 LPD9103SW Call

I

Laser Disc Player Call Mini Disc Home. Portable Call

Call For Brands & Model Not Listed
HRS: Mon -Sat 9 AM - 6 PM EST Prices subject to change Prices
exclude shipping & handling. Not responsible for typographical
errors. MasterCard. Visa. Amencan Express and C.O.D. accepted.
Products come with W.C. Warranty, We ship UPS & FEDEX.

Wholesale Connection 63-48 108th St. Forest Hills, NY 11375

DJ & Nightclub
Sound, Lighting & Video CATALOG

FREE 72 -Page Catalog with a
huge selection a' name brand
professional gea- for DJ's,
Clubs & Musicians all at
discount prices!

Call Today
800-945-9300

Mail Order Center 11'11 Monarch St.

Garden Grove. 2,A 92641

Retail Super Store: 13110 Magnolia St

Garden Grove. CA 9264 (714)-5306760

1111 MO SOUND
& STAGE LIGHTING'"

OUR 19th
YEAR!

..VANTE intosh and Marantz tube type Hi-Fi, and old JBL,
 tec. 'annoy. EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers
rwid 1-800-356-4434

FREE!!! CATALOG with the complete line of
LINEARTECH AUDIO for the pro DJ's & sound
lovers. Call today U.S.A. LIDARS. INC. (800)
800-6226.
ACOUSTICS 101 teaches how to COnslruc I sttAtioS.

including materials recommendations & diagrams. Topics:
walls, ceilings, floors. HVAC. doors & more Better bottom -line
advice Mon you'll find anywhere else, Send $1195 ckimo to
USAEciam. 11571 E 126th. Fishers, IN 46038 (317) 842-2600
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RCil mss D-940
REMOTE CONTROL EXTENDER

Allows you to control any IR
remote equipment from 60' - 100'
away. Comes complete with
receiver, transmitter and extra IR
sending unit for enclosed loca-
tions. $59.95 +$6.95 s/h

Masterusrd & V,sa accepted CA and AZ residents add appropnate
sales tax All p ; ict is new with tl` ...srranty

TECH WORLD
(800) 408-2020

23679C2k-l--- Rd. #343

Calabasas, CA 91 30 2

FACTORY
AUTHORIZED

DEALERS

speciaiiiigf. jot:

HOME THEATER
SYSTEMS

IN WALLS  SUBWOOFERS
CAR STEREO

CALL US!

The Sound Approach
6367 Jericho Tpke . Commack. NY 11725

800-368-2344
All returns outhect lo a resteCaang charge



FOR SALE

BUY WITH PEACE OF MIND!
Buy the

perfect system.
Call us first and ask us how to buy

the perfect system. Our staff is widely
recognized in the industry as being
highly knowledgeable and the most

courteous. From state-of-the-art audio
to sophisticated hone theater systems,
we carry only what we feel is the best.

To get started, call us today...
and a ow.

REFERENCE
AUDIOVIDEO

800 947- Ab b
310 517-1700 so. cAtir.
310 517-1732 FAX
18214 DALTON AVENUE. DEPT S
GARDENA, CA 90248

(IN
pA

4'dr. AO°
1

AUTHORIZED DEALLN ARC  ATLANTIC 401110E00y  NAG/RE ILLUSIONS
AUDIFIQUI ST  AUDIO AILHEMY  AUDIO CONTROL  BEYER DYNAMIC  BOSE

CAL AUDIO LABS  CARVER  CELESTION  CLEARLIELD  COUNTERPOINT  (WD
DAHL QUIST  DUO  EAROLIDIA  10SuAl1  GENESIS  GRAD()  HAILER
HARMAN ARMIN  HUGHES SRS LABS  INFINITY  1000  IBL  LEXICON

MAGNUM DYNAL AB  MELDS  MERIDIAN  NOD  NE STOROVIC  NILES  0Nre0
OARASOuND  PHILIPS  PIONEER  POWER WEDGE  PROEON  PROAC  PSB

RODMILINE  SoSANF1  SUNK FRONTIERS  SONY  STAR  TARGET  THORENS
GEE  VPI  FELD and ',M.

1=47-11Ae;l:
11110LEYALE

CALL FOR PRICES C04- ROCKFORD PP1-00.1.04-040w

2 PARK AVENUE, DEPT. 15. NY, NY 10016
212 684-6363 FAX:

CAR STEREO
212 684-8046
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KDCC803 Low DR85176
D908175
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369

ARX5170 .. 269
X807170....... .339

KACPS745 Primps
601/602PKG
0DSP900

pricea 09X9175L 439 944310 179

HOME AUDIO
LAGUNA

BLAUPUNKT
239 129 * YAMAHA 8 DEMON

VENTURA 329 MEMPHIS 159 RXV670 509 DRA565 289

COCRE6 349 TUCSON 219 CDC745 299 AVR800 289

BAZOOKA RXV870 679 AVR2500 689

T62
T82
7102

159

219 pr
159 ea

T82A80
T102,480

Call

prices

*SONY ES.
STRGX800 529
CDPCOS 419
TCWA8 419

OCD615 199
CDM340 229
DRW660 229
DCM460 309

'Factory Warranty-AuthOmed Factory WarrantyNon-Authorized
$ NY Wholesale Warranty-Non-Authonzed  ASK FOB OETAKS AI TIME OF ORDER
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0

0
0
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AUDIO/VIDEO/CAR y
BRAND NEW vr4a627'1111

FACTORY FRESH . -AM
MANUFACTURERS FULL USA WARRANTY
0,Yri VWC:OWE31
OVER 200 MAJOR BRANDS

READY TO SAVE?
CALL US LAST AND
LET'S MAKE A DEAL!

1-800-348-7799
1

WARRANTY. RETURN POLICY: 14 DAY TRIAL FOR DEFECTIVES ONLY.
2E198 N. UNIVERSITY DR. BOO CORAL SPRINGS, FL MOS FAX (30S) 3404 MS

PIONEER CAR! OH YES, OH YES, OH YES!

I-

C

C

C

All Major Brands
SALE & SERVICE
1-800-328-0069
IN NH 431-8244

t. 1 WI
WE SHIP ANYWHERE

CD =
1-800-328-0069
IN NH 431-8244

BUY ELECTRONICS AT WHOLESALE PrticEs!
WE'LL BEAT YOUR BEST PRICE - ALL MAJOR BRANDS!

HOME THEATRE SPEAKER SYSTEMS  AUDIO & VIDEO COMPONENTS
Projection TV 13" to 150" , Camccrders / VCR's / HiFi / Car Stereo / Portables

CALL US !!
Let Our Knowledgeable

Sales Staff

HO Build
Your

HOME ENTERTAINMENT CENTER

OVER SIXTY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IS YOUR BEST GUARANTEE

Mail Order Calls
1-800-328-0069
in NH 431-8244

We Ship To Canada

Located at: 10 Congress St.
Portsmouth, NH 03801

Retail Hours
Mon -Fri : 9:30-6

SAT : 10-5

Customer Service
1-603-431-6251

FAX: 1-603-427-0679
For Returns, Service or Claims

THREE BEST $1,500 LOUDSPEAKERS!!! THX
HOME THEATER!!! B&W - Alon* - Celestion* -
KEF - Signet* - Fosgate* - Alchemy* - Mirage -
Harman/Kardon* - Bang & Olufsen - Denon -
Adcom - Polk - McCormack* - Eminent Technol-
ogy* - Carver* - Unity - Velodyne - VMPS* + 29
More Brands - Honest Advice! TECH ELECTRON-
ICS. (904) 376-8080.

SINGERS VOCALS
Unlimited, Low Cost, Instantly Available

Backgrounoi Music from Original Standard
RecordinAs! Does Everything Karaoke
does... Seder and_gives you the

Vocal Uminator"Thompson Vocal
& Demo Tape...

LT Sound Dept SR -1
7988 LT Parkway
Lithonia, GA 30058 FY
24 Hour Demo/Info Request Une .2485110 60
When You Want Somethin  Better Than Karaoke!

r

1.11 L11-
AUDIO  VIDEO  CAR MIRO

Send your name & address to
Sound City Inc.

Meadtown Shopping Center
Route 23 South

Kinnelon, W 07405

WE WILL BEAT LEGITIMATE PRICES! Sony  Proscon  Pioneer 
Sharp  JBL  Yamaha  & More. Home Theater  Audio Compo-
nonts  & Ns 1-800-423-VCRS



INSTRUCTION LOUDSPEAKERS

SONY
.

DA ,17

T -120V

L7508THG 3 =

DENON
DAT-12C

Recording Engineer

Radio Announcer

ON THE JOB TRAINING
IN MAJOR LOCAL RECORDING

STUDIOS/RADIO STATIONS
Pail time, nights, weekends. No experience

required. Free brochure and recording tells how.

1-800.295-4433

INVENTIONS WANTED

INVENTIONS, IDEAS, NEW PRODUCTS! Presentation to
industry/exhibition at national innovation exposition.
Patent services. 1 -800 -288 -IDEA, Ext. SR.

MOVIES FILMS VIDEOS

FREE SEARCH SERVICE. every title worldwide. 1-800-849-7309;
1-770-227-7309. 24 hours. 365 days. Buy Cell Trade, Rent Auc
lion. FAX: 1-800-388-0873; 1-770-227-087 

BLANK TAPES

1 -800 -TAPE WORLD or 1-800-245-6000
We II beat an  rice! 5.95 SHIPPING  FREE CAT.

MAXELL TDK FUJI
. 7 79

TAPE WORD 270 APING ST . SUMP. PA I Mt Faxotauam

OVER 500 DIFFERENT. SAME DAY SHIPPING. M -F, 8-5

CAR STEREO

LATEST MODELS - CHEAP PRICES - FREE SHIP-
PING ON ALPINE, ADVENT, BOSTON, ADS, BA-
ZOOKA, MB QUART, PPI, INFINITY, ROCKFORD,
JBL, JL AUDIO, SONY, PIONEER, CLARION &
MORE. CALL FOR HOME STEREO. SOUND
IDEAS, P.O. BOX 124, COMMACK, NY 11725.
(516) 864-6548, FAX (516) 864-6437.

WANTED TO BUY

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical, Rock, Jazz, Audi-
ophile, Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane St.,
Princeton, NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881.

CASH for USED AUDIO & VIDEO EQUIP. BUYING and SELLING by
PHONE CALL for HIGHEST QUOTE. (215) 886-1650 Ext. SR. Since
1984. The Stereo Trading Outlet. 320 Old York Road. Jenkin-
town. PA 19046.

McIntosh and Marontz tube type Hi-Fi; and old JBI. Altec.
Tannoy, EV Patrician and Western Electric speakers. David
1-800-356-4434.

MISCELLANEOUS

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS EXCHANGE'. Nationwide link be-
tween unattached music lovers. Write CMLE Box 31. Pelham,
NY 10803. (800) 233-CMLS.

TERMPAPER assistance. 19278 papers available! 306 -page
catalog -rush- -$2.00. Research. 11322 Idaho, #2065X.
Los Angeles. 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: 800-351-0222.
(or 310-477-8226).

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! Assemble products at home. Call
toll free. 1-800-467-5560 EXT. 11331.

LOUDSPEAKERS

BUY ACI SPEAKERS HASSLE FREE. Factory Direct. Money bock
guarantee. ACI is the manufacturer of the renowned Sap-
phire IIL patented Subi subwoofers ACI Home Theater speak-
ers. Free catalogue. (608) 784-4579. 901 S. 4th St., La Crosse.
WI 54601.

STATE OF THE ART CROSSOVER NETWORKS. UPGRADE ANY
SPEAKER SYSTEM. DESIGN GUIDE -52.00 (REFUNDABLE). ALLPASS
TECHNOLOGIES. 2844 CHARMONT DR. APOPKA FL 32703-5972
(407)786-0623.

1 -800 -NEW -FOAM. REFOAM KITS OR WE DO THE WORK.
SERVING AMERICA'S SPEAKER NEEDS SINCE 1979. VISA/MC/
AMEX/DISC. 1-800-639-3626.

Parts Express is a full -line dis-
tributor of electronic pans and
accessories geared toward the
consumer electronics industry
and the technical hobbyist. We
stock an extensive line of
speaker drivers and accessories
for home and car. Call for your
FREE 212 page catalog today.

Parts Express'
340 E. First Street

Dayton, Ohio 45402-1257
Phone: 513/222-0173

Fax: 513/222-4644

ROTTEN FOAM EDGES
BEST WARRANTY -GUARANTEE!
 Factory Authorized Repo,

ALL Brands; JBL, BOSE, EPI,
ADVENT, CV, INFINITY, EV, AR
8 More !

 Best Selection, USA Made
Surrounds, Cones, Diaphragms
Replacement Parts.

 Foam Rot Preventative.
 DIY Surround Kits Save Big S S

CALL TOLL FREE ! (24 HRS.)
1-800-767-4041 SIMPLY SPEAKERS. MC.VISA DISC. AMEX.
DIY KIT INCLUDES ILLUSTRATED INSTRUCTIONS, ADHESIVE,
TECHNICAL SUPPORT. WE MATCH PRICES!!

SPEAKER
CATALOG

1-800-338.0531
Source Code: SRM

Ili

3o

REPAIR FOAM ROT
FOR YOURSELF!

SAT will save you hundreds of dollars. All
sizes including AR, Advent. BOSE. JBL
Surrounds. adhesive & instructions
$27.95/pr BOSE 901's $67.95/pr oncl
S/H. No COD sl Do tt yourself with SAT!

800-747-3692 MC/VISA
STEPP AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 704.697-9001 20 Hr
PO Box 1088, FIN Rock, NC 28731 Inc' make & model w/order

CABLE TV

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS. BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS, WHOLE-
SALE PRICES. ABSOLUTELY THE LOWEST PRICES! MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. NOBODY BEATS US! R P ELECTRONICS:
1-800-304-3604.

CABLE DESCRAMBLERS- BUY DIRECT! ROCK BOTTOM PRICES.
#1 IN CUSTOMER SERVICE & LOW PRICES! THE CABLE OUTLET:
1-800-203-7077

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS:
Replacements for most models. 30 Day Trial -
1 Year Warranty! Dealer Inquiries Invited. Visa/
MC/Disc/Amex/COD FOR QUALITY, PRICE &
SERVICE CALL: 1-800-259-1187. Eagle Elec-
tronics Inc., #1, 1301 Railhead Blvd., Naples,
FL 33963. No Florida Sales.
LINK YOURSELF 10 THE FUTURE WITH OUR EXPERIENCE! CABLE
TV CONVERTERS & DESCRAMBLERS. QUALITY. SERVICE & SATIS-
FACTION GUARANTEED! VISA/MC/AMEX/C.O.D. ACCEPTED.
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS. CABLE UNX, INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MN:
1 -800 -501 -0095 -

CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE MONEY,
DON'T RENT! NOBODY BEATS OUR PRICE! CALL

US LAST FOR THE BEST PRICE!! ALL BRANDS 24

HOUR SHIPPING. VCI 1-800-677-0321.
FREE CATALOG!! NEW REVOLUTIONARY TV CONVERTERS AND
DESCRAMBLERS. SAVE 510005. CALL NOW. MEGA ELECTRONICS

1-800-676-6342.

CABLE T.V. CONVERTERS & ACCESSORIES. Fair Prices, Quality
Service, & 14 years Experience Gives Us The ADVANTAGE.
CALL 1-800-952-3916 Visa/MC/Amex/Disc/COD. ADVANTAGE
ELECTRONICS, INC., 1125 Riverwood Dr., Burnsville, MN
55337. MEMBER OF NCCA.

VIDEO DUPLICATION CONVERSIONS

If you need Video Tapes Duplicated or Foreign Tapes
Converted, call High -Tech Productions 1-800-662-8336

To place a classified ad in the Industry trading Mks of
Hachette Filipacrbi Maga-rates, hoc,

simply I Toll -Free and reserve you: space today!
I-800-4454066 (gam -Spur EST)

In Canada: 1.212'67.575(1
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HE EN END
BY PETER W. MITCHELL

hat's in a Name?
ecently, while visiting Los Angeles,
I spent an interesting morning with
the eponymous Mark Levinson. Be-
fore you march off in search of a
dictionary, I'll tell you that "epony-
mous" refers to a personal name

that also identifies a company, institution,
or the like. Thus "Donna Karan" identi-
fies both a line of fashions and the de-
signer who created them. "Dolby" identi-
fies a series of noise -reduction systems,
film -sound improvements, and the engi-
neer (Ray Dolby) who designed them.

"Eponymous" is an adjective that
should be familiar to audio enthusiasts,
since many companies and product lines
have been named after the engineers who
founded the companies and designed their
first products. Of course, as in the exam-
ples of Bob Carver (Carver and Sunfire
amplifiers) and Roy Allison (Allison and
RDL loudspeakers), eponymous founders
may eventually leave their namesake
companies and start new companies. And
companies are not always founded solely
by the engineers who designed the prod-
ucts. For example, in the companies
launched by (Saul) Marantz, (Frank) Mc-
Intosh, and (Avery) Fisher during hi-fi's
early years, many circuit designs were
created by Sid Smith and others.

Mark Levinson has been an influential
force in high -end audio for two decades,
but he's not an engineer. He's a musician,
from a family of musicians. Perhaps his
most important gift is that he knows what
music actually sounds like, and he is ded-
icated to improving both its recording and
playback. In contrast, many professional
musicians are poor judges of sound quali-
ty. They translate a score into such a vivid
mental image of the music that they often
focus on that instead of the actual sound.
While responding to musical values (tem-
po, phrasing, expression), they may not
notice differences in the actual sound it-
self, such as its timbre and stereo imaging.

Levinson first gained attention among
audiophiles as the creator of a series of
"purist" recordings that were issued on
LP during the 1970's. Then, as now,
many microphones had obvious inaccura-
cies that colored every sound, and record-
ing engineers often selected microphones
for specific tasks according to the way

their colorations complemented the tone
of the instrument or voice being recorded.
Levinson, on the other hand, chose the
most accurate microphones he could find
- a pair of omnidirectional B&K mea-
surement mikes. He recorded mostly clas-
sical music, in recitals around Yale Uni-
versity. Recently those recordings were
reissued on CD, and, aside from some
low-level tape hiss, the CD's deliver fine
sound. Timbres are tonally authentic, with
realistic live -concert ambience.

Levinson's recording activities led him
into a quest for improvements in electron-
ics - modifying tape recorders for im-
proved sound, developing better phono
preamplifiers, and so forth. He hired John
Curl and other circuit -design engineers
for these projects. Then he and a business
partner launched the Mark Levinson
brand to manufacture state-of-the-art elec-
tronic components.

In the mid- 1980's the company was
bought by Madrigal Audio, which contin-
ues to design and sell superb electronics
under the Mark Levinson name - and
under other brand names, too, such as
Proceed. Meanwhile, Mark Levinson (the
person) returned to his first interest, im-
proving the sound of analog tape record -

on the same design principles and high -
quality parts that are used in the best pho-
no preamplifiers. Cello tape electronics
are now used in many of the country's
leading disc -mastering studios.

Other Cello products are used equally
by audiophiles and recording studios. The
best-known example is the Cello Palette,
an equalizer based on circuit designs by
the engineer/audiophile Richard Burwen.
And when home theater became the
fastest -growing segment of high -end au-
dio, Levinson and his partners launched
the Cello Music and Film division, selling
Cello systems through dedicated show-
rooms in New York, Los Angeles, Milan,
and Moscow.

Levinson also assembled a state-of-the-
art digital recording system based on
B&K measurement microphones, low -
noise mike preamps, and two digital mod-
ules designed by Apogee Electronics -a
superb 20 -bit analog -to -digital converter
and the Apogee UV -22 redithering pro-
cessor. The latter recodes 20 -bit record-
ings so that their finest details may be re-
produced within the confines of the I6 -bit
CD format. The Cello system has led to
three unique recording ventures:
 The Cello Cafe, opening soon in New
York, will be an amplifier -free nightclub
in which performances will be recorded
live. After each concert, listeners will be
able to hear the recording. Selected re-
cordings will also be issued on CD.
 Gene Pope, manager of Cello's Mos-
cow showroom, has launched a new CD
label, PopeMusic. Using just one B&K
mike per channel (no mixing!), the re-
cordings capture spectacularly accurate
dynamics. The label's first two releases
have won rave reviews. One features bal-
let music by Shchedrin and Shostakovitch
recorded by Pope in the concert hall at
the Moscow Conservatory. The other disc

Mark Levinson has been an influential

force in high -end audio for two decades, but

he's not an engineer. He's a musician.

ings, and started another company, Cello,
Ltd., to develop state-of-the-art products.

The signal that is retrieved from an an-
alog tape by the playback head is a very
small waveform, typically measuring less
than a thousandth of a volt. It must be
amplified a great deal to bring it up to line
level, and it also needs elaborate equal-
ization to restore flat frequency response.
But the preamplifier circuits in most tape
recorders are considerably less sophisti-
cated than a high -end phono preamp. Cel-
lo developed its own electronics package
for use with studio tape recorders, based

is an album of pop vocals by Lori Lieber-
man recorded in the U.S. by Pope and
Levinson.
 The Music Maker Relief and Record-
ing Foundation is a joint project by
Levinson and Tim Duffy to record au-
thentic blues performers who are elderly
and destitute in the rural South. Income
from a $100 sampler CD will provide
medicine, food, housing, and further re-
cording opportunities for the artists.

For more information on these projects,
contact Cello at 41 E. 62nd St., New York,
NY 10021; telephone, 212-472-5016.
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0 THE AR STORY

Acoustic
Research
invented the

modern home

loudspeaker in

1954.

For over forty years,

they have been the

leader in bookshelf

loudspeaker design,

technology and

sound reproduction.

To this day, you can

not buy a better

loudspeaker for the

money. 

AR loudspeakers are designed for

optimum performance in real

world use.

Their sound patterns are designed

to interact with the boundaries in

your home - doors, bookshelves,

walls,furniture - so they are less par-

ticular as to their exact placement.

Their wide baffle design and exposed

dome drivers produce a wide and con-

sistent sound field, resulting in a proper

tonal balance from more listening

positions throughout the room.

Due to their true acoustic suspension

technology, they produce stunningly

powerful and accurate bass from rela-

tively small cabinet enclosures.

They are high -value, no compromise

loudspeakers engineered with the

essential materials and technology

needed to reproduce superior sound.

We wrote the book on the
bookshelf loudspeaker.

No company in the history of audio has done
more to improve the sonic accuracy of musical
reproduction in the home than Acoustic
Research.

For forty years, AR's sound philosophy has cen-
tered on the belief that technical innovation
would only be incorporated for the benefit of
tonal accuracy - not at its expense.

AR's design philosophy remains to this day, to
focus and improve on the fundamental speak-

er technology needed to reproduce music as accu-
rately and beautikilly as the original source.

For AR, this means flat frequency response. Wide dis-
persion. Low distortion. High power handling.
Exceptional bass extension. Musicality.

AR began its journey to capture sonic accuracy in
1954 with the intro-
duction of acoustic
suspension technol-
ogy, an innovation
which truly revolu-
tionized the aucio
industry. Prior to AR's
acoustic suspension
design, loudspeaker
technology primarily
utilized some form
of vented or baffled
enclosure where a
relatively stiff mech-
anical spring force was applied to the moving cone
to return it to its resting position. This spring force
tended to become increasingly non-linear in its

action as cone movement increased from either
higher output levels, lower frequency, or both.

In order to reproduce lower bass at higher output,
large woofers were needed, resulting in larger cabi-
nets. In addition, the large cones became more
massive, and in order to maintain reasonable effi-
ciency without ar enormously costly magnet struc-
ture and voice coil assembly, cones had to be
designed with low density. The net result was the loss
of stiffness which resulted in driver "break-up" and
uneven frequency response with resonance, thus
trading one form of distortion for another.

AR's solution was the revolutionary AR -1, the first loud-
speaker to use the air compressed inside the sealed
enclosure to control the excursion (movement) of
the woofer. The woofer was given a very "soft'
mechanical suspension, including the now leg-
endary "half -roll" surround. The voice coil and mag-
net pole piece ware redesigned for long excursion
while a very stiff cone was fabricated for rigid, piston -
like action. The woofer was then mounted in an air-
tight enclosure. The trapped air within the speaker
cabinet exerted consistent pressure on all points of
the woofer to precisely and evenly control and
dampen the woofer movement. The result of this
acoustic suspension design was reduced distortion
and greater bass response in a substantially smaller
speaker enclosure.
(Story continued at your AR dealer) 

AR Firsts Throughout The Years

The Acoustic Suspension Loudspeaker

The Dome Driver

The Belt -Drive Turntable

The High Current Amplifier

The Multi -Driver Vertical

Array Loudspeaker

The Liquid Cooled Driver

The Ambient Subsystem Loudspeaker

The Powered Partner

For the AR
0 1995 Acoustic Research, 535 Getty Court, Benicia, CA 94510

aler n wrest you, call 1-800-969-AR4U.
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"Definitive's New
BP2000 Brings

You the Ultimate
Listening

Experience!"
Our revolutionary bipolar BP2000s, with dual built-in
300 -watt powered 15" subwoofers, are the absolute

state-of-the-art for music and home theaterperfection.
eviewers and experts agree

1%that bipolar loudspeakers are
sonically superior to all others
and Definitive is the leader in
bipolar technology.
"Speaker of the Decade"

Now, with the BP2000, Definitive
literally reinvents the loudspeaker.
We have combined a six -driver dual
d'Appolito bipolar array with a
built-in (side -firing) 300 -watt
powered 15" subwoofer. (Yes, a
complete powered subwoofer built
into each speaker!) The result is
extraordinary sonic performance
beyond anything you've ever heard.

Both music and movies are
reproduced with unequalled purity,
transparency and life -like realism.
And the astounding high resolution
imaging and awesome bass impact
totally envelop you in sonic ecstacy.
It is simply amazing!

Definitive's award -winning BP 2000 (from $1499 ea.) combines
exquisite designer styling with wumpassed sonic performance.

CIRCLE NO. 15 ON READER SERVICE CARD

The Ultimate Home Theater
In addition to being an audiophile's

dream, the BP2000s are also the main
speakers in Definitive's Ultimate Home
Theater System. This astonishing
system is absolutely the finest
sounding available. It recreates a
"you are there" spatial reality that
actually puts you into the soundspace
of the original cinematic action.

The complete system combines
BP2000s with a C/L/R 2000 center ($650
ea) and a pair of BPX bipolar surrounds
(from $399 ea.). Of course, the dual 15"
powered subwoofers are already built
into the sleek BP2000 towers. Truly
the ultimate listening experience!
Visit your Definitive dealer today.

nitive Tech
11105 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore. MD 21117
See our dealer list on page 30 (410) 363-7148


